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WILLIAM KIM MLLISTER.
The Fearless Judge, the Eminent 

Jurist, the Sweet-Sonled Crentle- 
man, the True Spiritualist.

All that is mortal of W. K. McAllister was 
gently and lovingly laid to fest on Wednes
day of last week at Rosehill. The physical 
body is returning to its original elements to 
be again transformed in Nature’s mysterious 
laboratory. The spirit of the great jurist, 
clothed in its spiritual body, has been wel
comed to spheres supernal. His cultured, 
humanitarian, and music-loving nature was 
well fitted for the change, a change which 
some of us have the best of reasons for 
knowing was clearly foreseen as imminent 
by his friends in spirit life, a week before his 
departure, and while to all outward and 
medical sight there was no evidence of his 
early transition. It needs no undue stretch 
of imagination to picture the welcome given 
this man upon his advent into the next 
world. Amid the loftiest, sweetest music of 
the heavenly spheres, it is only reasonable to 
suppose that such jurists as Story, Kent, 
Marshall, Mansfield, Thurlow and Bacon, and 
statesmen and patriots like Washington, 
Jefferson, Paine, Douglas, Lincoln, Grant, 
Garfield and a host of their peers, together 
with a vast body of other bright spirits gath
ered to receive him; that |imidly but with 
more love than all others, du the outskirts of 
this mighty host, eagerly anxious to press 
the hand of their friend, were those who when 
on earth and beset by misfortune and evil in
fluences had been kindly yet justly dealt with 
and inspired to better courses by him. And 
those who knew him here,will know that the 
welcome of these humble, repentant crea
tures was sweeter to the pure-souled man of 
law and friend of the poor than all the hon
ors bestowed by his peers.

Before recording the opinions of the press, 
the eulogies of his contemporaries and the 
funeral obsequies, we desire to place the 
public right as to Judge McAllister’s Spirit
ualism. The universal feeling of affection 
and esteem which have found expression on 
every hand and which still, continue, have 
had no parallel in the history of Chicago. 
Despite the fact that he was a long-time, 
well-known and pronounced Spiritualist, a 
fact which was not to be concealed or refut
ed, there have been various attempts made to 
break the moral force in favor of Spiritual
ism which the weight of such an eminent 
jurist’s opinion would give, by either slur- 
ing the facts or defining his views in a way 
to mislead the public. In justice to this 
noble man, to his family and to Spiritualism 
the truth should be candidly stated, and 
gracefully accepted by the opponents of 
Spiritualism.

In the Chicago Tribune of the 30th ult., ap
peared a finely written and on the whole ex
cellent sketch of Judge McAllister, prepared, 
as we have reason to think, by one who 
owed him a debt Of gratitude greater than 
any other person in the city, a debt which

can never be repaid; gratitude for a judicial 
act which at the time stirred the entire com
munity to its profoundest depths and brought 
upon the Judge a storm such as few men 
could have gone through and retained their 
hold upon public respect. We quote the fol
lowing extract from the Tribune sketch for 
tbe purpose of demonstrating its falsity, as, 
well as its injustice to the departed and to 
Spiritualism:

Herbert Spencer and the German writers were 
especially attractive to him. The realm of metaphy
sics had a charm for him, and he spent a great deal 
of time investigating phenomena which are the base 
of the spiritualistic belief. In common with every 
person of a finely organized temperament be “felt 
that there were various phenomena which could 
not be readily explained by the ordinary powers of 
reasoning, and it was a source of pleasure to him to 
personally experiment with such matters aud to 
read whatever came within his reach bearing on 
the subject. He bad nothing but scorn for ultrama- 
terialiutic persons who with a word would brush 
aside as unworthy of serious contemplation the en
tire field of the supernatural; and it is probably some 
emphatic utterance of his upon such an occa
sion is responsible for the somewhat general im
pression that be was a Spiritualist. Those who 
have known him intimately for a quarter of a cen
tury deny that he had any greater interest in Spirit
ualism than any earnest student of metaphysics 
might have.

In 1885 the Western Society for Psychical 
Research was organized in this city for the 
purpose of investigating the phenomena 
commonly grouped under the name of Spirit
ualism. Such men as H. W. Thomas. D. D., 
H. Reeves Jackson, M. D., Prof. Rodney 
Welch, Mr. J. H. McVicker, Judge A. N. 
Waterman and many others equally well 
known were among the charter members. 
Judge McAllister was invited to become one 
of the original members; and in a note ad
dressed to the editor of the Religio-Philo
sophical Journal and dated March 26th^ 
1885, after referring to a long and painful ill
ness and giving this as a reason for delay in 
replying, he says:

If my connection with the matter ie of sufficient 
importance to make a postponement justifiable, j 
think by week after next I could attend. I feel a 
profound interest in such investigations carefully 
made.

Under date of June 12th, 1885, from his 
home at Ravenswood, he again addressed the 
editor of the Journal upon the same topic. 
After speaking of personal matters which 
had occupied his attention to the exclusion 
of all else for some weeks, and which had re
sulted to his satisfaction he continues:

“Thoughts of other things come back to me. 
As I recur to the subject of psychical investi
gation there comes over me a feeling qf in
competency as respects doing anything that 
may aid in the enlightenment of others. My 
devotion to my profession, with its peculiar 
tendencies has given me habits of mind 
which almost unfit me for any mere meta
physical or other speculations which rest up
on a basis of what may be called inner con
sciousness, because for- all tbis time, in which 
I have been so employed, I have had to deal 
with facts and principles perceptible to my 
understanding and backed by authority. Now 
the writers and thinkers whose labors have 
gone to create the literature of Spiritualism 
(and that includes the contributors to the 
Journal) are possessed, many of them, of fine 
minds, and they are much at home in the 
domain of metaphysical speculation; but 
oftentimes their premises are too uncertain 
to be satisfactory to my mind, and I have 
concluded that the fault rests with myself. 
I am developed as an intellectual being in an 
entirely different way. I want a material 
something, as a basis which amounts to ir
refragable proof. So far as the phenomena 
of Spiritualism have gone to establish the 
continuity of existence, I am convinced. But 
as to any definite characteristics of that ex
istence the record is far from clear to my 
perception, though I have striven hard and 
earnestly to learn. I have no objections to 
becoming identified with the Society for Psy
chical Research, but despair of being of much 
use. I regret the loss of what I might have 
heard and learned if you had come to the 
right place to find and visit us the other 
evening. Please give our kindest regards to 
Mrs, B. “Respectfully Yours,

“W. K. McAllister.”
Thus, over his own signature and in his 

own hand, we have a direct and positive ref
utation of the Tribune writer’s statement 
that, “The realm of metaphysics had a charm 
for him.” “My devotion to my profession,” 
says Judge McAllister, “has given me habits 
of mind which almost unfit me for any mere 
metaphysical or other speculation which rests 
upon a basis of what may be called inner 
consciousness; because, for all this time I 
have had to deal with facts and jprinciples 
perceptible to my understanding and backed 
by authority......I want a material some
thing, as a basis which amounts to irrefrag
able proof. So far as the phenomena of Spir
itualism have gone to establish -the continui
ty of existence, I am convinced” How does 
this square with the Tribune writer’s asser- ‘ 
tions? Any one wishing to verify these letters 
can see the originals by calling upon the ed
itor of the Journal. It may be said these 
expressions were embodied in letters not writ
ten for publication, but there is no force in 
the remark, if thereby it is intended to inti
mate that Judge McAllister’s views were not 
publicly known, for they were. In the Re- 
ljgio-Philosophical Journal for December 
23rd, 1882, there was published a letter from 
Judge McAllister to the editor which accen
tuates what has hereinbefore been affirmed 
and quoted; it is therefore now reproduced 
with the headlines and introductory editorial 
comment:

The Expression of a Judicial Mind.
A Letter of Approval from Hon. W. K. 

McAllister, for Twenty-Five Tears a Lead
ing Lawyer, formerly on the Supreme 
Bench of the State of Illinois and note 
one of tne Judges of the Appellate Court 
of the State.

Although the following letter might at 
first blush, seem of so personal a nature that 
its publication would violate conventional 
propriety, yet as it treats of the editor and 
his relations to the public, and gives such a 
clear statement of matters of vital interest 
to Spiritualism, we venture its publication. 
Emanating as it does from a gentleman who 
stands in the front rank of a profession dis
tinguished for profound learning and the 
ability to weigh evidence, the letter is of 
great value not only in supoort of the meth
ods and policy of the Religio-Philosophical 
Journal, but,incidentally, of the stupendous 
facts of Spiritualism:

Waukegan, Ill., Dec. 9th, 1882. 
Col. John C. Bundy.

Dear Sir:—Yours of the 6th in reply to 
mine of the 3rd inst., was duly received and 
I must thank you for your kind invitation, 
of which I will surely avail myself, whenever 
circumstances-will permit.

I do not suppose we outsiders can half ap
preciate the difficulties you have encountered 
and the hostility you have experienced, in 
endeavoring to conduct the Journal upon 
the plan and principles which you 
adopted soon after taking control. I have, 
however, perceived pretty strong evidence of 
some of them. Undeserved unpopularity for 
the first few years, was a result you could 
not have failed to anticipate, nor the pecun- 
inary sacrifice incident thereto. The pur
pose has seemed to me (a not unexperienced 
observer) to be to elevate the tone of spiritual
istic thought, by ever keeping in view the 
higher objects of life, in almost every phase, 
and striking at the shackles which confine 
the nobler impulses of human nature, in 
whatever form they may exist. And, 
although a careful reader ofr^he-JouRNAL? 
I have yet to discover the first instance in 
which you appeared to me to have swerved 
one iota from that purpose. Spiritualism, 
as it is called, is from its very nature, when 
embraced by certain classes of minds, pe
culiarly subject to the growth of that which 
seems to another class of minds very much 
like a mere excrescence caused and nourished 
by credulity and superstition, both of which । 
have, long since, been tried and condemned in 
the forum of modern thought and civiliza
tion. But when you attack them, tbe cry of 
persecution is raised, and you are denomi
nated an enemy to the cause, that is, of Spir
itualism, which will surely perish, unless 
that growth can be effectually restrained 
and reason and sound philosophy substituted 
and maintained. There is no one sect, there 
is no one religion, or system of philosophy, 
which embraces all truth, wisdom, or even 
errors. There is some good and many er
rors in all of the them. Spiritualism has its 
full share of both; and the pointing them out 
and drawing the distinction between them, 
is an ever-continuing demand and difficulty. 
That, as I conceive it, is the mission of the 
Journal as respects the cause it has es
poused, which embraces every object calcu
lated to elevate the human mind and ameli
orate the condition of all classes of human 
beings, so far as they may be suffering in the 
bonds of ignorance, vice or superstition. I 
cannot perceive why any man, who has a due 
regard for the welfare of society, should not 
support the Journal, even though he may 
belong to the popular churches of the day. 
But, as to those who are interested in and 
derive comfort from the spiritual philosophy, 
like myself, the duty is ubvious; and I have 
no doubt that if you will struggle on bravely 
as you have done, against all the troubles 
that have and may now beset you, your ulti
mate success is no problem of difficult solu
tion. That you may live to fulfill the mis
sion assigned you in this world of trouble, 
and be ultimately crowned with success, is 
the ardent wish of your friend, etc.

W. K. McAllister.

The testimony of many witnesses might be 
given, showing Judge McAllister’s ever
present interest in Spiritualism and the 
great value he felt the phenomena had 
for a doubting world, bnt it is unnecessary; 
and interesting as it would be, space forbids 
at this time. In this connection, however, 
an incident in connection with the public 
discussion of matters connected with the cel
ebrated Wilber F. Storey will case may be 
profitably introduced, as it brings out Judge- 
McAllister’s comments in a way most in
structive to a certain class of minds in Spirit
ualism. In the issue of September 4,1886 of 
one of the several now defunct Spiritualist 
papers—dead because they opposed the plat
form of the Journal, because they failed to 
adapt themselves to a steadily growing en
vironment of reason and scientific de
mands—and of which Mr. Henry Kiddle has 
had the honor to be associate or correspond
ing editor, appeared the following editorial 
over his initials:

SPIRITUALISM JUDICIALLY CONDEMNED.

In sustaining tbe will of the late Wilbur F. 
Storey, in a recent decision, the Appellate 
court went out of its way to pronounce a con
demnation of Spiritualism. Though decid
ing that the fact of Mr. Storey’s being a 
Spiritualist did not invalidate the will,— 
since his letters in 1881 “bear internal evi- 
denc of acuteness, precision, business dis

crimination, and prudence on the part of the 
writer,”—the judge went on to remark:

“The fact that one who professes a belief in what is 
known as Spiritualism may be influenced by and give 
credence to alleged communications from spirits, which 
are. in fact, no communications, but impositions and 
delusions contrived by designing persons, is far from 
sufficient to prove in such persons want of testamen
tary capacity.”

This obiter dictum is worthy of the immor
tal Dogberry; and one of these days the learn
ed occupant of the bench who pronounced it 
may be “written down” as “that public func
tionary” desired that he should be entered on 
the record. The decision of a judge upon 
such a matter has no importance, since it 
must have been dictated by ignorance and 
prejudice.

Mr. Storey, whose letters presented every 
indication of a sound and acute mind, 
was a thorough believer in the reality 
of spirit communications, as the writer 
of this happens to know, having letters 
on file received from him in 1881, in 
which he referred to such communications 
from the spirits of certain well-known 
persons, in which he expressed implicit con
fidence. Which is the better evidence the 
opinion of a judge who probably, has never 
investigated the subject or that of a man, 
with the judicially established mental cali
bre here assigned him who had made a care
ful investigation of the subject, and knew 
of what he wrote? Of what value is this 
wild assertion of the Illinois judge of an in
ferior court, compared with that of John W. 
Edmonds, chief justice of the highest court 
of the State of New York, or of Lord Lynd
hurst, the English chancellor,not to mention 
a host of other legal luminaries who have 
accepted spirit communications as a fact. 
This decision of the Appellate* judge is in 
legal parlance, only a brutum fulmen, and 
can excite nothing put the pitying derision 
of intelligent minds. ■ H. K.

Knowing that Mr. Kiddle had followed his 
usual custom in this instance, of dogmatiz
ing upon a subject concerning which he 
knew little, and that little only a stumbling- 
block to him, we sent the clipping to Judge 
McAllister, supposing the Appellate Court in 
which he was one of the Justices was hot 
likely to have anything more to do with it, 
and invited a statement that would put the 
matter in its right light before the Spiritu
alist public. We now publish, without further 
comment. Judge McAllister's reply, which 
is as follows:

Ravenswood, Sept. 3, 1886.
Bear Col. Bundy.—I received your note 

enclosing a criticism of Mr. Kiddle upon cer
tain language used by Judge Moran in deliv
ering the opinion of the Appellate Court in 
the Storey will case.

That case has been taken to the Supreme 
Court. If that Court should affirm our judg
ment, then it would be . competent for the 
contestants to file a bill in chancery and pre
sent a case for the overthrow of the will up
on broader issues than those in the former 
case, so that the questions may come before 
our court again; and if on the contrary the 
Supreme Court should reverse our judgment, 
it would send the case back to the Circuit 
Court, for a new trial, and so, .in that event 
it might come to the Appellate Court for de
cision. Such being the state of things, it 
would be improper for me to enter into an 
extra-judicial discussion of the matters in
volved in the Kiddle criticism.

It is not, however, improper for me to say, 
that Mr. Kiddle has entirely misapprehended 
the passage from the opinion to which he ob
jects and fumes about, or he means to take 
the position that, in the view of all good, 
true Spiritualists there can be no such thing 
as feigned, pretended, simulated, or supposi
titious utterances of alleged mediums; and 
that any Judge, who thinks and asserts that 
there may be, is worthy only of the unmiti
gated contempt of all true, faithful believers. 
Oh! I am sometimes so disgusted with the 
blind credulity and crack-brained crotchets 
and nonsense of the spiritualistic literati, as 
they assume to be, that I feel inclined to dis
miss the whole subject from my thoughts. 
But there are great and solemn questions, 
which a thoughtful man or woman cannot 
dismiss at will. What we are and what we 
are to be after the trials and sorrows of this 
life are passed, are .among these questions. 
Whatever light Spiritualism can afford, the 
yearning soul demands. But light,—truth— 
it must be, or it is mere delusion, sham, 
mockery. The history of civilization for the 
last century teaches us, that any system of 
religion or philosophy, which in its essential* 
elements will not bear the tests of a sound 
rationalism must, in time, fail and pass into 
oblivion. If Spiritualism will not endure 
such tests it, too, must pass away. I believe 
there is a basis of truth and fact on which it 
may safely stand, where the battle with 
fraud, jugglery, blind credulity, and other 
errors is ended. Respectfully Yours, etc.

W. K. McAllister.
LEGAL CAREER.

The following brief resume of Judge Mc
Allister’s legal career copied from the Chicago 
Times is, presumably, substantially correct, 
as far as it goes:

Last August Judge William King McAllis
ter completed his 70th year, having been 
born in Salem, Washington county. New 
York, in 1818. His father was a well-to-do 
land-owner and farmer at that place, 
and until his 18th year the future judge 
worked upon the farm, meanwhile acquir
ing a thorough primary education. Enter
ing college at 18 he began the study of law 
when about 21 years of age with a Mr. Henry, 
of Wayne county, New York. His legal

studies completed he commenced practice for 
himself at Albion, in that state, remainins 
there about ten years. Even thus early in 
his professional career he gained a high rep
utation as a lawyer and was acknowledged the 
peer of many of the ablest legal minds of the 
state. He came to Chicago in 1854, moved 
thereto by the unmistakable indications of 
great professional opportunities in the rapidly 
growing city. He soon rose to an enviable 
position at the bar as an acknowledged leader 
and for several years was a member of two 
or three of the best known law firms in the 
west. Judge Tuley was formerly closely 
connected with him in legal practice and 
Gen. I. N. Stiles was his law partner from 
1867 to 1869, when he was elected judge of 
the old recorder’s court. Previous to this 
time he had been nominated tor judge of the; 
Superior Court, and in 1866 ran against 
Judge Jameson for that post but was de
feated. When elected to the recorder’s court 
he found the city suffering from the depre
dations of an extraordinary number of 
hardened professional criminals, notably 
burglars, who seemed to successfully set the 
police and indeed the courts at defiance.

Judge McAllister, while a man of tender 
heart and the most generous sympathies, 
was inflexible in the discharge of .official 
duty and abhorred with all the repugnance 
of his strong, well-balanced nature the pro
fessional criminal who preys upon society. 
As recorder he brought to the administration 
of justice a vigorous execution of the law, 
and some of Jiis sentences at the time are 
remembered as exemplary in their severity. 
In this way he very soon rid the city of the 
horde of burglars and foot-pads who up to 
the time of his election to the bench of the 
criminal court had fairly infested it. Elected 
to the Supreme Court in 1870 he resigned in 
1873, but during this period of three years 
he added to the judicial records of that tri
bunal several of the most valuable, pro
foundly learned, and generally quoted opin
ions within the reports. After his resigna
tion from the supreme bench he *was again 
elected a member of the circuit court of this 
county and served as such until his appoint
ment as a judge of the Appellate Court, 
which position he filled with rare abiUfy 
and general satisfaction up to the time of 
his death. In this court he was actively en
gaged in the duties of his office until last 
Friday afternoon, examining briefs and ar
ranging for trial of causes. -His last words 
in connection with appellate court business 
were uttered then to oue of his brother 
judges, when, after looking through some of 
the papers in a cause, he laid them on his 
desk with a sort of half sigh and said: “How 
I do hate a mechanics’ lien ease.” (

EULOGIES OF PRESS AND BENCH.

From the great mass of eulogies and ex
pressions of the press and people the fol
lowing are selected as representing all:

[The Chicago Herald.]
Politically Judge McAllister was a Jeffer

sonian Democrat, educated to believe in the 
people and in personal liberty. It was be
cause of his strong bent in this direction that 
he administered justice so fearlessly and so 
admirably. No man was ever condemned 
.before him on general principles, but every 
case was tried on the very right of the issue 
made. A man charged with theft conld not 
be convicted of murder, and the man charged 
with murder must be clearly proved to have 
committed that crime. Otherwise they must 
go free. No storm of public sympathy or 
clamor ever caused him to move one iota 
from the just path he had marked out for 
himself, and all he ever did met ultimately 
with the approval of the people. When, af
ter a celebrated local trial, the result of 
which did not apparently meet the views of 
the community, a largely signed petition 
asking his resignation was sent him, he only 
said: “My conscience is clear; let the peo
ple judge.” A year later he was re-elected 
by the largest majority ever given a judge 
after a party contest in Cook County. This 
was the popular recognition of his integrity 
as a judge. He leaves an enviable reputa
tion, and one that may well be emulated by 
every member of his profession. Be lent an 
added luster to the bench, and it will be many 
a day before a better or braver judge shall sit 
in his place.

[Chicago Dally Tribune.]
Judge McAllister’s friends and associates 

at the bar unite in ascribing to him the most , 
perfect simplicit/and purity of character. 
“His mind,” said an old law partner, “was ; 
as simple and pure as that of a girl.-” He 
was never heard to utter a vulgar word. He 
would blush at .an indelicate allusion and 
resent as a personal affront an obscene sug
gestion or story told in his presence..... # M

His sensibilities were of the finest! All his 
ponderous accumulations of legal learning - f i fe 
had no effect in the way of crushing out the 
sentiment of his nature. It was not seldom 1 
apparent in his decisions from the bench 
that it had not been necessary for him to 
learn from books the cardinal prinCiples bf P ; 
justice. His temperament was poetical, !? 
though it was not for strangers nor the pub- ; ■ 
lie generally to know this.. ... ?

Judge McAllister loved his profession. Hei 
is believed to be the only American lawyer j 
whose judicial decision in a criminal cash?# 
has been found worthy of a place in English l 
legal compilations.....

There was something decidedly out of the 1 
commonplace in the McAllister family. The 
Judge was exceedingly fond of music. His 
wife was musical, and until their talented

(Continued on Fifth Pare,) .
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For the Beligto Philosophical Journal.

The Physiological Side ofthe Theory of 
Enlargement.

JOHN E. PUBDON, M. D.

The accomplished English Spiritualist 
M. A. (Oxon)” is inclined to the belief that 

I do not know how to appreciate the value of 
“facts.” In Notes by the Way, his leading 
editorial in Light of September 15th, 1888, 
that gentleman criticises an article of mine 
which appeared recently in the Religio- 
Philosophical Joubnal under the title of

«

“Spiritualism and the Doctrine of Enlarge
ment.” He says: “Nor are we to set up 
our own standard of judgment as to what 
meh of science call ‘facts.’ Dr. Pardon is 
insistent as to ‘facts.’ Now facts are just 
what a man makes of them, and it may well 
be that an inspiring thought that fructifies 
in a single mind may be, from the stand
point of spirit, seen as they see things, worth 
a whole bushel of what Dr. Pardon wants re
vealed to him. The ‘facts’ of this world may 
be the fallacies of the next; and if they be 
ever so real here they may be worthless by 
the side of that ennobling thought which 
avails to raise and purify a life.”

At the risk of being tedious I reproduce 
the passage complained of, as it is important 
to a proper understanding of my position: 
‘‘The unverifiable statements of the spirits 
themselves go for absolutely nothing; al
most all of them are contradictory and ab
surd; and display the grossest ignorance or 
the wildest extravagance. Let any one who 
wishes to traverse this statement produce a 
single instance of new truth given through a 
medium apart from his own possibilities as a 
rational thinker and worker. The new facts 
he exhibits may furnish the data for true or 
false judgments; but all the facts so pro
duced are related to this life and the judg
ments passed upon them are essentially 
those of mortals.”

Now “M. A. (Oxon)” bas long been known 
among Spiritualists as a very high-class 
writer, so much so, that he has been regarded 
by himself, as well as by others, as an in
spired teacher; inspired, if not by God direct, 
by a very exalted spirit called by him Impe- 
rator. In addition to his “Spirit-Teachings,” 
pure and beautiful, 1 am sure, in their way, 
“M. A. (Oxon)” has* strongly advocated the 

I doctrine of the definite personality of return* 
i ed spirits and the possibility of the proof of 
' the same, thus opposing what may be termed 

a dogmatic psychology to that critical atti
tude of mind which is no where called for 
more than in that branch of the Natural Sci
ences,which is termed phenomenal Spiritu
alism. I, on the other hand, have always 
professed my adherence to the method of 
analogy in the study of Spiritualism, feel
ing quite sure that the established laws of 
physics, expanded into the language appro

priate to that larger theatre of animated 
nature, would, some time or other, supply us 
with the key to the modern as well as ancient 
mysteries, and to reduce these phenomena 
into their proper places as corollaries to the 
general theorems. On another occasion, sev
eral years ago, the same gentleman as presi
dent or drator of a society of London Spirit
ualists, indulged in a criticism, more forci
ble than just, at my expense because I at
tempted to apply physiological principles and 
the doctrine of evolution to the study of me
diumship. The fact is, our methods are rad
ically different.

Some time since a very graphic account 
was given at a public meeting in London,an 
account of which appeared in the Joubnal, 
of a strange and thrilling experience which 

M. A. (Oxon)” when he first un
dertook tbe investigation of the mighty sub
ject of Spiritualism. He stated in answer to 
a call to give some unquestionable demon
stration of the return of a bona ^de individu-

occurred to

al spirit, that sixteen years ago he had an 
opportunity of seeing Miss Lottie Fowler at 
a stance which was open'to the public. The 
manifestation, which he regarded as conclu

must not weigh against any qtber such as 
those above recorded.
* Now as my object at present is simply to 
contrast my method of investigation with 
that of my critic I shall pass on to another 
experience of my own before making any re
marks upon the conclusions to be derived 
from clairvoyant manifestations of cerebral 
activity. A few years ago an opportunity 
offered of making some experiments with tbe 
sphygmograph in the ease of Mr. Charles 
Watkins, the slate writing and pellet medi
um. On that occasion Mr. Watkins desired 
me while he was out of the room to write 
the names of several departed friends upon 
pieces of paper, asking each one to give an 
answer to a question written upon the same 
piece of paper as the name. This I did, 
and after folding the five separate pieces 
and further crushing them so that they 
were no longer identifiable, I held them in 
my own possession all the time while he 
told me the names and read out the mes
sages. I can only say that the performance 
of Mr. Watkins was the most wonderful and 
satisfactory that ever came under my notice. 
I remember that a rather serious dispute 
arose between Mr. Watkins and myself rela
tive to the initials of one of the friends, in 
which I was wrong and he was right, and 
when with a very red and angry face he in
sisted he was right before I opened the pa
per, the fact being that while my mind was 
concentrated upon my brother’s name, the 
paper picked out by Mr. Watkins or rather 
indicated by him for me to open, was that 
containing my mother’s name. The former 
initials were W. S. P, and the latter S. J. P., 
but as the J in the name of my mother was 
seldom used the sound of the initials as re
peated was quite unfamiliar, although I had 
just written them down, and I fell into tbe 
error of regarding the medium as having only 
made a partial success of that trial. The ap
plication of this remark will be perceived 
presently. The great value of this stance 
turned upon the fact that Mr. Watkins did 
make the important mistakes which he him
self immediately corrected. The name of 
one of my dead friends was H. J. Frew, and 
this name was given in a tentative manner— 
“Fr-e-e, Frem, Frew,” the last spoken with 
emphasis, at the same time that his manner 
was well imitated and an answer given to 
my question in general terms, but not in 
such a way as to lead me to believe that the 
inner meaning of the question was under
stood. This remark, indeed, applied to the 
answers received to all my written ques
tions. Another error on the part of the me
dium was in giving the question, Did I get 
the promised test? as. Did I get the prom
ised tent? the error in the last word being 
corrected as before.

Here is a fact upon which I lay great stress; 
it is a grain of wheat among many bushels 
of chaff offered in the way of explanation of 
mind-reading, thought-transference, spirit- 
messages, etc. From the evidence here pro
duced I am of opinion that a process of cere
bration, into which the visual centre enter
ed was employed by the medium, and that 
extra-ocular vision of the papers as written 
upon was a possibility in this instance. Tbe 
case did not present the characters of one of 
mind-reading or thought-transference, as it 
is called, but pointed out the existence of an 
unmistakable difficulty on the part of the me
dium in reading my peculiar hand-writing, 
the W in the first instance being taken for 
M, while in the second instance the S was 
thought at first to be an n.

An analogy exists between the sensori
motor processes of voluntary activity and that 
more spontaneous form of vital relation in 
which the wants of the organism are respond- । 
ed to by processes in direct correlation with 
such wants, as made known by their special 
form of stimulus. These wants may be at
tended to by the muscular system, as in the 
numberless automatic actions of tbe body, or 
in some other manner as when a secretion is I 
poured out or an injury repaired. Analo-; 
gy, therefore, suggests that in the instance i 
of mediums like Mr. Watkins it is no great■ 
stretch of the scientific imagination to cor
relate the unknown motor activity employed

essence of modern science, and, therefore, if 
Spiritualism, i. e., the higher anthropology, is 
to crown the hierarchy of the sciences, its 
fundamental laws and principles must be in 
complete harmony with those which govern 
the manifestation of the spirit through the 
agency of the healthy, living body and its 
more or less pathological equivalent, the 
body of the actively operating medium. In 
the study of the observable changes of the 
latter, that is to say of its departure from 
the normal physiological standard, he will 
have given us the first data towards the es
tablishment of the general science of enlarge
ment, which will be in complete continuity 
with the science of this life and through the 
application of the self-same principles, 
though of more extended applicability in the 
higher state of existence.

The motor centres of the brain in general 
express themselves through the muscular 
system, aud the visual centres are generally 
stimulated through the medium of eyes. But 
just as we know that directed activity can 
express itself otherwise than through the 
muscles, so may we rationally infer that a 
mode of exciting the visual centres of tbe 
brain, independent of ray-vision, exists and 
that a strict correlation may be established 
between the meta-motor and-the meta senso
rial corresponding to that correlation which 
in the sensori-motor process is tbe very 
essence of our familiar life.

Physical mediumship is now an every-day, 
not to say a vulgar,fact; clairvoyance is also 
a well established reality; put two and two 
together and the above view forces itself ir- 
restibly upon the physiologist whose experi
ence in Spiritualism is sufficiently extensive 
to overcome that older and more dominant 
experience which says that a man can do 
nothing without the aid of his muscular sys
tem. Slate-writing and such things have 
up to the present offered immense difficulties 
to their rational explanation, but whether 
on the spiritual or the physiological theory 
tbe correlation between tbe impression and 
the expression must be provided for in any
thing which claims to be a scientific treat
ment rather than a mere verbal paraphrase of 
tbe matter in question. To us who have learn
ed the nse of eyes all muscular activity is 
clothed upon a visual plan; we picture more 
or less vividly what we are about to do and 
so close is the relation existing between eye 
and muscle that in certain cases of disease, 
where tbe organic correlation between tbe 
separate unites of the muscular sycem is lost, 
the functional correlation established be
tween the visual and muscular systems is 
for a time able to supplement the loss of the 
former.

We already acknowledge the existence of 
correlations of functions in our automatic 

| and our subconscious activities; what logical 
difficulties then cau exist in acknowledging 
the existence of the same for our meta-empir- 
ical purposive activities? What it is that 
plays upon the organs so transformed in their 
functional activities, is a difficulty that re
mains pretty much in the same place as be
fore. Man tbe thinker and designer is as 
much a mystery to himself as ever he was; 
but when we remember that an organism is 
given to each of us to be a passive agent in 
the bands of others, as well as an active one 
obedient to the will and design of its owner, 
we may with perfect equanimity suppress 
our wonder as well as our pride when we 
hear a claim advanced to th- communica
tion of a departed spirit through the organ
ism of a living man or woman.

Whether a given communication comes 
from the individual purporting to be verit
ably represented thereby, is to be determined 
from the examination of the particular case 
and has nothing whatever to do with phe
nomenal Spiritualism regarded as a branch 
of natural science. When, therefore, I say 
that I never have had any communication 
that could with anything approaching to 
certainty be regarded as coming from a per-

the inspection of B, albeit unknown to him, 
is the only test available for the verification 
of C’s identity? For myself I must say that 
the difficulty is insuperable except on the 
ground of the common-sense induction which 
saves us from mistakes (and of ten leads us 
into them too), in the everyday affairs of life. 
Under such circumstances the establishment 
of a true personality, I presume, a matter of 
individual experience and judgment, and 
does not submit itself to exact treatment.

I can not express my satisfaction that so 
able and cultivated a Spiritualist as “M. A. 
(Oxon)” should have brought before his 
English readers my views upon the relativi
ty of consciousness and the consequent 
translation of the empirical ego into a high
er personal being after death. The whole 
value of Spiritualism turns upon the evi
dence it supplies of the survival of the per
sonality, even if that term be applied to cover 
an ever enlarging subjective state.

In a subsequent paper I shall present my 
rendering of the law of expansion founded 
upon the analogies of mathematical physics. 
I think that the time has come for a full and 
fearless discussion of the subject of spirit 
communion upon the basis of exact science.

an appreciation of all the phases of medium
ship. The danger is the other way. To cul
tivate mediumship for the mere gratification 
of curiosity is to lower its value and endan
ger its. dependence upon wise and helpful co
operation in the Spirit-world. Doubtless the 
mediumistic wrecks which furnish so much 
pious comfort to sectarian enemies are large
ly due to this cause. The best gifts of Heav
en may be abused, and the reactionary disci
pline so painful to tbe pupil is administered 
in wisdom and love. The moral appetite of 
the people is indexed by the uses made of 
such unhappy developments, as illustrated 
in the Diss De Bar trial and the Foxy foolish* . 
ness. . Lyman C. Howe.
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The Aim of the Movement and the Main 
Features of the Belief.

echo theson once alive and then dead, I only 
words of tens of thousands who have investi

sive of the presence of another than the me
dium actuating the machinery of her flesh. . . . mlfH ^t™
and blood, was the personification of a friend in slate-writing; for instance, with 
of his who had come to a sad and untimely ocalar vision; the one in fact is tbe working 
death by his own rash act. I well recollect supplement to the other.
the awe inspiring effect of the medium’s Several years ago I advanced a theory of 
statements and the conviction of the truth- dissociation of the muscular consciousness 
fulness of the scene, as portrayed by her, to account for the want of knowledge on the 
which induced me to lean over and in a part of the medium when manifesting 
whisper ask my right-hand neighbor what spontaneous exhibitions of directed ener- 
was the character of nis friend’s death. I did gy outside the limits of muscular contrac- 
not know for years to whom I had been ad- I tion. With this dissociation must also be in
dressing myself, but the answer-given me in eluded that of ocular vision, whereby the 
an impressive tone—He was drowned—has eye, actuated by its complicated muscular 
often recalled that scene to my remem- apparatus, picks up rays of light from the 
brance, and is so far a bond of sympathy be- various parts of space over which it sweeps, 
tween us. In describing that stance the and presents them to the retina, that special 
learned advocate of determinable personality expansion of the visual centers in correlation 
through mediumistic manifestations, did not with muscular motion. The dissociation of 
mention another circumstance which hap- the muscular consciousness would logically 
pened on that memorable evening, namely, carry along with it that of the ocular-visual 
the account given by the medium to my left-1 consciousness, to coin a suitable term, so that 
hand neighbor of the appearance of a spirit the empirical ego, or the ego of ordinary con-, 
belonging to him, who presented himself to I sciousness, and the relation of the body to 
her mental vision with his throat cut. The par- space would be profoundly modified if not 
ticulars of the case not having been com-1 temporarily annihilation. But the true ego, 
municated publicly, its interest was not, of I man as he inhabits the world of spirit, or, as 
course, as great as it was to me who had the I prefer to put it, man as he is in direct rela- 
advantage of hearing the details of the mur- tion with spirit, at once begins to suit him- 
der from the person addressed by the medi I self to his modified conditions and to correlate 
um. This gentleman, a medical man, like his forces so as to react to impressions in an 
myself investigating Spiritualism for his I appropriate manner. This must be true of 
own direct information, and for the first the medium, however he may act, for it is no 
time, had a brother who two years before more than the modern idea of life. The so- 
went to the far west and built himself a log called “development” of a medium is an ex
cabin where he lived alone until chance amplification of this physiological truth; we 
threw in his way a tramp whom he befriend- can perceive directly the tentative process 
ed. This man having left his benefactor in through which command is obtained and the | 
the day time, returned at night, and as the new adjustment of means to ends completed, i 
other opened the door at his knock, plunged The revelation of Spiritualism, regarded 
a bowie knife into his throat. But these as a branch of natural philosophy, within the 
were not the only instances of clairvoyant domain of law, has hitherto been a failure 
power which Miss Fowler exhibited to me I pa account of the false method adopted for 
that day. During the morning of the same I its investigation. It has been too of ten as- 
day I had, without informing a living soul I sumed that the spirit of a man is a something I 
of my intention, called upon her at herpri- absolutely different from his body, that, in 
vate lodgings for a sitting, at which nobody I fact, the latter can be cast aside entirely with 
but ourselves should be present. After some great benefit to the former. It has further 
general conversation the lady went into a been assumed that when the body of the 
trance, apparently at will, and immediately inedium is, as it were, laid aside in a eondi- 
began to give me certain information re- I tion of trance or insensibility the spirit is 
garding my mother who had died some years fre® to call upon its own inherent powers 
before. She said, “Sarah is here. She died and can work wonders beyond the compre 
of a tumor or a canebr,” and then followed hension of the body, thought to occupy a 
certain remarks more or less pertinent rel- lower plane of existence. The spirit or the 
stive to the meeting of my mother with per-1 spirits are called upon to give an account of 
sons mentioned by name who may have been I how these things are done, and nobly do they I

“ respond to the calls of their credulous and
unscientific admirers, for they pour forth

her relatives. The interesting part of this 
interview was the conviction that was forced
upon me, that Miss Fowler in her abnormal 
state, either dealt directly with spiritual en
tities, or had access to my store of past expe
rience, with which I ordinarily relate myself 
by the aid of tbe faculty of memory. A few 
years afterwards I had conclusive proof that 
direct communication from brain to brain 
took place between Miss Fowler and myself, 
as a false impression regarding tbe health 
of an intimate friend was conveyed to her 
from me with a full elaboration of details 
on her part, even to the appearance of the 
funeral, which fortunately the result en
tirely contradicted. This experience, how
ever, must stand upon its own merits and .

oceans of rubbish in answer to their calls, 
and flood the literature of Spiritualism with 
the most fantastic accounts of other-world 
news. That they never have produced any
thing of the slightest importance to science, 
is proof positive that the method of inquiry 
has been a false and misleading one.

Spiritualism, a branch of anthropology, 
must have a biological root, and its investi
gation can only be successfully pursued by 
regarding it as the science of Human En
largement, which treats of the higher evolu- j 
tion of the individual man as contrasted with 
that of the race of which we know this earth I 
to be the theatre. Continuity is the very

I

gated Spiritualism, without casting one iota 
of a stigma upon that which 1 know to be the 
great science of metaconscious human ac
tivity, when pursued with proper precau
tion.

Perhaps it is better for me that I had not 
the overwhelming convincing proof of per
sonal identity after death which “M. A. 
(Oxon)” and others claim to have received. 
Such might have distracted me from my own 
proper work which has been lo contribute 
my humble quota to the explanation of the 
physiological and scientific import of Spirit
ualism. I can only say with regarfl to what 
has been a common experience to me and my 
critic, that the obtaining information con
cerning the former doings of a dead friend, 
which are only recognizable as such by an 
appeal to the hearer’s own memory, is a very 
long way from the necessity of being forced 
to recognize the actual presence of the said 
dead friend.

I certainly acknowledge the authority of 
the privileged intellect of “M. A. (Oxon)” 
in the fact that he is himself a medium of 
great power for high and beautiful thoughts; 
but then again he is a fine writer and a bold 
thinker in his normal state, and I very much 
doubt that he could write well in the former 
state if he could not do so equally well in 
the latter. Indeed, I believe honestly that 
bis very ability would mask the value of any 
claimed originality on the part of a com
municating spirit, and good authorities have 
thought so too.

I should like to put a hypothetical case be
fore my learned critic, the point of which 
struck me very forcibly one evening long 
ago when investigating in my own house 
with a private medium. When in the trance 
state ’she wrote down a man’s name with a 
bold flourish and in a masculine hand, on 
seeing which, as she awoke, she gave a start 
saying, that her brother had written it. 
“How do you know?” said I. “I remember 
his writing well,” said she; to which 1 re
plied: “Can not one who remembers ac-
eurately also construct, granting the exist
ence of the esemplastic or moulding facul
ty?” My question seemed unanswerable and 
so I submit it to the consideration of all 
thinkers under whose eyes it may fall, as it 
is very suggestive.

Let A be an investigator; let B be a medi
um; and let C be a materialized figure cap
able of motion and speech. It is an ac
knowledged fact that B has a possible access 
to A’s brain with an unlimited amount of its 
contents; it is further granted that B is pos
sessed of physical mediumship, i. e., is cap
able of expending energy upon the space 
content so as, in accordance with tbe princi
ple of the conservation at energy, to exert 
stresses upon that content thereby producing 
what may be called pseudo matter, which, 
under the action of a guiding intelligence, 
that of the medium himself, for anght known 
to the contrary, may be moulded into the 
form of a man. Now tbe union of these two 
powers in the person of one medium is not 
unfamiliar to Spiritualists, and hence the 
question arises: What warrant can A have 
that the simulacrum C of an old friend is not 
the joint product of himself and tbe medium 
B, when the appeal to A’s cerebral store
house of remembrance, by hypothesis, open to

1NCIDENTS AND INFERENCES.

Manufactories, Morals and Mediumship.
Fo the Editor of the KeiUjio-PhilosoDhlcal Journal?

Paterson, New Jersey, is a manufacturing 
town, hence Republican in politics. Through 
the kindness of Mr. Dougherty I enjoyed a 
tour through the silk factory. The marvels 
of inventive genius and economic industry 
illustrated in the varied and complex ma
chinery and diversity of work are suggestive 
and impressive. How little the gay belles 
that flutter in silks and ribbons appreciate 
the toil and talent expressed in every figure 
and woven into every fabric. Here the la
borious thought of a hundred years, ground 
out of the mill of necessity, amid the groan- 
ings of poverty and unrequited toil, is me
chanically correlated into a thousand nim
ble fingers and skillful artisans under the 
guidance of one will and the driving energy 
of one dynamic center. The exquisite accu
racy with which the vast combination of ma
chinery handles the delicate threads iu a 
hundred different ways at the same instant 
doing the finest artistic work in plain and 
ornamental silks of every imaginable pattern 
is astonishing; and to the thoughtful observer 
inspires reverence for the inexhaustible gen
ius and industry of man. One shuttle at a 
single stroke carries the thread of forty 
spools; and one loom weaves as with one pair 
of hands forty thousand threads at once! 
This one mill employs from one to two hun
dred human machines to attend to the work 
of inanimate spinners and weavers whose 
breath of inspiration is the invisible steam, 
the correlative of fire and water. The amount 
of labor represented in the vast complica
tions of machinery which to-day move the 
world is almost beyond the calculation or be
lief; yet there is plenty in the resources of 
nature to keep -every mind profitably engag
ed and every hand employed. No amount of 
machinery can exhaust the supplies of na
ture. The more we conquer her obstacles 
and utilize her bounties the more inexhaus
tible her stores appear.

Some Orientalists claim that labor-saving 
inventions are detrimental to the welfare of 
nations! It is asserted that China once had 
all, or nearly all, the 'mechanical devices 
known to this age; and that the government 
found it necessary to issue an edict of anni
hilation to all labor-saving inventions as a 
protection to healthy industry and economic 
administration; and some or their savants 
predict that the evil influence upon domestic 
habits and industrial health due to the ma
chinery that robs labor of its birth-right, 
will yet compel the advance nations of mod - 
era civilization to resort to a similar revolu
tion backward, as the only solution of the 
mixed problems of labor and capital, indi- 
viduals.and corporations in political econo
my I Bosh! Because blessings are abused— 
as all blessings are—it does not follow that j 
they must be abolished. The richer the bless
ing the greater the possible abuse. The high 
er the function of any faculty the greater ! 
the field for its misuse and the grander the i 
results it must ultimately yield. Let the ■ 
quidnuncs who feast on the follies that inev- j 
itably follow the immortal light of Spiritual
ism, and cling to it like barnacles to a vessel 
at sea, take a lesson from this law. Let those 
glove-fingered saints and moralists who 
shrink from this Divine Guest from the sky, , 
lest the debris which falls in the path of all, i 
evolution should soil their spiritual gar- I 
ments, taint their uncertain virtue and bury I 
their satin reputations in a maelstrom of un
digested facts, and give them something to 
do besides nursing their own vanity, take 
courage, lay off their gloves and trust the 
truth as their safest guardian.

Paterson has a young society struggling to 
live and grow, whose laudable purpose is to 
furnish the inquiring public the best intel
lectual entertainments the spiritual plat
form can give. Among the speakers thus far 
engaged are Bishop A. Beales; Helen J. T. 
Brigham; Mrs. Stryker; J. J. Morse and Mrs. 
H. 8. Lake. I

While in Paterson I visited the Passaic I 
Falls, a wild romantic spot, where in the | 
clear glow of a morning sun I stood within I 
thirty feet of a most brilliant and beautiful I 
rainbow; but I did not find the promised “pot I 
of money,” and if it had been there my arm I 
was too short to touch it—as it always has I 
been too short to touch this magic and delu- J 
sive fascination which inspires and enslaves I 
the world. I

My hospitable host, Mr. Ludim Crouch—an 
old Chautauqua citizen—kindly accompani
ed me from the falls to the pleasant home of I 
Warren Sumner Barlow, where I spent two I 
days agreeably. Mrs. Barlow, less known, is I 
not therefore less grown, or less entertain- ] 
ing than the venerable author of the' “Voic- I 
ee.” With both I fared well physically and I 
mentally, and felt refreshed. The poet-au
thor read to me from the Mss. of his forth- I 
coming volumes,“The Rhythm of Evolution,” 
and the “Voice of the Church.” From these 
extracts I can predict a rich treat for all 
lovers of logic set to music. The trend of I 
thought leads all hie previous works. The I 
rhythm and melody are superior and the po
etic imagery more vivid and beautiful than 
any of his earlier productions. All who have 
read his previous works will surely want 
these as soon as they appear.

In New York the sensational episodes grow
ing out of th* various “exposures” and the 
self-abasement and self-conviction of the 
Foxes, et al, keep the spiritual cause from 
stagnation. When the deeper nature is touch
ed and believers and investigators put a val
ue upon Spiritualism above the phenomenal 
excitement which can be quenched by a pass
ing cloud, and act from the inspiration of 
superior motives and educational uses to 
which all phenomena should pay tribute, 
these moral blizzards and burlesques will 
cease to actuate the public mind and spirit
ualism will grow from within without the 
aid of such doubtful Incentives. There is ne 
danger of too much phenomena or of too high

I have been an interested reader of the va
rious articles Which have appeared in this 
Joubnal relating to Theosophy and to Mad
ame Blavatsky, written by Mr. Coleman and 
others, and the answers to the articles. From 
the articles written against Theosophy and 
against the Theosophical Society it appears 
that there must be a very widespread mis
conception of the object and aims of the Theo
sophical movement and of the Theosophical 
Society as one of the means used in further
ing this movement.

1 wish to state at the outset that I lay no 
claim to authority in what I write. I shall 
simply try to give, as I understand them, the 
aims of the movement, which is generally 
spoken of as the Theosophical movement, and 
of which the Theosophical Society is one of 
the most influential instruments, and the 
main ideas of my own view of the belief.

The objects as given in the documents of 
the society are three in number, as follows:

1. To form the nucleus of Universal Broth
erhood of Humanity without, distinction of 
race, creed or color. ।

2. To promote the study of Aryan and oth
er Eastern literature, religions and sciences^

3. To investigate unexplained laws of na
ture and the psychical powers of man.

Of these three, the one which is most im
portant and which is most strongly em
phasized as the great aim and object of the 
movement is the inculcation of the spirit of 
brotherhood among mankind. It is not giv
en out as a new idea by any means. It is as 
old as the human race but at no period with
in historic times has there been greater need 
of emphasizing that idea than at tbe present 
day and in our western civilization.

Those of my readers who are familiar with 
Aryan traditions regarding the chronology 
of mankind, know that according to their tra
ditions mankind is now at the end of a peri
od of preparatory growth, and is now Com
mencing a cycle- where great strides forward 
will be taken in all knowledge and power. 
After several thousand years of preparation 
mankind is now advancing with great rapid
ity in the knowledge of all departments 
of nature,—like a flower which takes long 
days of growth and preparation and then blos-

I some in a night. The same traditions assert. 
that this advance and broadening of view

I will not only apply to the realms of sciences 
I already known and to the discovery of new 
I methods of using powers now in existence, 

but will open up to view realms of nature 
which until now, have been not only un
known to the masses but denied existence; 
in other words, that there will be a vast ad-

I vance on our kndwledge of the superphysical 
I or psychic realms of nature. While this is 
I given simply as a tradition, yet I think close 

observation of the present tendency of scien
tific research will at least prove that it is not 
entirely unfounded. There has been within 
the last few years a great advance and broad
ening of our views respecting these subjects.

I We see this primarily in that outgrowth of 
I our century, Spiritualism, and later in the 
I movement we now see towards the investiga- 
I tion and examination of mesmerism, or if 
I one chooses to call it so, hypnotism, in re

searches into animal magnetism, thought
I transference and in all the various phenome

na which science Is just beginning to admit 
as facts. If this investigation goes on it is

I equally true that the various laws of nature 
which govern this realm mil be discovered 
and the use of powers now\unknown come 
into view. Whether these traditions are true 
or not it is perfectly clear that mankind is 
destined to make great discoveries and to ob-

I tain the use of many powers now unknown.
I Is mankind as a race likely to be benefited 
I by such advances while men are governed by 
I the forces which now rule in human affairs.

I think almost any candid thinker who has 
I examined into the matter willsay No, to such 
I a question. Our civilization to-day is found- 
I ed not on the principle of brotherhood but on 

almost the exact opposite of that doctrine.
I Instead of being founded on the principle of 
I unselfishness and brotherly love and help, 
I the ruling principle of the 19th Century is 

personal aggrandizement and selfish work 
for the benefit of the individual. All recog
nize the beauty and the worth of the senti
ment of brotherhood, love to our fellow men, 
and disinterested work for tbe race, bnt so 
far as the practical affairs of gut civilization 
are concerned such sentiments are consider
ed utterly impracticable and the rule in prac- 

| tical affairs of life is to look out for the wel
fare of the individual first, last and all the 
time. I do not mean by this statement that 
there are no unselfish individuals in the 
world; far from it. There are many and none 
recognize that fact more clearly than stu
dents of Theosophy. When, however, it comes 
to a question . concerning business, politics 
on the practical affairs of life, their influ
ence is almost nil. The trend of our civili
zation to-day is towards absolute selfishness 
and personal gain. It would be impossible 
under present conditions of competition 
to carry on business otherwise. If one did 
not work and scheme to undersell his com
petitors, they would assuredly undersell 
him and ruin his business. We see the same 
ruling principle in- the vast combinations 
of capital which have arisen in business. 
The object of such combination is and must 
be to combine so that the combination can 
undersell those outside and force them ei
ther to join or be forced out of business. 
The same spirit of selfishness is equally 
shown in almost every department of life. 
The child from his cradle almost is taught 
to accentuate self. He receives a prize in 
school for being or doing better than the 
rest. The same principle is seen even in the 
preaching in the churches where the aim is 
for people to become converted to some par
ticular creed or doctrine because by so doing 
they will reap a rich reward in some future 
state and be exposed tp dire punishment if. 
they do not accept certain dogmas and doc
trines. As was very well said in a late arti- , 
cle which I read, the hearer is invited to ex- ■ 
change worldliness for other worldliness, and 
to give up pleasure here for the sake of great
er pleasure hereafter.

Perhaps I may put the. ease too strongly
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but I think not. We are a civilization to-day 
where a few are rich, a larger proportion 
comfortably well off, bat in which by far the 
larger number are engaged in a fierce strug
gle for existence and competing against each 
other for a chance to make a bare living. 
Our business men to-day are engaged in ex
emplifying the purely animal law of exist
ence which is called by Darwin the “Law of 
the survival of the fittest,” and the fittest to 
live in this age are not those which the con
sensus of opinion in all ages has held .up as 
the best and truest. The coldly selfish, tbe 
keen, sharp calculating natures which look 
closely after their own affairs are the ones 
who are the fittest in this age, and the meek, 
the humble, the gentle and spiritual natures 
are the weak who are crushed out in the race 
for 19th century success.

Is then the future advancement in knowl
edge and power likely to aid the best progress 
of mankind as a whole? I say most emphat
ically no. It would simply hasten the des
truction which must inevitably come to any 
civilization which is based on selfishness and 
the care of the individual solely, instead of 
each working for ‘the advancement of the 
whole and,gaining his reward in the great
er prosperity of the race. The logical out
come of a system of life founded on selfish
ness instead of altruism must be absolute 
anarchy. Jt must end in a state where every 
man’s hand is against his neighbor and is 
looking ont solely for himself.

Perhaps I can make my meaning plainer 
by taking an example from the lower realms 
of nature. We see the natural exemplifica
tion of the principle of brotherhood in aswarm 
of bees. Each individual bee works for the 
benefit of the swarm as a whole, each doing 
its appointed task of gathering honey for the 
benefit of the hive and profiting as an indi
vidual bee through the growth and prosperity 
of the hive. If a hive of bees should attempt 
to carry out the rule of life which governs 
the human race in this century how long 
wonld it last and flourish. In that case each 
bee would begin to gather all the honey it 
conld for its individual use and not the ben
efit of the hive. It would not look forthe 
honey entirely from nature but would try to 
gain a larger share by taking the honey gath
ered by other bees, obtaining it either by 
force or shrewdness. If anything it would be 
considered that honey obtained in this way 
was rather a credit to the individual bee 
than otherwise, as showing his sharpness and 
business ability. Yet how long would a hive 
last under any such rule of life. It might go 
on for a little while bnt it wonld inevitably 
end with internal dissensions and the dis
persion of the bees. Yet this is exactly the 
rule which mankind in this century is trying 

- to live by. It is apparently advancing under 
the law of selfishness, thinking that the sel
fish striving for the. individual good even at 
the expense of other individnals is right. It 
is breaking a law of nature which says that 
the individual entity can only rise perma
nently through the rise of the whole body 
politic. The example of the bees may appear 
a very homely one, but I used it _ because it 
exactly illustrates the theosophic point of 
view: Namely, that mankind must rise, if 
rise at all, through the combined efforts 
of the individnals working for the common 
good and not through striving for individual 
success at the expense of other individuals.

To hasten the destruction which must 
come of selfishness as a law of life, the same 
advance in 19 th century thought which has 
led to the advances we have made materi
ally, bas invaded the domain Of theology. It 
has led the great mass of thinking men to 
<lo their own thinking in religions and ethi
cal matters just as truly as in scientific and 
secular, and weakened the hold which the 
world religions formerly held on man by ap
peals to his superstition and through hope 
of reward or fear of punishment in some fn- 
tnre state. Meu to day are thinking for them
selves. The mere assertion that any theory 
or hypothesis cannot be trne because it disa
grees with certain theological conceptions, 
or is contrary to certain interpretations of 
inspired writings does not carry weight now. 
On the contrary people are calling on theo
logians for proofs of their assertions and 
dogmas which shall be abreast of the culture 
of the age and appeal to common sense and 
reason, a proof which it is needless to say 
can seldom be given.

If men had confined their thinking to re
jecting the dogmas which were plainly ab
surd, it would have been a good sign; but in 
many cases they went to the other extreme 
and assnmed because some of the ideas of 
theology were plainly false, that all religion 
was a sham and that there was no founda
tion whatever for the beliefs of man except 
blind superstition. The spread of agnosticism 
and pare materialism* among the thinking 
portion of mankind within the last fifty 
years has been very great and it has lead to 
a large number denying entirely that there 
was any truth whatever in religion and as
serting that the best rule to go by was to 
“eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we 
die.”

It is under such a civilization that the the
osophical movement was founded. The aims 
of this movement are twofold. First and
foremost to try, by inculcating aud living to 
the best of our power the principle of the 
brotherhood of humanity, to check this dom
inant idea of selfishness and personal ag
grandizement which is the mainspring of our 
life to-day and thus avert the logical result 
which must overtake a civilization founded 
on such a basis.

2. To furnish to thinking men a reason
able and common sense explanation of ethi
cal facts with which we are all familier, but 
for which no existing system has, or is of
fering, any explanation ^ whatsoever unless 
an exhortation to believe on blind faith can 
be called one.

We believe that the destruction which will 
come as the outcome of the present tendency 
of our life to-day can only be averted by the 
adoption of the principle of the brotherhood 
of man as a rule to live by. That altruism 
and the good of mankind should be the aim 
of life instead of individual self-seeking.

This principle of brotherhood is not a new 
idea put forward for the first time by The
osophy. It has been propounded as the 
rale of spiritual advancement by every great 
reformer the world has known,—by Confu- 
cius, Zoroaster, Buddha Siddhartha and by 
Jesus of Nazereth. Nowhere is it more plain
ly stated than in the ethical teachings of 
Jesus of Nazereth. To be sure he did not en-
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natural law of spiritual advancement, which 
is just as absolute in its sphere as the lawof 
gravitation, and that it is only through its 
adoption in onr daily life that mankind can 
make any lasting progress.

The second object as I,said above is to 
furnish to thinking men rational explana
tions (or perhaps give out reasonable hypoth
eses would be a better term) concerning 
many ethical facts in nature which we see 
round us, for which no explanations have 
been attempted, which are on a level with 
modern thought. The theories are not given 
out as inspired utterances which must be ac
cepted absolutely on the authority of any one 
but are given to be examined as scientific 
hypotheses and judged without prejudice on 
grounds of reason and intuition. At least 
theosophical students recognize no authori
ty as absolute bat judge any and all theories 
on grounds of reason and common sense,and 
certainly I desire no one to accept any fact or 
statement of Theosophy which does not,after 
candid and unbiased investigation appeal to 
them as truth or to be at least a reasonable 
hypothesis.

The theories of Theosophy furnish.so far as 
I have ever seen or read, the only rational 
and common sense religions conceptions con
cerning man which appeal to the reason and 
judgment and have any scientific basis. The 
three doctrines of Sonl Evolution, Karma, 
and Re-incarnation taken together are the 
only theories which offer even a slight ex
planation of the present condition of man
kind unless we take the purely materialistic 
ground that man is simply an animal and all 
nature is the result of blind chance.

I have said that the theories of Theosophy 
have a scientific basis. They are founded 
primarily upon the principle of the law of 
evolution, and almost all the doctrines given 
are founded directly or indirectly upon that 
law. It is recognized almost as an axiom by 
the scientists of to-day that physical nature 
(which is all of nature which they recognize) 
is under the domain of absolute law which is 
immutable and absolute and further that tbe 
universe is evolving under the law of evo
lution by which higher forms are continual
ly evolving from lower.

Theosophical students also accept that law 
as axiomatic but in a mneh grander and more 
extended form. That,admitting the existence 
of other states of being at all, those states 
must also be under the control of natural 
law. In other words; we extend the domain 
of the law of evolution over all nature, not 
simply material nature but over the domain 
of the soul. We believe that man, as a spir
itual being is evolving from a lower state to 
a higher, and that instead of this life being 
the beginning to be succeeded by an indefi
nite future it is simply a page in the book of 
life of a soul which had no beginning and 
will have no end. If we admit the existence 
of the soul as apart from the body and as an 
eternal being, it follows logically that it 
conld have had no beginning, unless we 
bring in the conception of a God who is con
tinually creating new souls, and who is very 
unfair to them at that, for instead of start
ing them equally in the race, some are given 
a body in Five Points in the slums, while 
others are given all the advantages of educa
tion and pleasing environment.

Theosophists believe that probably at some 
point in the past all souls started level, but 
that the difference in position and environ
ment to-day is simply a result of past acts 
and lives. That the apparent unfairness in 
life here when looked at from the larger 
point of view is simply the logical result of 
the sum total of past acts. ‘.

The same regarding Karma. Karma is 
simply the logical working out of these acts. 
It is simply the working of the law of cause 
and effect applied to all life. We all recog
nize that if we break laws of nature relating 
to the physical world we shall suffer for it. 
We are not punished by some outside power, 
but we punish ourselves. If we break laws 
of health we suffer poor health. The law of 
Karma applies that to all life and asserts 
that if any one degrades himself spiritually 
through selfishness, crime or vice,, that he 
will surely suffer for it. He will punish him
self for it because in so doing he neglects 
opportunities for improving himself spirit
ually and will fall behind in the evolution
ary progress. Aceprding to that law the posi
tion of any one at any point in the future 
will absolutely depend on himself. If he im
proves his opportunities he will be higher; 
if he degrades himself he will stand lower. 
His position will depend not on the caprice 
of some outside power, bnt will be simply the 
logical working out of his past. We all 
recognize the working of that law when ap
plied to the fature, but it is equally true’ 
tbat the position of an individual to-day 
must be the result of past causes if there ia 
law governing all nature.

I do not desire to go into a long discussion 
of these theories as all I wish to do was to 
give the main objects of the theosophical 
movement as I understand them, and a brief 
resume of the main principles advanced in 
theosophical publications.

Whether re-incarnation is or is not a 
proved truth, to my mind at least it appears 
as a reasonable hypothesis which explains 
certain facts regarding evil and the apparent 
unfairness in this world, which are hard to 
explain without it. If one soul is born 
into the world in some Five Points while 
another is born in a family where it has all 
the advantages of education and culture 
which wealth affords, there must be a reason 
and a law governing those facts unless the 
world is run on. chance alone. Under re
incarnation and Karma these apparent in
justices become simply logical consequences. 
Each one is to day just where the sum of his 
past acts fit him to be, and his future will be 
just as absolutely the result of his acts, as a 
whole.

Now a word in conclusion regarding the 
standpoint taken by theosophical students 
in examining all theories. I have said be
fore in this article and I wish to repeat it 
again that Theosophists recognize no author
ity as absolute except each individual’s 
reason and intuition, and the acceptance or 
rejection of any belief or theory must be de
cided by each one on the intrinsic merit of 
the theory. Students of Theosophy do not 
form a religious sect, with a set creed and 
dogmas which mast be accepted on the au- 
autbority of some infallible anthority. We 
are simply students who desire truth regard
ing the great religious and ethical problems 
we see around us and who desire to test and 
try theological or ethical , conceptions by the 
same standards of reason which we wonld 
use in accepting or rejecting any theory in 
any other domain of scientific thought. If I

know. I accept any theory in religion just 
as I would one in physics, say, for example, 
the atomic theory. I can not assert that 
theory as an absolute fact, for I never saw an 
atom, but it is generally accepted because it 
furnishes the most reasonable explanation 
of the various phenomena connected with 
the higher physics and chemistry. In tbe 
same way I can not assert absolutely from my 
own knowledge that re-incarnation is abso
lutely true, but I accept it as the best attain
able explanation.

I have given the position of students of 
Theosophy at some length, because in almost 
all the attache on Theosophy it has been en
tirely ignored. It has been assumed that at
tempts to discredit Madame Blavatsky were 
also of necessity discrediting Theosophy. I 
personally have the greatest respect and ad
miration for Madame Blavatsky, for her 
learning and what she has done for the cause 
of Theosophy, but I have accepted nothing as 
truth on the authority of Madame Blavatsky, 
and if every statement, made against her 
were true, which I absolutely disbelieve, it 
would not affect the question of the truth or 
falsity of the law of Karma, re-in carnation 
or any of the cosmological theories an iota. 
It has no more to do with the truth or falsity 
of theosophical ideas than personal attacks 
on the character of Isaac Newton or Charles 
Darwin would have on the troth of the law 
of gravitation or the law of evolution, which 
were respectively given out by them. If fu
ture critics of Theosophy would bear that 
principle in mind they would not have need 
to complain regarding the treatment accord
ed them, bnt when attacks on the personal 
character of an individual are presented as 
arguments against scientific theories of 
cosmology it is not at all strange that 
such critics should be handled without 
gloves.

Boston, Mass., Oct. 26, 1888.
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to culture and 'development and contains much 
valuable and suggestive matter. The illustrations 
are original and throw much light upon subjects 
that have heretofore, been thought little of.

Tbe Statesman. (Chicago.) In this number is 
continued the Political Symposium of last month. 
There is much else than political, as the editors 
seem sensible of the fact that some readers want a 
variety, which they can find in the November States
man.

The Ethical Record. (Philadelphia.) The pur
pose of this Record is to present news of the Ethical 
Movement at large—and this issue has a varied table 
of contents.

The English Illustrated Magazine. (New York.) 
A new story by F. Marion Crawford is an attractive 
feature of this monthly, and with a serial and short 
papers a good number is presented.
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE. By Ursula N. Gestefeld. 

Comprised in Eighteen Lessons and Twelve Sec
tions. Chicago: U. N. Gestefeld, Central Music 
Hi 11. Price, $3 cloth.
Since the rise of what is called “Christian Science”

some years ago, there has come to be 
class ot literature which purports to set 
doctrines taught under that name.

Some thirteen years ago Mrs. Eddy 
“Science and Health,” since which time 
books and pamphlets have appeared, affording those
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Annual Report of tbe Directors of the Redwood 
Library and Athenaeum, of Newport, R. I.

Temple House. By Elizabeth Stoddard. Sun
shine series. New York: Cassell & Co.; Chicago: 
S. A. Maxwell & Co. Price, 50 cents.

John Bodewin’s Testimony. By Mary Hallock 
Foote. Ticknor’e paper series. Boston: Ticknor & 
Co. Price, 50 cents.

Very Sensible “Japs.”
In Japan the oldrschool physicians are permitted* 

to wear only wooden swords. .This is a gently sar
castic way of expressing the opinion that they kill 
enough people without using weapons. But the 
druggist wbo introduced Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medi
cal Discovery into tbe Empire, carries a fine steel 
blade. It was found that all who tried this wonder
ful remedy for coughs, colds, consumptive tenden
cies, blood, skin and liver troubles, were, without 
exception, greatly benefitted. The Mikado himself 
is said to have “toned up” bis system by its use, and 
the importer was therefore permitted the excep
tional honor of wearing the sword of the nobility.
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who wish to give special attention to the teachings©! 
inis cult, ample opportunity to read and learn. A 
not extended examination is sufficient to show that
there ia a parallelism between many of the state
ments of Christian Science and those fonnd in 
speculative philosophies, yet its adherents claim that 
the latter do not express the truth of Christian 
Science; and they contend stoutly for the onenees of 
their statements, in tbat they are all logical conclu
sions from a given premise.

If this be so, it does not always appear in the pub
lications comprising this literature. Even “Science 
and Health,” which is admitted by both supporters 
and opposers of Mrs, Eddy to be the authoritive 
text book of the so-called science, is not only diffi
cult to read, but even more difficult to understand, 
because of its dogmatic statements, which are un
supported by a train of reasoning leading to them 
logically.

Ursula N. Gestefeld’s “Statement of Christian Sci
ence,” is one of the latest publications under this head 
and it seems to be an advance in this respect upon 
most of tbe others, and to justify its claim to be, not 
only a statement of the teachings of tbe science but 
a key to “Science and Health,” in that it furnishes 
what the former does not,—orderly- sequence and 
method from premise to conclusion. This premise 
is stated clearly and positively at the beginning, and 
tbe subsequent reasons for this “statement” is in 
the form of lessons,—or deductions which follow 
that premise and one another to as distinctly stated 
conclusions, an arrangement which seems to be typ
ified by the design upon the cover. The style is 
terse and concise,-and the reader finds that the au
thor is clear in her own mind in what she says, and 
in her reasons tor saying it. "

The work is, in this respect, a decided improve
ment upon wbat the Christian Scientists call the 
“text book,” where contradictions appear to be nu
merous;-perhaps through the lack of method so plain
ly manifest, necessitating a labor on tbe part of the 
reader in reconciling them, which seriously inter
feres with benefits possibly otherwise to be derived. 
Whatever the objections to Christian Science by 
those wbo are comparatively satisfied with wbat 
they had before this modern revelation, Mrs. Geste
feld’s book; is worthy of a careful study, for tbe 
reason that i t is a consistent and logical statement 
of tbe science according to its premise as laid down 
by her and tor the additional reason that critical ex
amination of the subject is necessary to its accept
ance or rejection. Many of tbe extreme statements 
of tbe so-called science which appear so absurd, as 
made by many of its followers, are handled by her 
in a way to greatly diminish tbat absurdity, though 
she holds strictly to the absoluteness of the state
ments themselves; and there is no denunciation of 
those who do not agree with her. Her statement is 
written from a purely Impersonal standpoint, and 
can hold interested and respectful attention for that 
reason.

Mrs. Gestefeld claims .for it only the A, B, C of 
Christian Science, which she evidently looks upon 
as far beyond tbe generally accepted meaning of tbe 
term, and sbe considers the healing of physical dis
orders by the Christian Science method but one of 
many and higher results of tbe gradually increasing 
understanding of the science.

The regeneration of man from the within, is espe
cially emphasized by her, and the reader’s attention 
is ‘drawn to the curative power of thought as some
thing which he must perceive before the work 
which he can and must do for himself can be in
telligently set about.

One may or may not be convinced after reading 
the “Statement” tbat Christian Science holds a 
large modicum of truth; tbat it is or is not a science; 
but the opportunity is offered,decording to Mrs. Ges
tefeld’s declaration, of gaining a sufficient under-, 
■standing of its principles to make some practical ap
plication of them, and gain for ofles’s self some re
sult

This will surely stimulate the desire for more un
derstanding of that which claims to offer a way out 
of, not only the physical ills, but the sorrows and 
sins of the human race.

This book seems also to meet the objection often 
urged against Christian Science, mat the price asked 
by its teachers for instruction puts the latter out of 
reach of a vast majority who would be especially 
benefited by its teachings. Tbe “Statement” compris
es eighteen lessons, which are the substance of a 
course of oral instruction.

We bespeak a large sale for Mrs. Gestefeld’s book,
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Psychography. By M. A. (Oxon.) A treatise on 
one of the objective forms of psychic or spiritual 
phenomena. The author’s object has been to pre
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Home circles, how to investigate Spiritualism, 
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tion for investigators, Spiritualists and skeptics. 10 
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Four Essays Concerning Spiritism. By Hein
rich Tiedemann, M. D. The subjects embodying the 
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chological studies and have attracted world-wide at
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na. Price. 15 cents.
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Spiritual Philosophy and Natural Religion. The 
aim of this work is to state materialism fairly, and 
to hold it as inconsistent. A wide range of ancient 
and modern proof of the higher aspects of the God 
idea in history is given. Cloth, 150 pages; only 60 
cents,-postpaid.

The American Protectionist’s Manual. This work 
is especially sought after at this time when the tariff 
question is discussed by all stanch American citi
zens. The Inter-Ocean says: “It collects the largest, 
most valuable and readable fund of information 
ever put in eo small a compass on economic sub
jects, and is more instructive than any work of like 
size issued in England, France or America. It is 
clear and plain.” Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper cover, 
25 cents, post paid.

Poems From the Life Beyond* and within. Voices 
from many lands and centuries saying: “Man, thou 
ebalt never die.” The compiler has gathered these 
poems from ancient Hindustan, Persia, Arabia, 
Greece, Rome, and Northern Europe, and from tbe 
great poets of the centuries in Europe down to some 
nf tbe best words of living men aud women, closing 
with inspired voices from tbe spirit land. Cloth, 
price. $1.50, postpaid.

Progress from Poverty. This is a review and 
criticism of Henry George’s Progress and Poverty 
and Protection and Free Trade. Price, cloth, 50 
cents, paper 25 cts.
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Peculiar in combination, proportion and prep
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remedies of the vegetable kingdom.

Peculiar in its medicinal merit. Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla accomplishes cures hitherto unknown.

Peculiar in strength and economy—Hood’s Sar
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not produce as good results as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Peculiar in its “ good name at home ”—there is 
more of .Hood’s Sarsaparilla soldin Lowell, where 
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Peculiar in its phenomenal record of sales 
abroad, no'other preparation has ever attained 
such popularity in so short a time. Do not be in
duced to take any other preparation. Be sure to get
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Dr. Thacher s Magnetic Shields contain more vitalizing, 
life-giving power than can be Histilled from any laboratory. 
Magnetic Shields con ain this suit, gen Je energizing stimu
lus which is natural and full of he*______ __ .___ ___ -th giving action. These Shields are reservoirs of vital force; give off a constant 
stream of magnetic life, warmth and comfort. The action 
on the blood and nerves is sofi and gentle as sunshine. These Shields fill the corpuscles of tbe blood with magnetism, and keep it constantly up to the health line. This 
natural, life-giving power prevade? all nature, and when ap
plied to the body revitalizes ever! 
tern. What water and warm sunshmatom in the human sys
tem. What water and warm sunsbfoe are to the vegetable 
world, these Shields are to the Shuman organism. Life, health and physical growth follow tbe wearing of these 
Shields Dead molecules are carried out of the system and 
new ones are brought into life and action. Disease will yield 
to the Influences of these Shields juft as surely as this grand 
natural law is called into action, j All pure blood is highly 
magnetic. Disease lowers the magnetic polarity of the blood, and when we supply magnetism we offer rich food for the blood and nerves. All whojare sick should read Dr.
Thacher’s new book on the subject ( 
fully is to enjoy the life our Creatoi toalL *

Health. To live health- 
ave us. Book sent free
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The only perfect substitute for 
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Perfect nutrient in all Wasting 
Diseases. Requires no cooking.. 
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Suggestive Outline

AND

BIBLE READINGS
By JOHN H. ELLIOTT, 

Author (with S. K. Biggs) of
Notes and Suggestions tor Bible 

Bendings.

TOPICS In this book in relation* to the Bible are discussed

such men as
George F. Pentecost, Horatius Bonar, Henry Morehouse, 
George U. Needham,. 
D. Li. Moody, 
D. W Whittle.J. H. Brooks.

A. J Gordon, 
William Lincoln, J. H. Vincent, Chas-M Whlttelsey 
R. O. Morse,

ter into metaphysical explanations concern
ing the reasons for it, for he was speaking to 
people who conld not have understood such 
reasoning, yet nothing in all his teachings is 
so plainly pnt as his injunction to “love your ration I do so, not on the authority of some 
neighbor as yourself.” “Do unto others as person but because, so far as I know, it is 
ye would they should do unto yon,” and the the only reasonable hypothesis which ex
principles of right put forth in the beati- ' plains certain effects which I observe on this 
tudes. Theosophical students believe that physical plane. The same judgment will

accept, for example, the idea of re-incarna-
person bnt because, so far as I kno nr, it is
plains certain effects which I observe on this

« w > • __  W A ____  *11

the principle of brotherhood and love to
wards mankind which has been taught by 
Jesus, Buddha, and other great reformers, is 
not simply a platitude, a pretty ethical say
ing which is not intended to be used in prac
tical life, but we believe it to be an absolute

apply to any assertion of truth made in any 
sect or system of thought. If Tbeosophists 
accept some of the ideas inculcated by mod
ern Spiritualism and reject others absolutely 
it is simply because in our judgment those 
rejected do not explain the facts we see and

November Magazines Received.
The Woman’s World. (New York.) The Fallacy 

of the Equality of Women opens this number. A 
Pompeian Lady is the subject of a paper and Is fol
lowed by much good reading.

St. Nicholas. (New York.) Tbe young readers 
will find a most attractive table of contents for 
November. Little Lord Fauntleroy as a play in 
London gives a pleasing account of how this charm
ing story dramatized took in London. Tbe Queen’s 
Navy is spirited and will suit the boys. There are 
other articles on varied subjects.

Tbe New England Magazine. (Boston.) An 
article of interest gives a sketch of Thomas Went
worth Higginson. An illustrated article deals with 
the borders ot Czardom. A timely article is that of 
the Development of Electric Railways.

The Atlantic Monthly. (Boston.) Passe Rose is 
continued and increases in interest. Tbe After- 
Suppers of the Kings; Studies of Factory Life; The 
Eve of Independence and Boston Painters and 
Paintings are some of the strong articles. The 
Makers of New Italy is an interesting paper. A 
variety of other reading completes a valuable num
ber.

W&£

The Bible readings are by all of the above and many 
others. The book contains several hundred Bible readings 
and is exceedingly suggestive and helpful not only to tbe ministers and evangelist, but to the Christian who wants to 
understand and know how to use his Bible. 311 page with
full index of titles and index of subjects.
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■® SCOTT’S EMULSION
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THE CROSS AND THE STEEPLE.
By HUDSON TUTTLE.

In this pamphlet the author takes up the origin and signifi
cance of the Cross in an Intensely interesting manner.

Price 10 cents.
for sale, wholesale and retail, by thv Keligio-Philo60PHI- 

GALPUBIJSHINGHOUS&Chlcaeck -

Do you want to take part in prayer-meetings acceptably? 
This book will help you. Do you want to be helped as a 
speaker? This book will help you. Do you want to Ml meetings better? study this book and you will do It.

PRICE $1.00. Sent by mail Post-paid.
50 Bible Markers free with each copy.

Address ’
DANIEL AMBROSE, Publiser,
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Great Reduction in Price!
SPECAl IMPORTATION

Spirit Workers J Home Circle
HANDSOME DEMY 8VO.

Betnjp an Autobiographic Narrative qf Psycktc Phe- 
nomena in the Family Circle spread over a ‘ 

period of nearly Twenty Years,
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London. England. . “ C
A limited supply of this new and interesting book is now ; 

offered the American public. Having Imported it In sheets ^ 
we are able to offer the work at a sharp reduction in onr£I 
price at which the English bound edition can be supplied ln > 
America. * '••A-<7^

The book is a large 12mo of 310 pages handsomely print-; 7 
ed on fine heavy paper from new type with fancy htitfal let*# 
ters and chapter ornaments. The original price was |2.40. < 
postpaid. Z: is naw reduced to 11.50, postpaid A rare qp ? 
portunity to get a valuable collection of Autobiographic" 
Narrative ofTsychic Phenomena. /

for sale wholesale and retail by tie KELIGIO-PHUjOS<<
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The Old and The New Method.

The popular method in dealing with ques
tions in dispute is what is called the a priori 
method, the method which finds the proof of 
propositions in “consciousness” and the sub* 
stance of truth in speculation. Opposed to 
this, or, rather, different from it, is the a pos- 
eriori method, which consists in ascertain

ing truth, observing facts, comparing and 
classifying them and making them the basis 
of induction and inference.

The mass of people assume that such and 
such a thing is true, and if asked for evidence 
appeal to the strength of their convictions, 
which usually have no better foundation 
than their prejudices and predilections, 
which are compatible with total ignorance 
in regard to the subject. They have been 
taught certain doctrines,possibly their fathers 
believed them; they are satisfied with them, 
and whatever is contrary to them, is repug
nant to their taste, absurd to their reason, 
and dangerous and damnable in char
acter and influence.

It is so easy to assent to what is accepted, 
to take for granted what others have taught, 
that the intellectually indolent take to 
ready-made creeds and opinions as naturally 
as young ducks take to the water, and with 
the average mind, in which imagination is 
far more active than the reasoning faculty,it 

. is so much more pleasant to build up theories 
speculatively, than to observe facts and phe
nomena scru tin izingly and to make observa
tion and experiences the basis of conviction; 
that assumption or unreasoning denial is 
much more common than the spirit of inves
tigation or the habit of verifying doubtful 
statements. At the same time the inductive, 
the really modern spirit and method, influ
ences our best thought, our science, our phil
osophy^ our literature' and art. Thinkers, 
those really deserving the name, are no 
longer satisfied to draw facts from imagina
tion and argument from memory; they are 
no longer content to give credence to those 
who evolve theories from their “inner con
sciousness” and substitute for demonstration 
the delirium of their disordered brains. They 
see that knowledge of the objective world can 
be gained only by the objective method, the 
“Baconian method,” so-called, the method of 
observation, investigation and verification— 
the method by which all the great achieve
ments of science have been made.

Think of the years of patient study that 
Darwin and Wallace gave to vegetable and 
animal life, which resulted in the now gen
erally accepted theory of natural selection.

hink of the painstaking, discriminating 
and laborious work which has been given to 
the science of astronomy, geology, chemistry, 
etc. A priori theories, mere speculations, 
one after another have been compelled to 
inake way for conceptions based upon the 
facts of observation and experience.

But even scientific men are still t much 
under the influence of the old method. Meh 
like Huxley and Tyndall, although they have 
done brave work, in assailing a priori as
sumptions, have shown that they are more 
Or less in bondage to the spirit of the past, by 
the contemptuous manner in which they 
have treated Spiritualism. From .what little 
they have ssid on the subject, it is manifest 
that they have given but very limited atten
tion to it; that they are unfamiliar with its 
phenomena, and are indisposed to examine 
its claim. This fact proves their intellectual 
limitation,—their subjection to the influence 
of the a .priori method outside of their own 
special departments of research, tbelr inabil
ity, in shorty to rise above, and advances be-

yond, save in their special domains, the 
prejudices and pre-possessions among which 
they lived and rose to fame.

Every system that has truth for its founda
tion may confidently appeal fop vindication 
and success to the scientific method. It is by 
this method—-by unquestionable tests, by re
peated verifications—that Spiritualism is to 

"make its conquests among the intellectual 
Classes. Assertions, declamation, and me- 
diumistic performances under conditions not 
excluding the possibility of fraud or error,will 
not suffice. They are the truest friends and 
promoters of Spiritualism who set their faces 
.like flint against every species of, deception 
and imposture practiced in its name and de
mand in all investigations, ..the severest 
‘■fraud proof conditions,” such as will enable 
the searchers after truth to distinguish be
tween the genuine and the spurious in what 
is presented for their consideration.

Talmage’s Court.

Several months ago a minister in an east
ern city, well known as an author, and whose 
brilliant work as a journalist gives a leading 
western daily an editorial page unsurpassed 
by any in the country, wrote Us suggesting 
as Talmage had indicted and arraigned Spir
itualism in his speckled Brooklyn ecclesiasti
cal court and refused a hearing to its advo
cates, that we set up in the Journal a de
partment for recording the crimes and im
moralities of orthodox preachers, Sunday 
school superintendents and people promin
ent in the evangelical fold. While not be
lieving that the merits of our cause were to 
be advanced by accentuating the weakness 
and wickedness of the followers of another, 
we felt that it might not be a bad plan to ad
minister to Talmage and his .cnlt some of 
their own medicine, and so we detailed one 
of our staff to collect the weekly record of 
these Christian preachers and teachers, from 
the daily press of the country/ The first 
grist sickened us of our scheme by its nasti
ness and voluminousness, and we declined to 
turn the Journal into an evangelical police 
gazette.

Now comes into court one of Talmage’s own 
brethren, Mr. Bambridge, Superintendent of 
the Brooklyn city missions, who in an ex
haustive interview makes statements which 
the New York paper reporting the interview 
says “have startled and appalled the good 
citizens of the sister city.” Mr. Bambridge 
declares that the religious destitution of the 
city of churches, the city of Talmage and a 
host of his kind, is “greater than that of any 
other city in America, hot excepting New 
Orleans or even San Francisco.... .That not 
more than one-third of the people ever attend 
church or Sunday School.” Continuing, he 
says “Brooklyn is really the chiefest recruit
ing ground for New York immorality.”

It goes without saying that Mr. Bambridge 
is both a competent and an unwilling wit
ness to this state of affairs. He obtains his 
evidence at first hands and knows whereof 
he affirms. On this point he is an expert 
and trustworthy. In reply to the question as 
to the special cause of this lamentable non- 
attendance upon religious service, and the 
horrible sink of iniquity which Brooklyn has 
grown to be, Mr. Bambridge attributes the 
alarming state of affairs to “the unwise ex
penditure of putting up costly edifices where 
running expenses debar the masses from at
tending.” On this point the good superin
tendent is an incompetent witness, and his 
opinion is incorrect and worse than worth
less; it is mischievous, in that it tends to 
hide the real cause. As a matter of fact, 
well known and bewailed by orthodox 
preachers and propagandists, old theology 
no longer appeals either to the intellect or 
selfish fears of the masses, neither to the 
rich, the moderately well-to-do, nor to the 
poor. Modern science, comparative criti
cism, and Spiritualism have saturated the in
tellectual and moral world with unbelief in 
the theology of Calvin and Edwards and 
stimulated a demand for a religion more in 
accord with the age.

In presenting the status of orthodox re
ligion in Brooklyn to Judge Talmage and 
a packed jury, Mr. Bambridge may plead 
too costly churches, to ease .their minds and 
to: blind them to the decaying influence and 
and steadily contracting jurisdiction of their 
ecclesiastical court, but It is a waste of time 
and energy. However honest he may be,this 
plea will befuddle nobody as to the real 
cause,’ hot even the court and jury, though 
the latter may for self-protection And a ver
dict in accordance with his pleading, and the 
Judge may issue a decree to remedy the sup
posititious cause.

Shorten Up.

The Journal is just now overwhelmed 
with inordinately long contributions for its 
columns; and has too small a supply of reas
onably short ones. Divide your subject into 
topics and discuss tham separately in articles 
not. over a column in length, and see how 
greatly your influence and popularity as a 
writer will be enhanced.

A cheeky fellow in San Francisco, who has 
made his living there for years as a magnetic 
doctor, sends the Journal a copy of a local 
daily containing a paid advertisement of 
himself, disguised as reading ^matter, and 
violates the law by writing on the margin of 
the aforesaid paper as follows: ‘ You ought 
to give this the circulation of your paper and 
help to shet up the mouths of our orthodox 
enemies.” The Journal informs this “Dr.” 
Maclennan that it is not to be fooled by such 
a mountebank scheme, and repudiates his 
implication of any common interests as in
dicated by his “our.”

Progress of the Stock Scheme

Although nearly everybody has been fully 
occupied with the quadrennial exacerbation 
of political hysteria, to the exclusion of all 
other matters, yet the movement for stock
ing the Religio-Philosophical Publishing 
House with a capital of $50,000, has made 
some progress during the past week and 
gained a hold upon the attention of a num
ber who promise active work in the near fu- 
lure. Mr. A. A. Healey, of New York City,says 
chat he has been so busy in the political can
vass heretofore that he could not stop to 
write us, and continues:

“I have not until now been able to give the 
attention it deserved to your appeal for sub
scriptions to the stock of the Religio-Philo-, 
sophical Publishing Company. There ought 
to be no difficulty in securing the necessary 
subscriptious from among your readers. 
They know the character of the Journal. 
Its record as an earnest, intelligent and 
honest advocate of rational Spiritualism is 
before them. They doubtless have no ques
tion that it is doing a good work in the world, 
and they should rejoice to have part and lot 
in that work. What better use can be made 
of one’s means than in aiding and encourag
ing enterprises that one knows and feels to 
be for the enlightening and upbuilding of 
the world. Whatever be the money interest 
upon such investments, there is one form of 
interest that never fails—the sense of satis
faction that your investment is constantly
working for the general good. Let every 
one subscribe according to his means. I 
will take five shares.

A rtader of the Journal in Calfornia sub
scribes for ten shares, but expressly requests 
that his name be suppressed for the present, 
and until he is ready to do much more.

When an editor, or exponent of a cause so 
conducts his efforts as, while sturdily and 
aggressively prosecuting his task, to com
mand the respect and even the support of 
chose outside his lines, it would seem to be 
worthy of special note, and an indication of 
the universality of interest in his purposes; 
and it should be a powerful stimulus to those 
who are subscribers to his paper or co-work- 
ers in the same cause. We have very often 
had the pleasure of showing how far reach
ing and active is this interest in our work, 
an interest limited and confined by no secta
rian or party lines, bat as broad and compre
hensive as is the noble cause for which we 
strive,a cause which couches,or should touch, 
the tenderest spot in every honest heart and 
vitalize with fresh impulses every earnest 
soul. We have often published evidence of the 
great interest held in our work of so firmly 
planting Spiritualism upon a scientific basis 
that its position shall be universally ac
knowledged, and of bringing within the sight 
and reach of all the higher altitudes of the 
psychical world. .Such representative men 
outside the Spiritualist ranks as Rev. M. J. 
Savage, Dr. H. W. Thomas, Prof. Wm. James, 
B.F. Underwood, Dr. Hepworth, Prof. W. T. 
Harris and many others have united with 
the ablest representatives of Spiritualism in 
commending the work of the Journal. R. 
Heber Newton, D. D., has frequently shown 
his good will, and now he comes forward 
again and makes it more binding Here is 
his last word and deed:

Garden City, N. Y., Oct. 30tb, 1888.
Dear Colonel Bundy:—I note in the Jour

nal the plan proposed for a Publishing 
House. It seems tome an excellent idea, 
and one which ought to be heartily sustain
ed by all who appreciate the work which the 
Journal has been doing. You know my 
position on the “anxious bench.” “Almost 
persuaded’.’ at times, and then again repelled 
by the superabounding fraud in the move
ment, I represent hosts of men who must be 
deeply concerned to see the Journal prose
cute its fearless work, and sift out the true 
from the false, so thac outsiders may be able 
to judge intelligently. Every one must hope 
that Spiritualism may be able to verify its 
superlatively important claims. Hoping so, 
every one ought to show his faith by his 
works. A share in yonr company is worth a 
great deal of pleasant talk—worth many a 
kindly pat on the back.

If Spiritualists really believe what they 
profess, they ought to back you up vigorously 
in the work you are'doing. Nothing but 
such a work will enable the general public, 
to believe. Put me down for one share 
which should be many shares if my ability 
were equal to my interest.

Yours cordially, R. Heber Newton.
Now that the political turmoil isover, we 

shall look to see those who desire to have a 
strong institution for the use of Spiritualism 
come forward with alacrity and complete the 
stock subscriptions. At this writing there 
has been subscribed $15,150, leaving still to 
be taken $34,850, all of which should be 
pledged before tbe year closes. As most 
of those who read this already know, the
stock is 1 shares of $50 each. Do the
very best you can, whether it be one hundred 
shares or one! The stock will pay fair divi
dends, and is not a donation to the Journal, 
but an investment in a legitimate business, 
whose limits are boundless and whose future 
is full of promise.

In response to the letter in Religio-Philo
sophical Journal Nov. 3rd,from a Wisconsin 
woman who was unable to pay for her sub
scription ,$6.00 have been sent by two gentle
men,who,after reading the letter, kindly s«nt 
the money. We credit this to her subscription, 
and do not doubt she will enjoy reading her 
paper in the long winter evenings, and often 
think of these kind friends.

From a private letter from San Francisco, 
we extract the following: “We listened to i 
Mrs. E.L. Watson last evening (Oct. 21st). 
Her discourse was eloquent and forcible,. 
Her invocation was a model prayer, thank
ing God for life with all its attendant bless
ings; for love with all its attendant joys and 
even pains; for memory, which linked the 
whole of life in one unbroken chain of sweet-
est joys and sweetest sorrows It was a
most beautiful and uplifting effort.

There seems to be many American girls 
very anxious to become duchesses, countesses, 
marchionesses, etc., judging from the fre
quency with which the announcement is 
made that a beautiful and wealthy Ameri
can lady, will soon wed a titled nobody of 
whom the world .knows nothing,, except, as 
in the case of the Duke of Marlborough who 
lately married a rich New York widow, he 
has made himself notorious by scandalous 
conduct. It is now announced that a Miss 
Zerega of New York is engaged to the titled 
cripple, the doke of Newcastle. A lady who 
attended one of the receptions given him in 
this city, on coming out of the room, said in 
reply to a question as to the appearance of 
the duke: “Oh, he’s a little bit of a fellow 
only so high,” holding her hand about three or 
four feet from the floor.” There is no current 
scandal about the “little bit of a fellow,” and 
he seems to be a harmless and even an amia
ble sort of a duke; but he comes from bad 
stock on the side of his father who was a 
gambler and spendthrift and who died pen
niless in 1876. His mother, the duchess of 
Newcastle, was a Miss Hope, who inherited 
the great fortune of the Hopes of Amsterdam, 
the money brokers and lenders to European 
crowns in the eighteenth century, and the 
present duke will inherit her wealth if he 
shall outlive her. Another duke whose name 
does not occur to the Journal just now, it 
is reported, will marry a southern lady who 
is young, handsome and rich. In order to 
keep our wealthy young women, those am
bitious for social distinctions in their native 
land, it might be well to create some Ameri
can titles, sell them and apply the proceeds 
to the liquidation of the national debt; or if 
that is objectionable the Government might 
put a high poteetive tariff on dukes and oth
er titled aristocrats. But that would not 
prevent our wealthy ladies, who sigh to be 
duchesses, from going abroad and marrying 
the Marlboroughs, Newcastles, etc. Perhaps 
it Is best after all to let the evil correct it- 
itself. The English nobility need the infu
sion of some good healthy blood in the veins 
of their families, and as America has a super
abundance of it she ought not to begrudge 
the dukes the good they may derive from 
selecting duchesses from the uncontamina
ted stock of the new world. It may be a 
hard experience for the American girls, but 
the compensation will be in forming an 
American sentiment in England; for if Rus
sia continues her aggression and England 
loses the Indies, she may need the protection 
and it may be to her advantage to become 
one of the colonies of the American Repub
lic. Meanwhile a question in morals is, how 
much better is a woman who sells herself 
to a gouty and scrofulous old duke merely 
for social honors, than she who sells herself 
to a man for the money which she can. com
mand?

Rev. Brooke Herford, in reply to the ques
tion, “What the Unitarian Church needs,” 
says: “More spirit of discipleship to Christ, 
more hold on the sen&e of his leadership and 
of the ‘rock bound,’ which his words give to 
onr faith in the great essentials of religion.” 
Another need, Mr. Herford thinks, is “simpler, 
direct, more religious preaching.” It is evi
dent that a movement. in the direction of 
Methodism would be acceptable to Mr. Her
ford. Rev. M. J. Savage with clearer and 
more advanced views, answers the same 
question thus: “The Unitarian Church needs 
most a clear comprehension of the changed 
conditions of modern thought, and the cour
age of leadership.” Dr. C. 0. Everett of the 
Harvard Divinity School thinks the Unitari
ans need “the courage of their convictions.” 
Messrs. Savage and Everett are probably 
right, one in saying that “The Unitarian 
Church needs most a clear comprehension of 
the changed conditions of modern thought” 
and the other in affirming that Unitarians 
need “the courage of their convictions.” 
Some of the other answers to the question 
indicate that what is lacking and most need
ed is “convictions,” or to quote from Mr. Gal
lagher’s summing up of the inquiry, “faith 
in the Holy Spirit and baptism by the Holy 
Spirit.” “If,” he says, “we have a faith in a 
living personal God, in the truths of Jesus 
the Christ, in divine influences to help us and 
to inspire us, we shall have spiritual life and 
have it more abundantly. It would seem 
that Mr. Gallagher imagines that greater 
Spirituality means a return to theological 
doctrines which have been abandoned by the 
left wing of the Unitarian denomination. 
But the verdict of the best nineteenth cen
tury thought is that these doctrines are 
superstitions and they are not likely to re
gain their hold upon men and women of this 
age who do their own thinking. “An ex
ploded opinion may revive,” said Robert Hall, 
“but an exploded superstition never.” Uni
tarians may find in “the living present” 
enough to inspire them, and to satisfy their 
needs, without going back to “the-dead past’’ 
and without insisting Upon faith in a “per
sonal God” or in “Jesus the Christ,” as indis
pensable to spiritual progress.

The Liverpool City Council recently re
ceived an application from the Sunday 
Society for the use of Rotunda Lecture Hall 
for a series of Sunday afternoon scientific 
lectnresTX. During the discussion one of the 
councilmen, Dr. Cross. said, “Though I may 
be called a bigot, those who support the 
opening of museums and such places on 
Sunday, ought to slap the spout of the 
Almighty with the back of their hand and 
bid Him defiance.”! Mr. Rathbone, another 
councilman, said that he was one of those 
who weie in favorof opening the art gallery 
and museums on Sundays, but when they 
were told that they were giving the Almighty 
a bloody nose (codes of “order, order,” “chair .

chair”). Dr. Hamilton said: “Mr. Chairman, 
I protest against this (“hear, haar”). Aider
man Samuelson: “The words used were ‘a 
slap in the snout* ” (* Order”). The chairman: 
“You will please withdraw those words, Mr. 
Rathbone” Dr. Cross: “l am entitled, Mr. 
Chairman, to your protection against the 
words of Mr. Rathbone.” The words, “giving 
the Almighty a bloody nose,” were withdrawn 
and the exact words used, “s.lap the snout 
of the Almighty,” etc., were substituted. 
But one who can talk about slapping “the 
snout of the Almighty” with the back of the 
hand ought-not to be so nice as to object to 
an 'expressive description of the usual re
sult of the kind of punishment mentioned.

■ . -- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- .

Mr. F. M. Holland wrote an address for the 
memorial service to Prof. W. D. Gunning 
held at Cambridge, Mass., last August. It 
is a worthy tribute to the intellectual qual
ities of a gifted and earnest thinker, but 
we regret to see in it no reference to 
some of Professor Gunning's most cherished 
convictions. The address contains no hint 
that he believed in immortality, when he 
was, in fact, a pronounced Spiritualist, who 
had ho doubt whatever as to continued ex
istence, who regarded the “future life” as an 
absolute certainty, and who but a short time 
before he expired, requested his attendants 
to remove him to a chair, that he might in 
that position “make the change.” Under the 
circumstances a word in regard to his un
wavering confidence in immortality and^the 
serene composure with which he passed from 
earth, should have been said by Mr. Holland. 
It was Mrs. Gunning’s wish that B. F. Un
derwood should prepare the address for this 
occasion, owing to his acquaintance with her 
husband and his thorough knowledge and 
appreciation of his thought. We regret that 
circumstances prevented, for Mr. Underwood 
would not have failed to present Prof. Gun
ning’s thought in its completeness. At the 
same time the Journal must express the opin
ion, with all due respect to Messrs. Holland 
and Underwood (as well as to Mrs. Gunning) 
that .the leading address for the memorial 
service to Prof. Gunning should have been by 
a Spiritualist, one who shared his confidence 
in eternal life and his knowledge of com
munion with the Spirit-world.

Rev. Clark Braden, theological debater and 
rough and ready demolisher of “Infidelity,” 
of Spiritualism as well as materialism and 
agnosticism, of Darwinism, evolution and 
about everything else that does not square 
with Moses’ and Braden’s ideap, is still in 
Oregon, as we learn from circulars which he 
has thoughtfully sent to this office. He 
“chased Putnam out of Oregon,” and has, 
he claims, whipped, everything in sight in 
the shape of a religious heretic. There was a 
large Liberal Society at Silverton, but ac
cording to Braden, it no longer exists. Believ
ing or assuming it was non est, he recently 
preached its funeral sermon. Events proved 
that it was not dead nor sleeping, even, but 
quietly watching his ludicrous though solemn 
performances with amusement. Without 
going into details it is enough to say that 
the Silverton Secular Union has engaged B. 
F. Underwood to represent liberal thought 
in that community, and if Braden is on hand 
a debate will begin there November 21st. 
The Journal suggests, that the theologi
cal demolisher and bull-dozer having 
preached the “funeral obsequies” of the 
Silverton Liberal Society, complete his work 
on the Pacific Coast by trying to chase Under
wood out of Oregon, in the style in which he 
says he chased the President of the National 
Secular Union out of the web-foot Statel 
The editor of the Journal would go all the 
way to Oregon to witness the sight.

? ■ ■■

A Cincinnati subscriber sends the Journal 
a copy of the Commercial-Gazette of Nov. 2nd, 
containing an account of the complete ex
posure of one J. W. Fletcher of that city who 
has been reaping a harvest as a “trumpet 
and materializing medium.” Among his 
confederates, it appears from the Commer
cial- Gazette, were a Mr. and Mrs. Renekamp. 
Among his dupes was a Mr. S. F. Howard, 
whom Fletcher had grossly deceived by caus
ing him to think his little daughter materi
alized at the show. Some of Howard’s friends 
determined to unmask the swindle and bn 
Thursday evening of last week they were 
successful, one of the party capturing Mrs. 
Renekamp in his arms while she was per- , 
sonating a spirit. The sudden illumination 
of the room disclosed Renekamp as spirit 
“Indian Joe,” and a little wan-faced child 
who had been used to personate Mr. Howard’s 
daughter. After the expose, the exposers re
paired to the office of the Commercial Gazette 
and told their story. The Journal’s corres
pondent also encloses a clipping from tbe 
local organ of tbese frauds, a paper owned by 
Joseph Kinsey and others and edited by an 
attenuated shadow of Jonathan M. Roberts, 
and which is also the special organ of New
ton, Wells & Co. The clipping from the issue 
of that sheet for last Saturday, is a sweeping 
and unqualified endorsement of Fletcher, 
who is announced as having “kindly volun
teered to give a stance on the last Friday of 
each and every month for the benefit of the 
Society of Union Spiritualists. These stances 
will be first-class in every particular, as all 
of brother Fletcher’s stances are, and they 
should be largely attended.” Comment is 
unnecessary.

Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson of Bridgeport, 
Conn., celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of 
their marriage on Monday evening of this 
week. V isitors at Lake Pleasant camp will 
recall this venerable* couple and their beau
tiful cottage. The Journal congratulates 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson on their half century 
of felicity, and wishes them many more 
yearsofhappinesshere.
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GENERAL ITEMS.

Dr. Helen Densmore of New York is in 
town, at 1553 Michigan Boulevard.

Lyman C.Howe has a readable letter on 
another page; the last paragraph of which 
we mention to accentuate.

A spinster who sometimes plays the piano 
for New York gatherings has been complete
ly identified, so a correspondent informs us, 
as the “Ed. Wheeler” of Carrie M. Sawyer’s 
materializing show.

Mr. W. A. Mansfield, slate writing medi
um, who spent the summer > at Cassadaga 
camp, has returned to Boston, to pursue his 
studies in tbe Monroe College of Oratory. 
He is now located at 566 Columbus avenue, 
and will devote a portion of his time, after
noons, to the exercise of his gifts as a me
dium.

Mr. Ralph E. Hoyt, editor and proprietor 
of The Californian, and president of the 
California Co-operative Colony, Los Angeles, 
Cal., has been in Chicago for two weeks past, 
and favored us with a call. He reports a 
fine outlook in California, and is as enthusi
astic as ever about tbe climate and soil.

Mrs. Ursula N. Gestefeld’s “Statement of 
Christian Science” has had a very large sale, 
and the author has just gotten out a second 
edition handsomely bound in cloth, for the 
same price, $3.00. Mrs. Gestefeld is one of 
the best known among the writers and prac
titioners of this new-old “science;” she is Very 
clear and logical, and her writings are read 
with great interest, whether otte agrees with 
her or not. She has also just published a j 
small pamphlet, “Jesuitism in Christian 
Science,” which she will send to any one 
upon receipt of 2 two-cent stamps. Address 
her, Central Music Hall, Chicago.

Four or five months ago George Lucas, a 
young man of Dubuque, la., shot himself in
the head with a revolver. The ball entered 
the frontal lobe of the brain just above the 
centre of his forehead. Contrary to all ex- 

• pectations, he recovered after several weeks 
prostration, and for two'months past has 
been, around apparently as well mentally and 
physically as he ever was. The wound dis
charged matter fcr some' time, bnt finally 
healed up. One day lately while walking on 
the street he fell in a fit, which was followed 
by a comatose condition. When?roused from 
this he had a renewal of convulsions. The 
case is one of the. most extraordinary on 
record, and is watched with great interest by 
the medical profession. The bullet is •un
doubtedly in the man’s brain, and how he 
has managed to live up to this time is a 
mystery. The doctors think his death is 
near at hand.

Therapeutic Sarcognomy

Many readers have been disappointed in 
obtaining this work, which gives a practical 
explanation of the relations of soul,brain and 
body, and new systems of therapeutic treat
ment based on the new science,in consequence 
of the speedy exhaustion, of the first edition. 
Prof. Buchanan is how preparing an en
larged and improved edition, and in order 
to gain time so ds to have the volume ready । 
next winter, he has postponed the November 
course of the College of Therapeutics to next | 
May. I

A San Francisco lady bought a chicken 
from a hard up peddler. When she cleaned 
it for dinner she found in its crop particles 
of gold whose value amounted to $10. It was 
impossible to find what part of the country 
the chicken came from. The lady is very 
willing to make a similar investment. '

The first school census taken in Georgia 
since 1882 has just been completed, it gives 
the total number of children of school age as 
560,281, against 508,722 in 1882, and shows 
that in the country districts the boys out
number the girls, while in the cities and 
towns the girls predominate.

General News.

The Rev. Dr. Reasoner of Corvallis County, 
Ore., is the oldest Presbyterian preacher on 
the Pacific coast. He is 90 years old, but is 
able to take an active part in the duties of 
bis pastorate.—Miss Alice Draper Stockton, 
the woman’s rights candidate for Governor 
of Massachusetts, is “a beauty of 26, wealthy, 
and talented,” and as charming in her man
ner as in her appearance.—J. M. Johnson 
and W. D. Smith of Rabun County, Ga., have 
made the most idiotic election bet so far re
corded. The loser is to walk barefooted the 
entire distance to Atlanta, about 100 miles. 
Each man weighs about 250 pounds.—Prince 
Eugene of Sweden, youngest son of King Os
car 11, has abandoned Freemasonry for the 
reason that the order in Scandinavian coun
tries is too conservative.—The Empress of 
Austria contemplates a voyage in the West 
Indies, to be followed by a tour through the 
United States,—Cassius M. Clay, grandson of 
Henry Clay, is in jail at Alexandria under 
the Virginia law of non-resident debtors.— 
The German military budget contains an

marks for the breeding, trainitem of 35,
ing, and maintenance of carrier-pigeons.— 
The schooner-yacht Brunhilde, Captain John 
J. Phelps, owner, has left New York for her 
second tour around the world.—General 
Boulanger dresses with extreme elegance. 
When in civilian’s attire he is one of the 
niast fashionable men in Paris.
A The Crown Prince Rudolph of Austria hasbe^a?;^^^ had made their home *
Prince of Wales, and has promised to do so VIhmh. * A 1 nt ■ wn, and has promised to do so 

Says the Arizona Sentinel:next summer.—;
“Ouehe and his wife, two strapping Yuma 
Indians, were weighed the other day, and 
Hipped the beam’ at 438 pounds. The buck 
is not over twenty-two, and the squaw six
teen years of age.”—The Landgrave Freder
ick William of Hesse, while on a voyage from 
Batavia to Singapore, fell overboard and was 

; drowned.—The famous Cuban bandit, Victor 
Frugoso, has been killed by tbe Cuban civil 

] guard. He was the last of the. Cuban high- 
j^waymen who stole and held rich planters for 

rdnsom.—Professor Herrmann, of New York 
City, is entertaining the populace of the city 
of Mexico. He has mettwith great success.

WILLIAM KING MCALLISTER.
{Continued from First Page. J

daughter usurped the musical dictatorship in 
the household they sang together a great 
deal and well. The daughter mentioned in
herited her father’s poetic temperament and 

| a considerable share of his metaphysical* 
trend of mind. She became an expert pian- 
iste, and then an improvisatrice of such ver
satility that the soul of any one of tbe great 
masters of music seemed, according to her 
mood,- to respond to the touch of her fingers. 
Latterly this was tbe chief home enjoyment 
of the Judge. Sunday evening—tbe evening 
of his sudden death— there were friends vis
iting at tbe house. Everybody was in a 
musical mood and tbe music furnished was 
of tbe most inspiring character. Tbe Judge 
retired early happy, and, as Mrs. McAllister 
said afterward, “full of music.”

Love of the beantiful in nature amounted 
almost to a passion with Judge McAllister.

Two years ago tbe month of March was 
particularly disagreeable. Raw northeast 
winds and cold rains were the rule, and the 
sun seemed to have hidden his head forever. 
Suddenly there came a morning so bright 
and warm that the force of nature was 
wreathed in smiles and all her creatures re
joiced. Judge McAllister entered the office 
of the Appellate Court where his associates 
were sitting positively beaming with hap
piness.

“Why, gentlemen,” he said, “as I was com
ing along I heard a blackbird chirping in a 
tree, and I turned and took off my hat to 
him.”

[Chicago Daily Times.]
.... His strength at the bar, as on the 

bench, was profound knowledge of the phil
osophy of the law, inflexible courage in its 
application to controversies, an innate love 
of justice, and a calm, even, honest tempera
ment whose uprightness wonld never bend 
before even a tidal wave of the pnbhc opin
ion which, resulting from sudden heat and 
fury, is for the moment masterful in the 
wrong. More than once in the course of his 
long judicial career Judge McAllister en
countered this portentous wave, but the rock 
upon which storm-tossed waters break was 
not firmer than he. Indignity was sought to 
be put upon him by men and presses momen
tarily fanatical because of their failure to 
bend him to their will, but he was as calm 
and dignified under these shameful manifes
tations of envenomed hate as he has been 
sturdy in standing for what he knew to be 
right. He was crashed, bis enemies thought. 
Two popular elections showed that in their 
calmer mood the people gave McAllister their 
full confidence in honest, even affectionate, 
admiration of his stanch independence, and 
for ten years there has been no inclination to 
dispute the great worth of Judge McAllis
ter.....

Judge Prendegrast—The death of Judge Mc
Allister is an event that marks a turn in the 

I history of the judiciary of the State. It is 
no derogation of any Judge to say he stood 

I preeminent in the hearts of the people and 
I that they will expect some expression from 
ihe bench and bar on this occasion,

Judge Moran—He was a great judge. Loyal 
to the constitution, loyal to the country and 

I to its institutions—all of which he loyed. He 
I was singularly devoted tt the great prinei- 
I pies of the common law, which he believed 

would protect everything, provide for every
thing, and take care of everything. As a 
judge he was pnre, upright, and profoundly 
learned. As a citizen, generous high souled. 
In fact his domestic life was charming. As 
a worker his devotion to duty was untiring. 
The mere clerical labor of bis opinions, all of 
which he wrote with his own hand, was alone 
immense labor.....He was altogether about 
the most perfect man I ever knew. He grew 
in yonr affection and esteem on sounder 
grounds than most men do. He was always 
giving out evidences of the beautiful charac
ter witbin him.

Judge Tuley—It will be long before we see 
the like of W. K. McAllister. An ornament 
to the bench and an ornament to society. In
deed. one of the great lights has gone out. It 
is likely as is not uncommonly the case, that 
only after the death of this pure and distin
guished man will the people realize how 
great a judge they have lost.

Judge Anthony—I have known him from 
the time he made his advent into this city. I 
was well acquainted with him when he 
was commencing his career, when he prae 
ticed at the bar, and when he was first 
elected to the bench, and ever since. He was 
a man of the highest integrity, of sound and 
extensive learning in his profession. He had 
a lofty idea of the majesty of the law. The 
fact that he was so often re-elected to the po
sition he so long held shows the appreciation 
of the public of him as'a judge.

Judge Tuthill—I knew him well. His char
acter as a lawyer and a judge is as firmly es
tablished ijt4he history of jurisprudence in 
this country as that of any man who ever oc
cupied a seat on the Supreme bench. He was 

I a man of great learning aud had a singular- 
| ly clear, logical mind. As a man he was ge
nial and kind. Those who knew him person
ally, without exception, became thoroughly 
attached to him. In his death the bar, the 
city of Chicago, the State of Illinois, and jar- 

• isprudence have suffered a very great loss. 
At the same time, dying at the advanced age 
at which he died, all must admit that he 
filled out a noble and useful career to 4he 
scriptural limit.

Judge Williamson—Judge McAllister was 
a man of very high standing as a lawyer, 
and as a judge he was not surpassed. He 
was a man of ability, of great legal attain
ments, and eminently qualified not only for 
the position he occupied at the time of his 
death, but for a seat on the supreme bench. 
He bad a faculty of writing opinions con
cisely, and was very clear in his exposition 
of the law.

All the courts including the U. S. Court, 
adjourned over the day of the funeral; the 
judgeo and court officers almost without ex
ception attended tbe funeral; as did the city 
and county officials and a large conconrse of 
lawyers and citizens generally. The funeral 
services were held at the Congregational 
Church in the beautiful little suburb of 
Ravenswood where Judge McAllister and

for several

From The Times ^t Nov. 1st, we quote as 
follows concerning the services:

The simplicity and quiet dignity of the 
funeral services in honor of the late Judge 
McAllister were thoroughly in accord with 
the personal attributes of the distinguished 
dead. In them and about them ostentation
had no place. The high character of the as
semblage gathered to do honor to his obse- 
Saies was a convincing indication of how 

tting and grateful a task it was to wreathe 
with laurel the bier of him who had so

♦ftanflated into tbe language of candor tble 
means tbat tbe daughter Ie mediumistic and shared 
her father’s interest in Spiritualism.—Ed. Journal.

worthily adorned the ermine of the public 
choice.

While the judges of the United States 
courts, Gresham and Blodgett, the supreme 
tribunal of Illinois, represented by Magruder 
and Bailey, the appellate court, Moran and 
Garnett, and those of the superior and cir
cuit courts united with the Bar association 
in paying distinctively professional honors 
to the memory of the great judge, there was 
also a popular side to the formal recognition 
of the melancholy event which carried with 
it a marked significance. Tbe hundreds of 
people, irrespective of all distinctions of 
class or wealth, who accompanied the hon
ored remains to their last resting place con
stituted the sweetest incense which under 
such isad circumstances it is within tbe 
power of human sympathy to offer. These 
men and women assembled within the 
placid city of tbe dead showed intense feeling 
in their 'anxiety to show adequate respect 
and love for tbat upright judge who within 
an exceptionally long public career had 
drawn to himself the regard and confidence 
of the masses of the people, without regard 
to caste, creed, or station. They came to do 
honor to the memory of the noble mind, the 
great sympathetic heart, and tbe sterling 
personal integrity which were the life-long 
characteristics of the deceased.

The spirit of profound respect which seemed 
to animate every person in the great throng, 
alike at the church and upon tbe brink of the 
grave, was an especially noticeable feature of 
this impressive funeral. There was no per
functory or conventional mourning. Every 
one seemed to feel the sense of a personal 
loss. Surely if the peace of God is with 
those who love little children, who defend 
the widow and succor the orphan in their 
time of trouble, and who so direct the potent 
majesty of the law as to make it a defense to 
tbe weak against the wrong, and through its 
great agency diminish the bitter weariness 
of the toiling and the needy, then was that 
sublime peace which passeth understanding 
found in all its satisfying comfort when the 
soul of W. K. McAllister entered into rest.

... .Around the coffin a profusion of beauti
ful flowers, wreaths of roses,’ and other ex
quisite floral designs bore testimony to tbe 
loving remembrance of near and dear ones 
and many old and tried friends. One large 
and elaborate design was sent by the judges 
of the Appellate Court. From a cross de
pended the scales of justice, while beneath 
them was laid the book of the law. Upon the 
standard of the cross was the word “J ustice” 
and on tbe - book the words “Law” and 
“Equity.” This superb floral emblem was 
composed of white roses and immortelles, 
with lettering worked in blue forget-me- 
nots.

The funeral cortege was formed at the 
house, the pall-bearers being Judges Magru
der and Bailey of the Supreme Court, Moran 
and Garnett of the Appellate Court, and 
Judges Gary, Tuley, Shepard, Baker, Collins, 
and ex-Judge Barnum of the Superior and 
Circuit Courts.

The immediate mourners- were Mrs. Judge 
McAllister, Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. Ackley, and 
Miss Lottie McAllister, daughters of the de
ceased; Mr. Ackley, a son-in law, and Lieut, 
and Mrs. Backus, the latter a niece of the de
ceased.

The officiating clergymen were Rev. Dr. H. 
W. Thomas and Rev. Mr. Lloyd, pastor of the 
First Congregational Church at Ravens
wood. /^

—— 'I:..'

A brief extract from Dr J Thomas’s dis
course must suffice : *

This great soul found the b; ’ environ
ment in the very structure of society, in the 
organic law necessary for the wise and good 
government of communities, in the great 
and supreme law of justice. His was a spir
itual nature, one which could indulge in a 
broad sympathy, which touched the limits 
of the everlasting and the sublime. There 
was given to bim a rare temperament, which 
could feel for and love humanity. He loved 
all true and pure and beautiful things. Not 
a flower bloombd nor bird sang without this 

' great but sensitive soul feeling tbe influence 
of tbe flower or the feathered songster. He 
loved life and felt within himself the full 
power and thrill of life. And in so keenly 
feeling all the pulses of life he was able to 
reach out into the broad world of a true and 
delightful sympathy. Then what a wonder
ful mental environment had this man. How 
much the history of the past meant to him 
and how wide was the comprehension, un
derstanding and insight he brought to liter
ature! His was a nature which could go down 
into the depths and nature of subjects with
out fear and without prejudice. With an exy 
quisite sensibility and a fine discrimination 
he combined a tremendous courage. No won
der that he touched the great public hear t 
when gifted with such endowments as these.
Judge McAllister’s mind was attuned to the 

highest conception of religious life. While 
be had discarded the forms of the old theolo
gies his nature was eminently a religious one. 
He possessed a great spiritual environment, 
and could reach ont into the realm of the in
finite and eternal much more broadly and ful
ly than most men. He had no great sympa
thy! think with the coarser or grosser forms 
of what is called Spiritualism, every good 
cause has to carry unpleasant loads,but he was 
pre-eminently imbned with spiritual power, 
and there was something in his natnre which 
reached out so folly into the spiritual world 
that his communion with spiritual beings 
was very real to him. He had knowledge of 
Spiritualism given to him in his own family
circle. “if we can truly understand it, my 
friends, we are in immortality to-day. That 
great sympathetic soul understood, this 
mystery. There is no death but what we 
call death. If I did not believe this I should 
not be standing here to day, for it, would 
be the mockery of dust weeping over 
dust. It is more than what we see or can. 
realize now, in this life of ours. It goes be
fore us and beyond us—out from the knowl- 
edged an experience of tbe mortal into the 
infiintude of the immortal.”

Do Not Think For a Moment
that catarrh will In time wear out. Tbe theory is 
false. Men try to believe It because it wpuld be 
pleasant if true, but it is not, as ail know. Do not 
let an acute attack of cold in the head remain un
subdued. It is liable to develop into catarrh.' You 
can rid yourself of tbe col 1 and avoid ail chance of 
catarrh by using Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. If al
ready affl cted rid yourself of this troublesome dis
ease speedily by the same means. At all druggists.

. Our Heredity from God, by E. P. Powell, shows 
the latest bearings of science on such questions as 
God and Immortality. Mr. Powell believes that 
science is at last affording ns a demonstration of our 
existence beyond death. Tbe book is also a careful 
epitome of tbe whole argument for evolution.

Among other distinguished endorsements, John 
Burroughs writes: “I wish it were in the hands of 
every intelligent reader in America.”

Rev. Charles Voysey, the noted London preacher 
says: “I am simply fascinated with tbe work ; its 
splendid logic and beautiful arrangement” Price, 
$L75. For sale here.

Cut of Ladies’ Vest.

Garment to any part of the United States by mall or express. All letters of inquiry inch sing stamp, will receive prompt 
attention, and cirtificates and testimonials from prominent physicians and others will be furnished on application.

T
HIS cut illustrates our beautiful and neatly fitting Combination Vest fob Ladies. w* make the same for gentlemen In calling spec!?! attention to 
this Garment we wish to Impress upon the mind the all imuortant fact that our Magnetic Vest furnishes Full and Complete Insulation! mill and 
complete protection to /ll the vtal Organs 

of the Body! Of the whole range of our appliances 
none so fully and completely recbanges the blood and revitalizes the nerve centers as does this admirable 
Garment, serving at once all the purposes of a thick, 
heavy vest or waist com bluing all the pleasant features of the corset while at the same time it Is a ce mpiete protection against malaria in all its forms, and a pos
itive curative agent of great power for ANy and Au. diseases of the Thorax and Abdomen No lady or gen
tleman with Inrpaiied health or weaken*d constitution 
can affnrd to go without this Vest, combining as it does, 
two of tbe most important garments of u derwear and 
at the same time furnishing life to all the tissues, vital- ity to all the capillaries, and warmth, tone and re
doubled btrength and power to every organ In the body. 
We believe there is no other equal protection against disease and cure for the same, now known. We have 
han experience to warrant all we say of these appli
ances. and i eople who have worn tr em will cheerfully 
t* stify to what we publish, from their own experience. 
Tbe Vest fits and < onforms io tr e body like a glove, and 
while exerting a healing and sustaining power it im
parts its genial, warming, soothing, influence upon ihe 
entire nene ganglia It tones and rt chajpes the spi
nal nerves, imparts inward life and activity until tne whole being is aglow with magnetic waimth and energy.

It is no profanation to say that the wearer of this ex- 
cufslte Garment has been “born again” physically. This it the precise language of hundreds who have w orn it and been taken from beds of sickness and pain 
and restored to complete beam in a few weeks or 
months, could the reader realize the full force of the^e 
facts none wonld pass through the rigors of wlnte in 
our climate without tins gi and safeguard and protec
tion against cold, Catarrh. Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Pneumonia, scarlet Fever and Nervous Prostra
tion. from whatever cause produced. In r<*ply to the . oft-repeated question, “What Diseases do these ap
pliances Cure? We answer by positively asserting that 
we kn<w of ho disease of our climate these appliances will not cure f xcept Cancer and in the earlier stages 
they will arrest and eliminate this terrible blood poteen. 
Magnetism properly applied, will cure every curable disease, what ever the cause.

This Vest, with the Insoles, comprises in Itself a Whole suit equal to all our other Appliances 
combined, it is a thing of beauty, light and easy to wear, convenient and close-fitting.

m cases of co sumption Paralysis Spinal Weak
ness. Locomoter Ataxia and all brood and nerve disorders, it is invaluable. Many persons after wearing 
this garment for a season declare they would not do 
without it for $500 It will repay twlc* its cost in the 
health and comfort it imparts in a single month. By 

sending us correct measures we can send a perfect fitting

Our Magnetic Insoles. L e., * w 
$1.00 A PAIR, OB THREE FOB $2.00 BY MJ

CHICAGO MAGNETIC SHIELD CO., 6 Central Music Hall, Chicago, Ill.
Our new book. "A Plain Boad to Health,” free.

A CJ-PKT^Q—BTa PROFITS FOR EVERY HOUR’S work. Be>t .novelties. Best terms.
Write quick for circulars and samples.

B.E. CBANDAIX & CO. Chicago.

FREE 1000 WATCHES!
■ To agents who will introduce our 
Watches and Jewelry we will give a Watch Free. 
Send your address and B-cent stamp and be convinced. 
WM. WILLIAMS. 121 Halsted Street. Chicago, HL

V (J IlKltllBlJ fa rl ( Whispers heard distinct*
Comfortable, invisible, niustrated book & proofs FreOt 

Addnw HISCOX,853 Broadway, Cor. 14th at, N. Xi

AOEWTR—Write quick for confidential terms and 
samples. l E. CRANDALL & CO., Chicago.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
I have two houses well rented In above city, also two very 

fine lots that I will sell on the most favorable terms. Any parties wanting a home, or to make a paying investment will 
make money by consulting with

J. MO WARD START,
45 Randolph »t.. Chlcngo, I1L

Greatest Bargains
Baking Powder and PREMIUMS. 
For particulars wddress The Great American Tea Co., 
31&33 Vese~St..New York. N 57

GOOD NEWS 
TO LADIES;.

AT A BARGAIN.
Good Town Lots, houses, and farming lands, at one-half their value In tbe following skates: Ai kai sas, CoIorad o 

Dakota Florida, Georgia, lov a. Kansas. Michigan. Minneso
ta, Missouri, Nebraska. Texas, and Wisconsin. Will sell on 
tern s to suit purchasers. Clear title to all property can be given. For full information apply to

J. HOWARD START, 
45 &eu Aaipa St , >1aic€<^. Hl.

S[TH A^q-j 

COUGH KILLER

Dr. Setli Arnold’s

COUGH KILLER
is the best Cough Cure I 

ever used.

Wm. A. Myer, Weston, Ill.

Druggists, 25c., 50c., and

DR. WELCH’ SPECIFICS
As given through Rowiey's Occult Telegraph and used and 
rfppi oved by Rowley & Whitney.

Dr. Wei s’ Stomach Specific is a positive cure for sick head
aches. flatulency, Indigestion and all for vs of dyspepsia.Dr. Wells’ Kidney Specific cuies all kidney disorders, rheu
matism, reuralgla, etc* Dr. Wells’ Uterine Specific Is an magnetical remedy for all 
female disorders giving speedy and permanent relief.

>Prtce for any of a ove specifics. (100 powders) $1.00 post
paid; 6 pkgs, for $5 00. AddressWill A. Rowley, Gen. Agt., Cleveland, Otio.

Keystone Mortgage Co.
ABERDEEN, DAKOTA.

CAPITAL. - - - - $250,000.
Our farm Mortgages bearing 7 per cent, interest payable 

semi annually In New York Exchange, secured by James River Valley Farms worth three to six times th^lr amount, 
principal and interest both guaranteed by us. are a choice 
investment for Investors They nre as ante as IF. H. 
Honda. We also Ksue Certificates of deposit for six months 
or longer bearing six percent, interest. We can offer some 
choice Heal Estate Investlmen& lu Aberdeen, the leading city of Dakota. References, Wm H Woolvetron, President 
N. Y. Transfer Co;. New York. First Natio ia! Bank. Blairs
ville. Pa. Oxford Nation il Bank, Oxford. Pa. Hon. John 
Scott, Gen’l Solicitor PennsylvaniaB R.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
E. K Thatcher, Mortgage Broker, West Chester, Pa. Ad

reas us for circulars and lull. Information.

DEATH,
B THE LIGHT OF THE HARMONIAL PHILOSOPHY- 

ByMABY F. DAVIS

J Whole Volume of Philosophical Truth is Condensed into this 
Little Pamphlet.

Mrs. Davis has developed with rare faithfulness and pathos, 
the pure principles of true Spiritualism. The sorrowful may 
find consolation In these pages, and the doubtful a f-m foun
dation and a clear sky.
Price, postage paid, 15 cents. Eight copies fo. 

81. Clotk konnd, 8Oc.
For sale; wl oleskle and retail, by the Religio-Philosofht 

cai Pro u ki vg house. Chicago

RADWAY’S — 
READY RELIEF.

Is a cure for every pain. Toothache, Headache, Sciatica 
Neuralgia, Rheumatism. Sprains, Bruises.

Try it to-night for your cold; with a sharp d^teof Bad 
. way’s Pills, you will sleep well and be better in the morning^ 
/ seeairecttons. —C'O:W^^

Foot Batteries. will warm your feet aud keep them comfortable in cold weather. 
it mail. Send stamps or currency ft our risk by malt

rnrr Sample Dr. X. STONE’S BRONCHIAL WAFERS. 
HlH" L®w Rates to Preachers and Teachers. Agents 
1 11UL Wanted. STONE MEDICINE CO.. Quincy. lUiaci*.

3 °r good character wanted in your vicinity.
WISH Special inducements now. Don’tdelny Sal

ary from start. BROWN BROS..Nurserymen, Chieaxo.HL

DIIIM ||ARlTEainIe88,y cnred in-*o*’®o riOIrl nADI I Days. Sanitarium~or Home Treatment. Trial Free. No Cure. No Pay. The Humane Remedy Co.. La Fayette. Ind.

Won College of Law
The Law Department of Northwestern 

University.
Judge Henry Booth. LL. D., Dean and Prof. Law of Real 

Estate. Hon. Harvey B. Hurd, (late revisor of Illinois Statutes). Prof Common Law. Pleading. Evidence and Statute Law. Bon. Wm. W. Farweil. ex Chancery Judge Cir. CL Cook Co^ Profes’mr of Equity Jurinprucence, Pleadings and 
Practice. Judge Marshall i>. Ewell. LL. D., (author of 
Leading Cases on Disabilities Incident to Infancy, Coverture. 
Idiocy, etc., a Treatise oh the Law of Fixtures, eta). Prof, Common Law. Contracts, Criminal Law and Torts. N. & 
Davis, M. D., LL. D., Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence.

Diploma, granted in two years’ attendance, admits to the Bar of this State. Attendance a less time is credited to ap
plicants for admission bxi examination before' Supreme^ Court.

Prizes.—Ho*ton prize for best thesis or brief, #50. Faa ulty prize for thesis second In excellence S*5. Faculty prize for best proficiency in the senior cla«s. $50. , Faculty 
prize for best proficiency in the junior class, $25. I Faculty prize for the best oration delivered at commencement, $50 
The fail term begins Sept. 19th. 1888. For Circular or Information, address, HENRY BOOTH. Dean,

Chlcago.llL

MARVELOUS^

MEMORY
DISCOVERY.

Anyjbook learned in one reading.
| Mind wandering; Cured.
Sp^alilK g without notes.

WIiQlIy ^nllRe artificial systems.
Piracy condemned by Supreme Conrt

Great inducemes t# to correspondence classes
Prospectus, with opiums jf Dr. Wm. A. Hammond, 

the world-famed >peciall*t in Mind dheases, Dahitel 
Greenleaf Thompson, the great Psyc ologist Jf. M. 
Huckley, D. D.t Edi tot of tbe Christian, Advocots, 
Rickard Proctor, the Scientist, and others, sent port free by

Prof. A. LO1SETTB..237 Fifth Ave., New York^

885 Solid Gold Watch 
Sold for $100 until late
ly. Best $85 watch in the 
world. Perfect time- REEkeeper.!

Warranted. Heavy Solid 
Gold Hunting Cases. Ele-
pint and magnificent. Both 
Indies’ and gents’ sizes, with 
works and cases of equal 

value. One Person in each 
locality'can secure one free. 
Huw is this possible? Weanswcr 
—we want one person in each 
locality, to keep in their homes, 

and show to those who call, a complete line of our valuable 
and very useful Household Samples. These samples, 
aM well as the watch, we send free, and after you have kept 
them tn your home for 9 months aud shown them to Those 
who may have called, they become your own property; it is 
possible to make this great cCer, sending the Solid Gold 
watch and Costly samples free, as the showing of the sam
ples in any locality, always results in a large trade for us; 
after our samples have been in a locality for a month or two 
we usually get from SiOOO to S5OOO in trade from tbe 
surrounding country. This, the most wonderful offer ever 
known, is made in order that our samples may be placed at 
once where they can be seen, all over America. Write at once, 
and make sure of the chance. Reader, it will be hardly any 
trouble for* you to show the samples to those who may call at 
your home and your reward will be most satisfactory. A postal 
card on which to write us costs but 1 cent and after you know 
all, if you do not care to go further, why no harm is done. But 
if you do send yonr address at once, you can secure free ono 
of the best solid gold watches in the world and our large line of 
Costly Samples. We pay all express, freight, etc. Address Stinson <fe Co., Box 334, Bortl^nti, Maine*

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
The following described farm, about five miles from 

Kerkhoven. Minnesota, Chippewa Co . a lOO-acre fa»-m; 65 acres cultivated^ the remainder either In Hmothyorwild grass; one story pouse, granary, macbl je-house. stable, bog- house, chicken house and corn crib on farm; also first class 
well and pump, f 1

N. E 54 SecJ 18, T. 119, B. 87 west of the 5th principal 
meridian. :

Will sell on the most favorable terms; part cash, and long 
time for balance. This Is a rate opportunity tn obtain a farm 
tbat is under a high state of cultivation, and good buildings.

Must be sold at once. Address

J. HOWARD START,
45 Randolph St., Ckicaga, Ill.

DR. OWEN’S BELT
/

fronianyobjection.Will 
positively cure Rken-

Debility, Male , and 
emale Complaints, 

woman
can be cured by same 
belt. Contains 10degrees 
of siren

S6
gth. Current can 

be regulated like abat
er tery, and applied to any
i part of the body or limba by whole 

family. A X^argi& lllusErated.
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Wro$ from fta Jeanie. What I Got at Cassadaga.

* v the Editor of the Reliuio-Philosoohlcal Journal?
Tbe morning after the death of my wife, April 

5th, I resolved to attend the Cassadaga camp meet
ing in August, that I might communicate with her 
and others that had gone over. Having been on 
the frontiers all my life, I had not met with good 
test mediums, although I am influenced to speak in 
public and at home. Having read that Charles 
Partridge went to Coons’s spirit room in Ohio, and 
the spirits told him his name and business and place 
of residence, so I thought the spirits might do the 
same by me. I went incognito to Cassadaga 1 
save the name, Wm. Harrison, wbat my wife called 
me, for I was named after the hero of Tippecanoe. 
This name I went by till the day before I left; was 
there four weeks. I first called on Mansfield, of 
Michigan. I bought my slates, and bad them in 
sight all the time. I wrote on bits of paper names 
of some deceased persons in his absence, and rolled 
them into pellets. He then came in and we placed 
our hands on the slates to magnetize them, as he 
said. He stated that bis mediumship was three-fold 
—seeing spirits, being controlled to write, and inde
pendent slate writing. I mixed the pellets and 
placed them in a row. He said, “Point to them al
ternately with your pencil.” I did so.

“Hold that one in your hand he said.”
I did so and he was influenced to write, and on 

opening it I found the name be bad written cor
rect. He got all the names correctly.

Tbe slates being cleaned, be put a bit of pencil on 
one, and the other slate over It, and then placed them 
on my right shoulder, saying, “Hold them,” he 
clasping my right hand. He was strongly convulsed. 
I heard tbe writing going on, and on opening the 
slates found the following:

“My dear husband: You ask me to prove myself 
to you, and I think that if I write to you in this 
way, you will surely know'that it is your own 
Clarissa wbo writes to you from her spirit home. I 
am happy, and shall soon want you here. Most af
fectionately, your wife.”

I had written on the pellet the name Clarissa, 
which might be a sister, daughter or any women 
besides a wife. Here I saw evidence of identity.

The next elate he banded me saying, “Lay it on 
the bed.” I did so. Immediately we heard the 
writing, and a message was written.

Tbe third slates being screwed together, Mansfield 
told me to bold them out at arm’s length, he clasp
ing my ieft hand. A message was soon written. I 
bad three slates which were written on by unseen 
intelligences.

I called on Mrs. Inches, a medium who is uncon
scious while under control. She said: “You live 
in the far west on the prairie, which is roiling, like 
the ocean waves. You are a farmer. I see fields of 
wheat, which is cut and thrashed at the same time. 
You went to that place at an early day. Financial 
losses led you there, and this country is Washing
ton Territory.” She described my residence. Every 
word was correct

Domestic matters were fully described to me, so I 
got all that I had promised my people at home, ex
cept my name. My father came and wrote, “Robert 
Augir.” Not a man on tbe ground knew my name.

Invocations. |

Io the Editor of the RellKlo-PhUosoiihlcal Journal*. ’
I herewith send you an invocation given by the 

spirit of our beloved Channing at a select private cir
cle at mytown bouse, not long since. It is so beau
tiful I thought it might find place in your Journal, 
as well 4s another by the spirit of John Pierpont, 
the poet. Some friends of our philosophy have 
been holding select private circles for some time, at 
which we have had some very beautiful and in
structive I manifestations of a high order, giving me 
proof that this new gospel is destined to dominate 
tbe whole earth, and open the eyes of unbelief to 
the comprehension of the infinite value of the great 
brotherhood of man In the redemption of the race by 
this intercommunication of worlds, by the return of ] 
our spirit friends, whoso eagerly seek to demon
strate to us tbe immortality of the soul by their un
mistakable presence and identity. If the loyal and 
true will; but firmly denounce fraud, and then as 
firmly adhere to the truth the world will soon forget 
to scorn, and seek in humble attitude the light this 
knowledge gives. Your Journal is one of the cir
culating medium through which this wealth is 
gained. This fact makes me feel sure that you 
must succeed; that the heart and hand of those who 
hold the power to place your paper on a firm basis 
will be moved to do so, and men everywhere will 
learn to love and bless their fellow man, and bury 
out of bight the hate that worketh wrong to all con 
cerned, while giving to the sower a harvest of j 
painful remorse, a just reward. L. C. Smith.

INVOCATION BY W. E. CHANNING.
Our most perfect guide, Creator of all life, before 

Thee we prostrate ourselves this hour, for the pur
pose of acknowledging how great is our need of Thy 
perpetual care, of Thy tender supervision. Great 
as are Thy creations, wondrous as is Thy power, yet 
Thou dost but desire to guide us in the gentlest 
manner, with reins of tenderest love alone. When 
chastisement for shortcomings is necessary, Thou 
art not too severe, only very firm, seeking to show 
us how a true father should govern children, dear 
and precious, even though erring. In our times of 
trouble, Thou dost endeavor to point out a way by 
which we may find surest relief.

Our Father, our Mother, essence of all that is 
most beautiful and true, we look to Thee for Thy di
vine approval and blessing in every undertaking in 
life, whether it be small or great. We ask Thee to 
press us into Thy service as rapidly as we are pre
pared to follow our true callings. Heretofore Thy 
measures have all been preparatory, but let us trust 
tbat from henceforth Thou wilt consider us ready to 
take very anvanced steps in Thy service, doing with 
our might of love and zeal all Thou requirest of us. 
We throw ourselves on Thy extreme beneficence, 
knowing full well Thou art ever to be relied upon. 
Not doubting thy absolute power, yet do we realize 
that Thy gnat plan for our final redemption has had 
to be carried through devious, and winding ways, 
that Thou hast had to afflict and scourge before a 
perfect unfoldment could be brought forth; that 
ever, in tbe midst of wrongs, persecutions, hatreds 
and strifes, Thy^hand has guided at the helm, Thy 
voice been audibferoften above life’s jarrings and in
harmonies.

OUT OF THE STAB DUST. j

Some Reasons Why Rev. Myron Adams 1 
Believes that Involution is Consistent I 
With the ,Christian-Coyiception of 1 
God.

Rev. Myron Adams delivered the third of his dis
courses on .evolution at Plymouth church, Roches- 1 
ter, N. Y^ Oct, 22ud. The following is a synopsis of 1 
Mr. Adams’ discourse: 1

“It is impossible for me to speak or think on this 
subject without the prejudices of a Christian faith, 
if you call them prejudices. I do not speak as a l 
scientist. I do not set out to prove the truth of the 
doctrine of evolution. Most of those wbo accept | 
this doctrine do so because the learned men who | 
have investigated its truth believe from their inves- 1 
tigation that the law of evolution is the true law. 1 
A new hypothesis does not shine upon the world at 1 
once. It has its germinal in the mind of a New
ton or a Spender, then it becomes the butt of ridi
cule, then it is fiercely combatted and then it is ac
cepted by an ungrateful world. Those wbo have 
lived to middle age remember when the theory of 
evolontion was laughed at. That stage has passed. 1 
We are now in the latter part of the lamenting 
stage. The conservative still says we are taking 
away bis religion. The ancients knew almost noth
ing of the universe. They knew only of the exist
ence of earth, sun, moon and stars. They believed 
in amah deities,, whose acts were determined by 1 
small, even by contemptible motives. Bat there 1 
were a few men like Abraham who did not believe 
in these small deities. Gradually the idea of the 
universe dawned on the mind of man and this sug
gested one unspeakable, unsearchable power. Our 
ideas of God have become less definite in many 
ways, but more profound.

“Most of you have read Paley’s theory of the effect 
of a watch upon the mind of a savage. He thinks first 
of the skill of the maker of1 such a regular shape 
and of the chasing on the cover. He hears a strange 
noise inside—a ticking. ’ This puzzles him. He hap
pens to touch the spring. The watch flies open. 
He sees the face. He finally perceives ttie hour 
hand and the minute hand. After a time he per
ceives the relation between the passage of time and 
the motion of the hands. After a while he pries 
open the other lid and sees the complicated machin
ery. He thinks now that no man of another tribe 
can have made this thing. He becomes an agnostic. ! 
So with us. As tbe universe is opened to our eyes, 
our ignorance is increased. Is it not true that the old 
earth—the little earth—and tbe old heavens—the lit
tle heavens—have passed away? And nothing has 

| done so much to assist this passing away as the 
doctrine of evolution.

“Evolution shows the theist that God has worked 
among the dust of the nebulae and carried his crea
tions up to the perfect state. The process of evo
lution is one of change, from the lower to the high- 

i er from the simple to the complex The modes of 
the fisb, the bird, the serpent, are simple*^ com
pared with those of men. Man attempts to make 
his own laws of existence. Man knows tbat he has 
the freedom of choice. The Christian church wants

Motes an<l Extracts on Miscellaneous 1
Subjects. ।

The only railroad in China is daily crowded with 
passengers. *

The electric light is making its way in London 
slowly but surely, notwithstanding its expensive
ness.

According to the last census there are nearly three 
times as many Irishmen as Englishmen in the United 
States.

An epidemic of saicides has broken out in Pails. 
At least' ten attempts at sel&inurder are reported 
every day.

A rich copper mine has been i discovered near Port 
Townsend, Or% and the people are much excited 
over the matter.

There is a dog at Seymour, Ind., who will look at 
a clock and then pat his paw on the exact hour aa 
marked on a card.

Pomona, Ualn is forcing the Chinese laundries out
side the city limits by fining the proprietors for 
maintaining nuisances.

About seven hundred tons of silver dollars are 
now stored in the new vaults of the Treasury De
partment, at Washington.

Kentucky raised a tomato this year which just fits 
into a four quart measure, while Missouri produces 
a pumpkin which wouldn’t go into a waehtub.

A lady at Atlanta, Ga., lost her only child just one 
year ago, and not a day has since passed that she 
has not gone to the cemetery and knelt in prayer 
beside his grave.

A discovery has been made at Glamorganshire, 
Wales, of remains of a large Roman villa and a mili
tary station. An area of two acres was covered by 
the buildings.

According to Professor Potter asphalt, the article 
of prominent commercial importance of the present 
day, was used in the building of the tower of Babel 
and other ancient structures.

The Dake of Marlborough’s private cabman is' al
lowed to “pick up fares” in his off hours, and finds 
many snobs ready and willing to pay him a good 
price for driving a ducal equipage.

It seems that there are now only 100,000 Germans 
in France—less than half the number that lived 
there before the Franco-Prussian war More than 
one-third of these are quartered in Paris.

General Gordon’s statue is called the finest piece 
of sculpture in London. It was executed by Hamo 
Thornycraft, who inspires all his work with life and 
manly vigor, and it stands in Trafalgar Square.

Bakers in Holland work on Friday and Saturday 
twenty-six hoars without intermission; other work
men have “long hours,” and yet Americans receive 
the chief criticism of being “overworked.”

While the Emperor William was at Rome he was 
| treated to an illumination of the ancient ruins of 
the Eternal City. It was a wonderful panorama. 
The Coliseum appeared a colossal mass, of fire.

Rev. B. Waugh, secretary of an English society for 
the prevention of cruelty to children, recently as-
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INFORMATION ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS

Principles of Evolution Slow but 
Sure.

ELIZA A. MARTIN,

0, Past Infinitude of Ages speak!
Help man attain the height his soul would seek! 
0 Vast Infinitude of future years!
Your tongnelees silence fills his soul with fears! 
The heavens confuse with million worlds to trace, 
His reason staggers* lost in endless space; , 
So small—so weak—how can he reach some height 
With one mad bound beyond the realm of night? 
Voiceless the stars! dumb, dumb the skies of blue! 
0, nature, Mother Earth, man turns to yon. 
His fevered cheek cools in your evening breeze, 
Whose restful song is lost ’mid dewy leaves. 
Leaves through whose tiny veins whole rivers run, 
And tons of substance lifted by the sun 
Form trillion cells, without one single sound, 
Draping vast forests, carpe ing the ground, 
String in its silence, conquering without strife, 
Eight onward marching^ Nature, God and Life, 
Perfecting all, no violence nor rest 
Hastate destruction, gentle ways are best, 
Life^came with little haste; a power abstruse 
Umi umbered cycles paved the earth for use. 
Slowly advancing, filling out each plan. 
From crystal, mollusk up to man, 
Through countless ages man has upward trod. 
The bestial nature fighting with the god: 
So slight his progress, angels doubtful scan 
Each new arrival—is it beast or man? 
Strange combination, twofold in its kind, 
Tbe beast below unite with the diving 
Is virtue forced? Can legislation free 
Mah from his inborn, low infirmity?
Mah undeveloped, ignorant and crude, 
True to one nature is and therefore good. 
Promote the god, call out the higher life, 
Will evil dissipate without mad strife? 
Resist not evil, cultivate the good, 
Love is the mightiest power if understood. 
What it is possible for man to be, 
Is as unfathomed as infinity.

About a Boston Fraud’s Elbe! Suit.

Possibly the Journal’s readers will recall, among 
the numerous frauds exposed in Boston, o^e known 
to the public as Mrs. H. B. Fay. For comments on 
her private character in connection with the ex
posure, she brought suit against the Owning Record 
of that city for $50,000. With its customary alacrity 
in aiding swindlers to retain their hold upon tbe 
public, or to regain it when lost, the Banner of 
Light published a statement concerning the finale
of this suit, calculated to mislead the public and 
bring a fresh grist to tbe mill of the unconscionable 
trickster. In order to set the spiritualistic public 
right on this matter the Journal republishes from 
the Evening Record its explanation of the matter 
and also a letter from a reputable citizen of Boston 
which the Banner declined to publish.

STATEMENT OF THE EVENING RECORD.
We have received a number of letters complaining 

that we ought not to have settled tbe libel suit 
brought against the Record by a well known “me
dium at the South Ead. We never should have 
settled any libel suit simply based on our exposure 
of a “medium.” But our reporter, unfortunately, 
dragged in another charge against the “medium’s” 
character, which was not so easy to prove. We 
therefore paid on the suit for $50,000, $400 and 
costs, amounting in all to $445. We never shall 
settle any libel suits brought for our exposures of 
spiritualistic stances.

SUPPRESSED LETTER FROM JOHN CURTIS.
To the Banner of Light:

In your editorial columns last week (Oct. 20th) 
under the head of “Mrs. H. B. Fay Vindicated,” you 
state:

“Fora long time there has been in existence in 
this city a band of bigots, bound, its members said, 
to put down vi et armis all physical mediums.”

Allo v me to say,without any binding force what
ever a number of ladies and gentlemen, many of 
them well known Spiritualists, having first satisfied 
themselves that the so-called materializes were de
ceiving their dupes for money, did invade and ex
pose the rottenness of the whole business in Bos
ton. Tn discovering confederates, capturing nearly 
half a hundred disguises, including samples from 
every one ot them, uncovering holes under floors, 
and in brick walls for “spirits” to creep through to 
the cabinet, besides other positive proofs of fraud, 
they were successful as is admitted on all sides by 
those disposed to examine the evidences. Mrs. Fay 
in her libel suit did not have the hardihood to at
tempt a vindication of her materializing stances. 
The sentence on which the libel rested is as fol
lows: “It is alleged that her (Mrs. Fay, then known 
as Bertha Feinsh) relations were such that his wife 
(Mrs. Flinn) left him.” Mrs. Flinn, widow of Capt. 
Flinn, resides at Chatham, Mass., and is well known 
as a lady above reproach. In her .deposition 
she testified that through all her troubles 
she clung to her husband with the evident purpose 
to rescue him from an infatuation. It will be 
plainly seen the reporter’s statement was not tech
nically correct On this turn of affairs alone the 
Advertiser Co. deemed it advisable to pay Mrs. Fay 
the expenses of her suit, which would be much less 
than the cost and bother of a trial. Mrs. Fay ac
cepted the settlement through her counsel, though 
her damages were laid at $50,000. It seems some
what ignominious that she should descend from so 
costly a pinnacle of character to one which could be 
purchased for the small sum of her lawyer’s costs. 
No greater alacrity was shown by the plaintiff than 
the defendant for a prompt trial. In withdrawing 
the case, no apology was asked for, much less pub
lished, as mentioned in your article.

John Curtis.

A Medium’s Outspoken Attitude. 
* ■ ■ . ■

le the Editor of the Rellalo-PhUosaDhlcal Journal
“The“Religio Philosophical Publishing House” is 

just the thing wanted at tbe present time. There 
never was a time when an institution of that kind 
was more needed. Works on psychology ought to 
be brought well before the public. I admire the no
ble stand the Journal has so long held regarding 
Spiritualism. The good you have done you will nev
er know on earth. Fraud you have unmasked; tbe 
true and worthy you have gallantly defended. I ad
mire your courage. I know your moral worth from 
experience. You have declined to be bought by 
money, when innocence and weakness were as
sailed. I know you have stood by one whom it 
would have been your financial interest to destroy.

I will try to take a little stock in your worthy pro
ject Be encouraged; the best intellects of the 
cause are with you. J. Clegg Wright.

Xietter From Frol. Jos. Bodes Buch* 
auan.

Ta the Editor of the Belialo-PhUuBOphlc&l Journal:
I have seen with much pleasure your very prac

tical and I trust practicable plan to establish a pub
lishing house with sufficient capital. The ability 
with which you have conducted tbe Journal is a 
guarantee that the undertaking will be managed 
with ability, and I do hope that Spiritualists will 
show by their liberality in this matter that they 
fully realize tbe grand importance and value of the 
psychic science you have so ably defended and sus
tained. . ' J. B. B.

When one man passes another in the race of life, 
he may use bis advantage aud power in either one 
of two widely different ways. He may triumph in 
the fact, make a display of his superiority,, and so 
exult over and humiliate him who is left behind. 
Or he may use bis superior knowledge or power to 
lift up the weaker one and help him on. In the 
first place, he kindles all evil passions of envy and 
hatred, so turning the foundations of the social or
der into a threat against its peace and stability. In 
the other case, be kindles admiration, pride, and 
gratitude, and makes the weaker feel that the 
strong are their friends and their hope. One is a 
devilish ministry, and the other is angelic.—M. J. 
SAVAGE.

At Thy call we hasten now to take our places in a 
new order, hasten to proclaim Thy new law which, 
born from the dying throes of the old, places us 
anew and forever in complete harmony with Thee.

We recognize that with this new birth is born a 
a diviner form of love, a love which is to truly en
lighten the. entire world. Let us, then, with it for 
our watchword, seek to usher in the true time, of 
* peace on earth, good will to men.”

INVOCATION BY JOHN PIERPONT.
Father immortal, Guide, Mentor, Friend, Thou 

drawest us towards Thee this hour, tbat we may 
fully learn to appreciate Thy tender care, Thy divine 
love, Thy interested mind for and in us, who but 
await positive commands from Thee, to push Thy 
work, as Thou hast never before ordered it per
formed. We would accord Thee perfect submission. 
Our desire is but to perform Thy will to the Very 
letter. Thy pleasure is ours; Thy perfect patience 
and forbearance are examples for us to endeavor to 
cultivate similar virtues.

In Thy wisdom Thou madest .us imperfect crea
tions, tbat we may grow to the proportions of a 
perfect unfoldment; tbat we may be perfected by a 
human process, as it were, which only could fit Us 
to love and enjoy Thee as we should. We do not 
look upon Thee as spirit, but as the very essence of 
all that goes tr 'make the great tangible proportions 
of the unive^. Even as Thou hast from necessity 
estranged Thy dear children from Thee and from 
one another, so wilt Thou, as the necessity ceases, 
make all the world of one kin, Thyself a recognized 
head, whose one object will be to place all on an 
equality so that no one shall feel himself beneath 
Tby loving notice.

We do nqt murmur because Thou hast apparently 
placed some above others. It was but one of Thy 
divine measures, by which great wisdom will be 
gained. We know that no one can escape Tby 
chastenings; that often the agony seems greater 
than can be borne, ye^ hast Thou especial reasons 
for such discipline, which is a refining process well 
worth the triaL

Thou knowest, Thou who canst penetrate the in
nermost recesses of our hearts, feelings, love, and 
gratitude to Thee; Thou knowest how feeble our 
poor words seem to us, as an expression of our rev
erence and devotion; yet art Thou satisfied, knowing 
we have done and are doing what we can to deserve 
Thy approval.

Beloved, we know Thou hast great hopes of us; 
that Thou lookest upon us having set us a great 
task. Oh! may we not disappoint Thee, but may 
we each day, each hour, strive for such results as 
shall go far to prove that Thy divine training has 
not been in vain. That we are being divinely 
guided in the most direct manner, out of the wil
derness of the past, who shall deny? Lead us, O 
lead us, as Thou wilt. Thou precious One. There 
has been, there can be, no going astray. Love, 
duty, patience, zeal,—all we owe Thee, we would 
gladly bring as an offering to thy service, content 
to bide our time, in accord with tby desires.

*
Ainu Prayers for the Sick.

When very sick, an Ainu man (tbe women may 
not pray at all) will call upon the fire-goddess, who 
is reckoned a great purifier, thus: “Abe kamui, Ye- 
koingara wa en-kore” (“0 fire-goddess, condescend 
to look upon me”). Upon the approach of death, 
the master will lie close to the fire on his own side 
of tbe hearth, partly for the sake of the warmth, 
but probably in a measure for any possible benefits 
to be gained from propinquity to the realm of the 
fire-goddess. Then the village chief and elders, and 
the sick man’s friends, a’l cnme tn see him; the men 
to pray and “drink to the gods,” while the women 
weep and wail in rather a noisy fashion, since they 
are denied the comforts of religion. There are 
times when the patience of tbe praying men be
comes exhausted, no favorable answer is given to 
their petitions. Mr. Batchelor tolls of one death- 
scene” which he witnessed when two men were 
praying to the goddess of fire and another toward 
the sun rising through* the eastern window; while a 
fourth was looking toward the northeast corner of 
the hut ( which corresponds in a measure to the 
latrine of Japanese houses) and swearing most ve- 

.hemently at all the gods, something after this fash
ion: “You fools! why don’t you pay some attention 
to us? Can’t you see that this man is in great dan
ger? Here we have been praying and praying for 
him, and yet he doesn’t get well. What’s the mat
ter? Are you deaf? Can’t you hear us?”—From 
“Ainu Family-Life and Religion,” in the Popular 
Science Monthly for November.

Wanted too Muck.

Whether due to heart failure or to suicide the 
death of Colonel R. M. Puhifer. of the Boston 
Herald^ is a pathetic illustration of the unfortunate 
results attending the.growing spirit of speculation 

. which seems to pervade the community. The Bos
ton Herald is one of the best as it is also one of the 

* most prosperous newspapers in America. Colonel 
Pulsifer’s connection with it brought him wealth 
and prominence, and if he had been content to con
fine his energies to this one sphere, he would proba
bly have died a rich and happy man. As it was, he 
became involved in numerous schemes, railroad and 
mining operations, and this eventually had the ef
fect of crippling his relation to the Herald with 
consequent loss of prestige. Mr. Pulsifer was a man 
of many admirable traits. He was persevering, 
frank, kind-hearted and loyal in his friendships. 
But he wanted too much, and this was the rock on 
which his life was rent Moralizing would seem in
deed an idle task, when a man of Colonel Pulsifer’s 
stamina and intelligence famishes the text.—4 

’ Brooklyn Eagle.

sorted that 1,000 children are murdered in EnglandI can truly say tbat wbat I got at Cassadaga, is of 
more value to me than five hundred dollars in gold.

Harrison augir.

Exposing Spiritualism.

The following is an editorial from The Minne
apolis Tribune of Oct. 29th, 1888.

There is just now a good deal of newspaper con
troversy and agitation over the alleged exposures of 
Spiritualism made by Kate Fox and Margaret Kane- 
Fox. There are to-day over eight million^ of avowed 
Spiritualists and the number of men and women 
who believe it, yet dare not own it, is probably three 
times that number. These women have charged a 
good admission fee to illustrate certain sleight of 
hand tricks, similar to manifestations alleged to have 
been made by spirits. What does this prove or dis
prove? When a Sunday School superintendent 

. leaves the country with the cash box, or a minister 
leaves his charge and his family to visit abroad with 
another gentleman’s wife, nobody thinks of reflect 
ing on the Christian religion. To profess religion, 
regeneration of spirits, and even sanctification, re
quires no great amount of skill, casts no slur on re
ligion; producing spirit rappingsand slate writing, 
with properly contrived apparatus, argues nothing 
against the genuineness of other demonstrations. 
After all Spiritualism contains nothing that is op
posed to religion, morality or the Bible. The Bible 
is a religion born of spiritual faith, of miraculous 
visions of angels, interviews with spirits, prophetic 
signs and warnings and dreams. From Genesis to 
John the communion between the physical and 
spiritual world is an accepted fact. The supervision 
of spirits over earthly affairs is related as a matter 
of course. The warnings and admonitions of spirits 
excite no wonder. The communication of angels 
and mortals forms the warp and woof of evidence 
in the Christian religion. The Bible furnishes a long 
list of very eminent men who talked with angels 
or saints cr spirits. We are left, then, to deny their 
testimony and call the old prophets and wise men 
frauds, or accept it as the evidence of spiritual com
munications. If men in the days of Moses and 
Abraham and Job and of Saul saw and talked with 
angels, why not in the days of Mr. Jones and 
Smith.

The New Testament is full of spirit revelation, of 
faith and reliance upon spiritual manifestations. 
If people only 1,900 years ago saw and talked with 
the dead, what is there so marvelous in it to-day? 
If the spirits of the dead once walked the earth, 
what special odium should attach to men who claim 
they have never given up to the habit? If the dead 
ever did come back to anybody on earth, what is 
there to be derided in the notion that they are do
ing it to-day? Some of the Bible characters who 
claimed to be mediums, that is, seers of spirits, were 
not much better or wiser than some of the gentle
men who claim such powers to-day. Moral char
acter did not seem to be a test of mediumship then, 
nor is it so claimed now. The character of commu- 
Trications were not always angelic then (according 
to .our notion), inciting to war, pillage and murder. 
If immortality is not a fable, but a divine truth, 
the souls of men abide somewhere, under new con
ditions, governed by laws of a spiritual nature. 
There does not seem anything very bloodcurdling or 
horrible or immoral rim discovering that the great 
law which guides the sap in the tree, and the blood 
in one’s veins, should extend over and embrace the 
spirits that are chained to the flesh, and the spirits 
that are freed from its weight. Miss Fox, produc
ing raps with her big toe, is one sort of argument. 
But the destroying of the belief of a large body of 
people, and annihilating the latent hope in the hearts 
of millions, that death is but tbe dropping-nf a veil 
between us and our beloved, requires a higher type 
of demonstration. Miss Fox may be very earnest ip 
her endeavors to expose Spiritualism, but she ad
mits that she bas been a fraud all her life, and con
fesses that she knows nothing of the phenomena 
which she has counterfeited. Spiritualism as a re
ligious belief is as much entitled to tolerance and re
spect as Catholicism or Unitarianism, or as the faith 
of Swedenborg which takes pious cognizance of the 
same phenomena which Spiritualists hold as evi
dences of a future existence. Because modern 
Spiritualism, at its present stage of development, of
fers a good screen for the operations of many frauds 
and impostors, it is no reason why deep faith and 
sincere convictions, both aiding to secure better 
morals and lead the mind into better channels, 
should be subjected to ridicule or contemptuous de
rogation.

Any belief which tends to improve a portion of a 
community, no matter how small, should be en
couraged.

Your neighbor’s path to a higher moral and 
spiritual plane may not be known to you, but you 
have no reason to believe that it is less safe, less 
sure or less direct than the one you are following 
yourself.

Prefers the Journal.

To the Editor of the Rellalo-PhllosQDhlcal Journal
Up to the time of subscribing for the Religio- 

Philosophical Journal, I had been for many 
years a reader of another Spiritualist paper, which 
though containing much excellent matter, often 
disgusted me by encouraging palpable frauds, not 
only in its advertising columns, but in its corres
pondence This, too, with no word of editorial dis
sent. To satisfy myself before making a change, I 
sent for sample numbers of several Spiritualist 
papers, resulting in my choice of yours. I have had 
no reason to make another change, and so long as 
you pursue the course you are now oh, you may 
count on me as a subscriber. G. L. Jacobs.

Council Bluffs, 10wa.

1 to accommodate evolution to the church. Some of 
the colleges teach that evolution is a true theory 
until we come to man. They teach that there is no

I room for God if we apply the theory to man. You 
really have more room for him. The musician who 
builds up an organ from a reed with one hole in it 
has great musical possibilities to work out with that 
organ. So God takes tbe will of man. Man at
tempts to make hie own laws. God moves upon 
him. Is tbe man God-forsaken because he tries to 
make bis own laws? I have sometimes thought he 
was, from the specimens which we have had of legis
lators and of whole legislatures, but these were only 
momentary spasms of regret. Man ’ may make im-' 
perfect laws. God is moving him all the time, and 
his laws are perfect when he completes them. 
Abraham was a polygamist. The law had not 
worked so far as to show him the sin of tbat prac
tice. It is God’s law that is working in us all the 
time. In all new strivings we behold the shining 
pathway of our Creator.

“Evolution does notuestroy God. The theist identi
fies the universal power with the being of which 
this Bible treats. Evolution tells us tbat there is 
nothing in which there is not a possibility of bet
terment. Some one has written about a cluster of 
grapes and what is required for its Composition.

The soil came from tbe rock ages ago. The light 
and heat which it required cannot be computed. 
The infinite is seen even in the fruit of the vine. 
But the being who can perceive the power of the 
Infinite in the cluster of grapes must perceive that 
he himself is akin to the Infinite. And to him the 
son of the infinite God bas come to point out the 
way to a life of faith and truth.”

III. ------------LU. ,

Monkeys9 Aversion to Cruelty.

In Hindustan, where three varieties of sacred 
monkeys enjoy the freedom of every town, those 
fonr-handed pensioners often assist the police in 
enforcing the riot-laws by charging en masse for 
the scene of every dog-fight and school-boy scuffle. 
They will rescue worried cats, and, for greater se
curity, deposit them on tbe next roof, or suppress 
rowdyism in general, the stout Rhesus baboon, for 
instance, being physically as well as morally quali
fied to quell the aggressive disposition of theMercest 
cur. On the platform of a public warehouse the 
British residents of Agra, a few years ago, witnessed 
a scene which put the cbaracter-trait in even a 
stronger light. A little st; eet Arab bad spread his 
pallet in the shade ot a stack of country produce, 
and had just dropped asleep, when the proprietor of 
the Planter’s Hotel strolled up with a pet leopard 
that had learned to accompany him in all his ram
bles. A troop of tramp monkeys had taken post on 
the opposite end of the shed, and, like the beggar 
boy, seemed to enjoy a comfortable siesta, but at 
sight of the speckled intruder the whole gang 
charged along the platform like a squadron of 
svahis, and, instantly forming a semi-circle about 
the little sleeper, faced the leopard'with bristling 
manes, evidently resolved to defeat the suspected 
purpose of his visit.—Felix L. Oswald, M. D., in 
the Popular Science Monthly for November.

Fined Fifteen Dollar*.

£0 tbe Editor of the RellKlo-Phllosophical Journal:
I have been investigating Spiritualism for about 

six months. Our city has 5,000 people. We have 
two fairly developed trance mediums, and several 
others who can get the “raps,” all home made. You 
are hitting hard licks for clean mediumship. God 
bless you; keep at it

We sent to St Louis for one C. W. Peters to come 
and help us out, and sure enough he did. He helped 
us out of his fare and two weeks’ board, and we 
turned an electric light on him and caught him 
with the tambourine in his teeth and the bell in his 
right hand (which the man supposed he was hold
ing) ringing like a good fellow. We sent him to 
jail; he was fined $15. He went back to St. Louis, 
denounced us in round terms, and is yet, it is said, 
doing a fine business. So goes the world.

. Bonne Terre, Mo. S. T. Suddick.

Cornelia Gardner writes: So the Fox sis
ters have recanted! Well,so did Galileo,yet his teach
ings prevailed, as truth ever will. If every medium 
in the world should deny tbe faith, it cannot change 
the facts which underlie all truths, not excepting 
the spiritual philosophy.

Tbe thimble was originally called a thumb bell by 
the English, because worn on the thumb, then a

every winter to obtain the insurance on their lives.
A New York hostess marked the places of her 

guests at the table by a single perfect rose. Upon a 
petal of each was delicately written, by means of 
electricity, the name of the person to occupy the 
place.

Great Britain is worrying about the rapidly in
creasing number of lunatics. It appears that those 
supported by the government alone have grown to 
76,000. It is attributed to the hurry of modern 
life.

; In one vineyard this season in Chautauqua Coun
ty, New York, 20,000 brown paper bags were used 
to tie over the bunches of grapes in order to prevent 
bruising and mildew. The vineyard had a very 
amusing appearance.

It is said that the consumption of rye flour has in
creased enormously since the late rise in the prices 
of wheat flour. “Black bread” has an unfamiliar 
appearance upon American tables, but its whole- 
someness is undoubted.

San Antonio, out in California, boasts the littlest 
baby ever born. It is the son of Alfred Maguire, a 
railroad brakeman, and when born it weighed only 
sixteen ounces. A pint cup covered it. The father 

r and mother are both well proportioned.
1 The lady who is reported to be the most beautiful 

woman in San Francisco is the mother of two chil
dren, and although thirty looks like a girl of eigh
teen. She indulges in a sponge bath every morning 
and takes a brisk four mile walk after lunch.

Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin, who has gone in
to Indiana on a stumping tour, is an energetic, wiry 
little man, with a homely face and keen, dark eyes. 
He wears bis hair brushed stiffly back from the 
forehead. Senator Spooner is a very popular man 
and Is noted for his affable manner.

Louise Michel, the French Anarchist, has been 
lecturing on “Woman, Her Proper Role in Humani
ty,” before a most respectable Parisian audience. 
She said that there was a demand for women who 
will bring forth men and heroes. Father Hya
cinthe was one of her hearers.

A Spanish magistrate has issued a proclamation 
to the effect that “all wines, groceries and provis
ions upon which analyses are proved to be injurious 
to health will be confiscated forthwith and distribu
ted to the different charitable institutions.” The 
inmates of the charitable institutions may well ex
claim: “Save us from our friend the Spanish magis
trate!”

Major William H. Mills, formerly of the Four
teenth United States Infantry, is about to start a 
project looking toward the formation of all the sur
vivors of the war, Confederate as well as Union, and 
the erection in Washington of a national military 
memorial building. It is proposed to call the 
order “The Military order of ^the United Sons of 
America.” ^.

Harrison Weir, a famous English artist, proposes 
that the common bantam fowl, that most pugna
cious of birds, shall no longer be confined to the 
poultry yard, bat shall be delivered to the care of the 
gamekeeper and allowed to return to a “state of 
nature.” “Let it roost in the trees, defend itself in 
its own fashion,” says he, “and it will in a very 
short time pass from poultry into game.”

A pretty compliment was devised by “Carmen 
Sylva” for the Prince of Wales daring his visit to 
Roumania. A charade was given, consisting of 
fourteen tableaux, representing scenes from Shakes
peares works. Each of the first thirteen tableaux 
stood fur a letter of the alphabet and the thirteen 
together spelt Prince of Wales. The final tableaux 
represented the Prince himself in an allegorical 
scene.

W. C. Vaughn, Dayton, Ohio, has a photograph of 
an old oak tree, or what might more properly be 
called a miniature oak tree, growing from between 
the crevices of a Court House spire, built of solid - 
masonry c f limestone, at a height of some eighty 
feet from the ground. The strange production 
draws its life principally from the air, as there was 
bat little cement used in the building of the spire. 
It draws its life from the cement, tbe skin of the 
rock and the air. The dwarf is twenty years old. 
How did the acorn become imbedded in the crevice? 
Or is it a case of spontaneous generation?

Near Laredo, Mexico, there has just been discov
ered the remains of a concrete dam across the Rio 
Grande, evidently built in that time wherein the re
cord runneth not, and the other day, less than one 
hundred yards from it, there was picked up a clasp
knife, with blade about the length of the modern 
bowie knife and handle thickly overlaid with the 
purest gold, deeply chased in a sort of cipher pat
tern intermixed with animals whose like has not ex
isted since tbe flood. How dr whence it came no 
man can say, but it is thought to be a relic of a pre
historic age, and hence is held at much beyond its 
weight in gold by its present proud possessor.

The Funeral Directors’Association, whose mem
bers are among the undertakers of the United 
States and Canada, in their recent annual convene 
tion at Baltimore received a report from a commit
tee on burials of those who die at sea, and Under
taker Laubs, on tbe committee, in the discussion 
that followed said: “I want to call especial atten
tion of the press to this. Steamship companiesre- 
fuse to bring corpses to home ports for proper bu- ^
rial, alleging superstition of sailors as an objection. 1
Against tearful protest of poor people theirdead : ? 
have be li cast into the sea, but who ever heard of 4
this disposition of the rich and prominent? At Bal
timore, New York and Philadelphia^ steamship com- ■ 1

;panies have refused to listen to us, and we want the | i
^common people to know bodies can be safely d
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Housekeeping. Thimbles were formerly made only 
of iron and brass, but in comparatively late years 
they have been made of gold, silver, steel, horn, 
ivory and even glass and pearl. In China beautiful 
carved pearl thimbles are seen, bound with gold and 
with the end of gold. The first thimble introduced 
into Siam was a bridal gift from the King to the 
Queen; it is shaped like a lotus bud, made of gold 
and thickly studded with diamonds arranged to 
spell the Queen’s name.

i)r. Charcot, the great French physician, says that 
children under 16 cannot have their brnns over
worked. No forcing, be asserts, will get out o* 
them more cerebral work than tbe brain will ac
complish without fatigue. It is not till after the 
age of 16 or 18 that forcing becomes possible.

All amusement resorts in Victoria^ B. C^ are here
after to remain closed from 10 o’clock on Saturday < 
evening until midnight on Sunday, at least tf an or
dinance to that effect be strictly obeyed. : ]
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AN IDEAL. WO RLD

A glimpse of a land of glory 
That sparkles through my dream, 

With snow-crowned sierras hoary, 
Where gurgle rill and stream, 

With fern-clad glens, with mountains 
Bedecked with heather bells, 

Where cascades from cool fountains, 
Flow down the laughing dells.

A land where the nights are starry. 
With an ever waneless moon, 

Where tbe summer loves to tarry, 
With a brilliant, cloudless noon;

A land with a sinless morrow, 
A bright and stormless clime, 

With never a germ of sorrow, 
Or hatred, or lust, or crime.

A world with a placid'ocean, 
Where tbe breakers never roar, 

Where waves in perpetual motion 
Are washing the sunny shore. 

Where navies sail o’er the water, 
In peace o’er tbe brimming flood, 

That never io red with slaughter, 
And never is stained with blood.

A land that is ever vernal, 
With never a shade of gloom, 

Where the springtime dwells eternal, 
And the flowers forever bloom;

No! none of the fabled Edens, 
With a tempter lurking near, 

Where faith is devoid of credence. 
And hope o’erwhelmed with fear.

No! my world is a world of beauty, 
With never a tempter there

of devotion and truth and duty. 
Where women are pure and fair, 

Where men—in manhood-are true and brave 
Where no serpents vile are hidden. 

Where lurks ho traitor, where dwells no kn'ave. 
And never a fruit borbidden.

Charles J. Beattie in Inter-Ocean.

long-Standing
Blood Diseases are cured by 
the persevering use of Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla.

This medicine is an Alterative, and 
causes a radical change in the system. 
The process, in some cases, may not be 
quite so rapid as in others : but, with 
persistence, the result is certain. 
Read these testimonials : —

” For two years I suffered from a se
vere pain in my right side, and had 
other troubles caused by a torpid liver 
and dyspepsia. After giving several 
medicines a fair trial without a cure, I 
began to take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. I 
was greatly benefited by the first bottle, 
and after taking five bottles I was com
pletely cured.” — John W. Benson, 70 
Lawrence st., Lowell, Mass.

Last Maya large carbuncle broke out 
on my arm. The usual remedies had no 
effect and I was confined to my bed for 
eight weeks. A friend induced me to try 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Less than three
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IT INDELIBLE INK WT 
Is a detective on the track of dishonestwasherwom- 
en and c othepllne thieves. LIVINGSTON’S IN* 
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bottles healed the sore. In all my expe
rience with medicine, I never saw more
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from the Diary of an Old Lawyer,” 

and prison, ” •• Dr. Crosby’s Calm 
from a . Lawyer’s Standpoint, ”

•‘ A HAWK IN AN EAGLE’S NEST,” ETC.

A Pittsbu rg lady, Miss FleesOn, who is now a 
missionary in Siam, recently had the honor of an in
vitation to dine with the King and Queen of that 
country in their new summer palace. Tbe dinner 
was served in true Siamese fashion, but Miss Flee- 
son says she was spared the pleasure of eating some 
of the delicacies, among them angle-worm cro
quettes and chopped chewing tobacco.

Baron de Selliere, the French nobleman whose 
adventures in a madhouse near Paris attracted great 
attention some months ago, is now an inmate of tbe 
State Homeopathic Asylum for the Insane at Mid
dletown, N. Y.

Bernard Meyer of Omaha recently had extracted 
from bis left shoulder a needle which his mother 
says he ran into his body when he was an infant, 
nearly, fifty-four years ago. Mr. Meyer himself has 
no recollection of the occurrence.

Miss Alice D. Stockton of Wheaton, Mass., has 
been nominated by the Equal Rights party for Gov
ernor of that State. Miss Stockton is 26 years old.

Wonderful Results.
Another markeu effect of the use of this 
medicine was the strengthening of my 
sight/’ — Mrs. Carrie Adams, Holly 
Springs, Texas.

“I had a dry scaly humor for years, 
and suffered terribly ; and, as my broth
er and sister were similarly afflicted, I 
presume the malady is hereditary. Last 
winter, Dr. Tyron, (of Fernandina, 
Fla.,) recommended me to take Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla, and continue it for a year. 
For five months I took it daily. I have 
not had a blemish upon my body for the 
last three months.” — T. E. Wiley, 146 
Chambers st., New York City.

“Last fall and winter I was troubled 
with a dull, heavy pain in my side. I 
did not notice it much at first, but it 
gradually grew worse until it became 
almost unbearable. During the latter 
part of this time, disorders of the stom
ach and liver increased my troubles. I 
began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and, 
after faithfully continuing the use of 
this medicine for some months, the pain 
disappeared and I was completely 
cured.”—Mrs. Augusta A. Furbush, 
Haverhill, Mass.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1; six bottles, $5. Worth $5 a bottle.

This able and comprehensive work should be read by every 
thoughtful man and woman who has heard of the Seibert 
Bequest.After a happy and appropriate Introduction of the subject, with all needful explanations concerning the bequest 
of Mr. Seybert, the author gives in the first Chapter his 
‘•Open Letter to the Seybert Commission”; Chapters IL, 
IIL and IV. are devoted to a searching criticism of the Report of the Seybert Commission; Chapter V. treats ably 
of the Bible on Spiritualism; Chapter VL has for its motto 
•Tn my Father’s House are Many Mansions”; Chapter VII. contains C. C. Massey’s Open Letter on “Zollner” 
to Professor George S. Fullerton; Chapter VTIL givesan 
Idcident which took place in 1854 at a meeting of tne ••Amer
ican Association for the advancement of science,” with remarks made on that occasion by Professor Robeit Hare, 
etc, etc.; Chaptei IX. consists of the “Report of the London Dialectical Society.” made In 1869; Chapter X gives Professor Crookes’s testimony from his ^Researches 
in tbe Phenomena of Spiritualism” Chapter XL gives 
further testimony from two witnesses; Chapter XIL, “Summary,” and the Proseriptuni, close the volume.

“A Review of the Seybert Commissioners’ Report” is a 
strong book, and will be read; it will throw light on some 
disputed questions, while it cannot fail o bring out In bold 
"ellef tbe puerileness as well as the unfairness of tbe claims of the Seybert Commission. Its clearness of statement, its 
unanswerable logic, its scholarly style, at once original and forcible, its abundant wit and fine sarcasm, with here and 
there an exqulsit touch of pathos. Its vigorous mentality, 
and, above all. Its loyalty to the highest principles of truth 
and justice—all combine to make this work a valuable ad
dition to the advanced thought of tbe day.
12mo,cloth, pp. 244. Fi iceS1.25. postage tree.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi
cal Publishing House. Chicago.

ows freely f^om this Ginss Pen, which accompa- uicseach order.. It remains a brilliant jet black. No nreparation or bother. Marks all klndsof clorh. 
?°'<t<?n2i n,eiJ or silk, coarse or fine. <tet> LivingsUm'3 _ inael.ble Ink and no otherif you want a sure ibine everytime Itnever fails and is positively indelible 8am;» e botties. enough to m»<rk all the clothing < * one family, with one Gla.se Pen, ser t on receipt nfce”{•• LaiW-Blzed bottlej fo* hotels a»U la *u- ante, Go cents. Address

M ”BAS.^y;’'OT- nnm • 
45 Randolnh-Bt. Chicago. DL U H I

PSYCHOGRAPH, f OR ’

SPIRITUAL REMEDIES.
• ME& SPENCE’S

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS
"Our family think there Is nothing like the positive an 

Negative Powders”—so says J. H. Wiggins, of Beaver Lan. 
Wis., and so says everybody.

Buy the Positives for Fevers, Coughs, Colds, Bronchirt> 
Asthma, Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Liver Complain Heart Disease. Kidney Complaints, Neuralgia. Headacix Female Diseases, Rheumatism, Nervousness. Sleepless rib
and all active and acute diseases.

Buy the Negatives for Paralysis, Deafness, Amaum^ Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box of Positive an 
Negative (half and half) for Chills and Fevet.

Mailed, postpaid, for $1.00 a box. or six boxes for $“. o 
Send money at ohr risk by Registered Letter, or by Mon* 
Order.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosopk 
cat publishing House, Chicana

What is Catarrh?
Catarrh is an inflammation of the mucous mem

branes, and may affect the head, throat, stomach, 
bowels or bladder. But catarrh of the bead is the 
most common, often coming on so gradually that it 
has a firm hold before the nature of the trouble is 
suspected. Catarrh is caused by a cold, or succes; 
sion of colds, combined with impure blood. Its 
local symptoms are a sense of fullness and heat in 
the forehead, dryness in the nose and back part of 
the throat, and a disagreeable discharge from the 
pose. When the disease gains a firm hold on the 
system, it becomes chronic, and is then exceedingly 

jdangerou and treacherous, liable to develop into 
consumption.

Fortunate is it that we have in Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
the remedy for this ever increasing malady. It at
tacks at once the source of tbe disease by purifying 
and enriching the blood, which in passing through 
the delicate passages of . the mucous membrane 
Pootbes and rebuilds the tissues, giving them ten
dency to health instead of disease, and ultimately 
.curing tbe affection. At tbe same time Hood’s Sar
saparilla builds up the whole system and makes one 
feel that he has taken a new lease of life.

IIOECQM A If INA ! Send for Descriptive Circular u IH U a CLIMAX DRESS CUTTING SYSTEM 
—the simplest ever mode. B. M. KUHN, Bloomington, III. iA MAM

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE COUNTRY WltL 
OBTAIN MUCH INFORMATION FROM A STUDY OF THIS MAP OF THE

Commercial Calculator

Works Treating; Upon tlie Spiritual 
Philosophy and the Spirit World.

Book on Mediums; or Guide for Mediums and In- 
vocators: containing the special instructions of the 
spirits on the theory of all kinds of manifestations; 
the development of mediumship, and the means of 
communicating with the invisible world* By Allen 
Kardec. Also, The Spirits’Book, by the same au
thor, containing the principles of spiritist doctrine 
on the immortality of the soul and the future life. 
Price, $1.60. each, postpaid.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle. By Morell 
Theobald, F. C. A. An autobiographic narrative of 
psychic phenomena in family daily life extending 
over a period of twenty years, and told in a most 
delightful and interesting manner. Pried, reduced 
from $2.40 to $1,50, postpaid.

The Spirit World, its inhabitants, nature and phi
losophy. By Eugene Crowell. Price, $1.00, postpaid

Identity of Primitive Christianity and Modern Spir
itualism, by the same autbor, Vol. II. Tbe volumes 
of this work are independent of each other and 
since Vol. I, is entirely out of print VoL II is 
selling at $1.20, postpaid. '

The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes 
Sargent As the title indicates this work is a scien
tific exposition of a stupendous subject and should 
be read by all Spiritualists and investigators. Price, 
$1.60, postpaid.

A new series of Mental Evolution, or tbe Process 
of Intellectual Development, by the Spirit Prof. M. 
Faraday, late Chemist and Electrician in the Royal 
Institute, London. Price, 15 cents; for sale here.

Practical Arithmetic made easy, simple and convenient 
for all—whether proficient or deficient in figures—by thia 
unique and wonderful work. An entirely new. improved 
and greatly enlarged edition has just been issued, which is 
unquestionably the most useful, practical, and comprehen
sive work on the ” Art of Rapid Calculation,” ever published 
In any language.

It bodies all the practical features found in. Higher Arith
metic, Lightning Calculators, Ready Reckoners in Inter 
est. Discount. Exchange, Wages, Log and Lumber Tables, 
besides a great many original Bules and tables, which really 
are the most essential and valuable things in the book.

The first part contains 125 Commercial Tables of ready or 
Instantaneous, calculations in all kinds of Grains Stock,Hay 
Coal, Cotton. Merchandize; in Interest, Wages, Trade, Dis
count, Exchange; in Measurement of Logs, Lumber, Land, 
Cisterns. Tanks, Bins,Wagon-beds. Corn cribs. Cord wood 
Carpenters’, Plasterers’, Masons*, and Painters* work,

The second part is a complete Arithmetic In which all its 
rules and prl ncipies, from Numeration to Mensuration are 
clearly stated, fully explained, and practically applied, giv
ing all the simplest, shortest and most convenient methods 
known for rapid calculation.

The book Is neatly printed on finest quality of paper, ele
gantly bound in pocket-book form; consists of 128 pages, 
and the Nos. 3 and 5 have a renewable account-book attach 
ed, which contains self-instructing formulas for keepings 
systematic record cf receipts and expenditures—in fact, all 
about book-keeping required by the masses. Is also accom 
panted by a silicate slate, pocket for papers, anu apart from 
Its mathematical merits. Is one of the most convenient and 
desirable pocket memorandums ever offered the public.

f The Voices.
The twelfth edition of The Voices by Warren 

Sumner Barlow is just from the press. This book 
of poems has had a wonderful sale and the demand 
is now greater than ever before. The price has 
been reduced to $1.00 and is cheap at that. A new 
edition also of Orthodox Hash has been issued, and 
with this popular author’s well known poem, If 
Then and When is being called for by all readers 
that have not now got a copy. Th°se pamphlets are 
10 cents each and well worn the time spent in peru
sal. For sale at this office.

Immortality Inherent in Nature is a poem of 
which the high scope and purpose may be judged 
by the title. Its author, Warren Sumner Barlow 
Was moved by high spiritual convictions in writing 
it. His picture given in this elegant little volume, 
by a costly steel-plate portrait, preserves the fine 
personal appearance of Mr. Barlow. For sale at this 
office. Price, 60 cents. - ‘

CATARRH CURED.
A clergyman, after years of suffering from that 

loathsome disease, Catarrh, and vainly trying every 
known remedy, at last found a recipe which com
pletely cured and saved him from death. Any suf
ferer from this dreadful disease eending a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to Prof* J. A. Lawrence, 
88 Warren St., New York City, will receive the 
recipe free of charge. '

The marks of premature age may be effectually 
obliterated by using Buckingham’s Dye for tbe 
Whiskers. It colors uniformly, and always give 
satisfaction.

Starch grows sticky—common powders have a 
vulgar glare. Pozzoni’s is the only Complexion 
Powder fit for use.

The Psychograph or Dial Planchette is an instru
ment that has been well tested by numerous investi
gators. A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, in an edi
torial notice of the instrument in his paper, the 
Worthington, Minn.) Advance says:

The Psychograph is an improvement upon the 
planchette, having a dial and letters with a few 
words, so that very little /power’ is apparently re
quired to give the communications. We do not
hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test tbe 
question as to whether "spirits’ can return and corn-

10 REACH a 
Million Young people 

FOR $40.
For $40, cash with the order, we will in

sert an advertisement of 10 Lines one time 
in the following Papers, reaching more than 
1,000,000 Young People:
YOUTH COMPANION, Boston.
GOLDEN ARGOSY, New York.
GOLDEN DAYS, Philadelphia.
HARPERS YOUNG PEOPLE, New York.
YOUNG PEOPLE’S WEEKLY, Chicago. ’

***Our Handy List for Shrewd Advertisers wtlhbg 
sent to any address on receipt of 25 cts. in stamps*

LORD & THOMAS,
Newspaper Advertising

45 TO 49 RANDOLPH ST.,, 
CHICAGO.This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by num erous investigations, and has proven more satisfactory than 

the planchette, both In regard to the certainty and correct ness of the communications, and as a means of developing mediumship. Many who were not aware of their medium is tic gift, have after a few sittings been able to receive aston 
Ishing communications from tbelr departed friends.Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient. N. Y., writes: -T had comma Dications, (by the Psycbograph) from many other friends 
even from the old settlers whose gr^ve stones are moss« 
grcwnln theoldyard. They have been highly satisfactory and proved to me that Spiritualism Is Indeed true, and the 
communications have given my beart the greatest comfor- in the severe loss I have bad of son, daughter and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crewel), whose writings have made his name- familiar to those interested in psychical matters, wrote to the 
Inventor of the Psychograph as folic ws:Dear Str: I am much pleased with the Psychograph you 
sent me and will thoroughly test it the first opportunity! 
may have. It is very simple in principle and constructlox 
and I unsure must be far more sensitive to spirit power man the one now Id use. I believe it will generally supersede the latter when its superior merits become known.

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet. In an editorial notice of 
tbe^instrument In bls paper, the Worthington, (Minn.) Ad rances ays:

•TElie Psycbograph Is an Im provement upon the planchette, 
having a dial and 'etters with a few words, so that very 
little ‘power’ is appa ently required to give the communica
tions. We do not hes tate to recommend It to all who care to 
test the question as tt whether'spirits’ can return and communicate.

Giles B. Stebbins wr i es:
“Soon after this new and curious Instrument for getting spirit messages was made known, I obtained one. Ha vlngno 

gift for Its use 1 was obliged to wait for the right medium.' 
At last I found a reliable person under whose touch on a 
first trial, the disk swung to and fro, and the second time was done still more readily.”

The Unitarian
editor^• 1. c~ • —— ’!*• ar?I "ft .a oersen^to^ntw reader for rxj mlr at?on.J[ r-1 (

JTHI£_UNJITAI^^ Arbor* Mich/’J
“Mostexcellent” Dr. H. W. Tl cmas^Mcago7£“ F m
“By all odds- tt e bwTTReljgiou^MottbjFln->1 e .UniteStates.”- Universaliit Record. k

PRICE, $1.00
Postage free.

For sale,wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi 
cal Publishing House Chicago

Spiritualism,*□ 
Psychical Phenomena* 

Free Thought, and Science.
The crowded condition of the JOURNAL'S advertising 

columns precludes extended advertisements of books. buFIiL 
vestigators and buyers will be supplied with a I— 2/ 
yr^dLLaGUE AND PRICE IISli^ 

on application. Address, gp rnim
JNO. C. BUNDY, Chicago JU.

THOUGHTS FROM THE SPIRIT-WORLD
Addressed to the working classes, and written through the mediumship of Mrs. Yeatman Smith.
These lectures or messages (a pamphlet of 53 pages) have been dictated by a band of spirits who are deeply interested 

in the elevation of mankind on the earth-plane, that crime and its adjunct misery may be banished from among men. 
They have a high moral Influence, and cannot fall In havin' 
a beneficial influence on those who read them, price 2 cents,

WAS JESUS DIVINE?
This pamphlet of 32 large pages, critically reviews the his

tory of Jesus parallel with antecedent sages of antique 
showing the Gentile origm of Christianity. Price 10 eente 
Sent postpaid by enclosing that amount to the author,

M. B. CRAVEN, Southampton, Backs Co., Pa.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi-- 

cal Publishing House, Chicago
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi

cal Publishing House, Chicago.(P Aft A -^ MONTH. AgentsW’anted. 90 best sell* A/Jlll *ng articles in the world. IsampleFrea W& W Address JA Y BRONSON. DetrotUMic^

«>f/aM 1/ FOR AUL. $30 a week and ex- WW CfW it penses paid, Samples worth $5 and particulars free. P.O. VICKERY. . 
Augusta. Me.

(tran®

DES MOINES, COUNCID BLUFFS, MUS-

CHICAGO, ROCK IS1MD 4 PACIFIC R’Y 
Its main lines and branches include CHICAGO,

SX^pous 
wucc

WM_
too

pes

(Registered Trade Mark.) 

A Pleasant, Positive and Permanent 

CURE FOR THEJOBAGCO HABIT 
10,000 CURES IN FORTY WEEKS!

No !. Fine English Cloth. Silk Finish^ • $ -50
No 3. Am. Russia Leather. Aedt. book. Slate. Etc. - 1.00
No. 5 Russia Calf. Gilt edges. Acc t. book. Slate. Etc. - 1.50

Daniel Ambrose,
Publisher.^.

45. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

and scores of intermediate cities. t Choice of 
routes to and from the Pacific Coast. AH trans
fers in Union depots. Fast trains of Fine Day 
Coaches, elegant Dining Cars, magnificent PuH- 
man Palace Sleepers, and (between Chicago, St. 
Joseph, Atchison and Kansas City) 'Reclining 
Chair Cars, Seats Free, to holders of through 
first-class tickets.
Chicago, Kansas & Nebraska R’y 

“Crsat R^^* ’*’and Route.”
Extends est and Southwest from —.' ■'••*’Citv 
and F... Joseph to NELSOim, IIOETON„ BELLt?-

KANSAS AND SOUTHERN NEBRASKA 
and beyond. Entire passensa- tiquipment of tho 
celebrated Pullman manufacture. AH safety ap* 
plie ^ces and modern improvements.

The Famous Albert Lea Route
Is the favorite between Chicago, Bock Island,
Paul. *ts Watertown branch Chaverses the great

“WHEAT ANB uAIRY BELT”
< a Northern Iowa, Southwestern Minnesota, and 
East Central Dakota to Watertown, Spirit Deko, 
Sioux Fall*3 and many other towns and cities.

The Short Line via Seneca and HankaKc o offers • 
superior facilities to travel to arc. from Indipr 
spoils, Cincinnati and other Southern -■__For Tickets, Maps, Folders, or ^ paired forma
tion, apply at any Coupon Ticket Ollie or address 
E. ST. JOHN, C. A. HOLBROOK,

Gen*lManage*. GcnTTkt. SsPass. Agt»

PAMPHLETS ON
QUESTIONS

Truths for the Times, by Francis Elllngwood Abbot “The 
great inspiration of the nineteenth century Is faith in the 
ideal unities as possible in fact ” Price, 10 cents; 10 copies, 
80 cents; 100 copies, $1.

Fear of the Living God, by O. B. Frothtngham. Price, 5 
cents.

Lecture on the Bible, by Rev. Charles Voysey. Price, 10 
cents ; 100 copies, 50 cents.

Christian Propayandlsm, by Francis El ling wood Abbot. 
Price, 10 cents; 100 copies, 50 cents.

God in the Constitution, by Rev. Arthur B. Bradford. 
Price, 10 cents; 10 copies, 50 cents.

Compulsory Education, by Francis Elllngwood Abbot. 
Price, 5 cents; 10 copies, 25 cents.

The Present Heaven, by U. B. Frothingham. Price, 5 
cents; 10 copies, 25 cents.

The change of Front of the Universe by Minot J. Savage. 
Price, 5 cents.

On the Vision of Heaven, by Prof. Francis W. Newman. 
Price 5 cents: 10 copies, 25 cents.

A study of Re ligion by Francis Elllngwood Abbot. Price, 
10 cents; 10 copies, 50 cents.

The Battle of Syracuse, two essays, by James Freeman 
Clarke and Francis Elllngwood Abbot. Price, 10 cents; 10 
copies, 50 cents; 100 copies, $3.

Is Romanism Real Christianity? ByF. W. Newman and 
Francis E. Abbot Price, 10 cents.

The Sympathy of R Ilglons, by Thomas Wentworth Higgin
son. Enlarged edition, thirty-eight pages. Price. 5 cents; 
10 copies, 25 cents.

Transcendentalism, by Theodore Parker, thirty-nine pages. 
Price, 5 cents.

1VINC

The Public School Question, as understood by a Catholic 
American citizen and a Liberal American citizen, by Bishop 
McQuaid and Francis Elllngwood Abbot, one hundred 
pages. Price, 10 cents. ;

How Shall We Keep Sunday? An answer In four parts. 1. 
Sunday in the Bible, by Charles K. Whipple. 2. Sunday In 
Church History, by Minot J. Savage. 3. Sunday1 In the
Massachusetts Laws, by Charles E. Pratt, 
logman’s Sunday by William C. Gannett, 
and four pages. Price. 10 cents.

Evolution and Religion, by John Fiske. 
10 copies, 25 cents.

4. The Work- 
One hundred

Price, 5 cents;

Giordano Bruno and the Relation of His Philc sophy to 
Free Thought, by Thomas Davidson. Price. 10 cents.

An Agnostic View of the Doctrine (f Vicarious Atonement, 
by W. H. Spencer. Price, 5 cents; 10 copies, 25 cents.

Evolution in Its Relations to Evangelical Religion, by B. 
F. Underwood, Prof. P. A. Chadbourn and Prof. Asa Gray. 
Price, 5 cents; 10 copies, 25 cents; 100 copies, $1.

Messianic Expectations, by Rabbi Solomon Schindler. I, 
Introductory, 5 cents; II, Two Thousand Years Ago, 6 cents; 
IH, The Carpenter’s Son, Scents; IV, Judaism the Mother 
and Christianity the Daughter, 5 cents; V, A Genuine Mes
siah, 5 cents. The five lectures for 20 cents; ten sets for $1.

Tbe Proposed Christian Amendment to the Constitution of 
the United States. Price. 5 cents; 10 copies, 25 cents.

The Scientific and Metaphysical Methods in Philosophy, as 
affecting certain problems of religion and lite, by Lewis G. 
Janes. Price, 10 cents.

Social Ideals, by David A. Wasson. Price, 10 cents.
The Decay of the Christian Church, Its Cau-es and Rem

edy, by Rev. J. C. F. Grumblnel Price, 15 cents.

A complete set-of the pamphlets named in this advertisement, Including about eight hundred pages of 
valuable matter,will be mailed to one address oi^ receipt of $1; separate pamphlets mailed on receipt of price.

municate.” We are prepared to fill any and all orders. DANIEL AMBROSE;. 45 Randolph St., Chicago.
Price. Al. postpaid. I ’ ®Price, $1, postpaid.

RE4fe V^ A 4fc is a scientificp reparation, and as a cure for the *TOJ* .JlCCO BLAB- 
Bill— ■^n_U A I" IT’ SMOKING, CMEWINGL SNUFF-DOPING AND |V| |H I ||HinAll CIGARETTE SMOROTG IN EVER^ FORM, AND A Iwwp H WP W"W NERVE TONIC, it stands without a -*val in the world. It is purely a vegetable compound, prepared in COMPRESSED TABLET fn-^, and does not contain a par
ticle of Morphine, Opium or any deleterious drug. Notobac is prepar^u to ha^e - Mireci mlUc? on *ke 
NERVE CENTERS, and to free the system of all points .io effects induced bv oi Tobacco. 
Any of the following symptoms indicate that the cy.^en *s dangerously impregnated with nicotine involving a

WEAKENED COHDCHCH OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.
Viewed to continue will surely1 - •^Ic diseases

7 ’nc. Marked *?ymptomr'•_rA3 chat the victim iot.^ “^,?’^o in the mr‘’^tT^, ^.**uumiy improving as niK bt apK x?‘ ‘.'^^ «*n*>< cii-cu!L*ves imn**n^°~Z . - ^oXx? 1» -,-viv 2"~*r; .crwMP'* *rrD9”' -*•' ■—'"*•* c’^ep. ^sr _.k.:av3; au.., .^C"-"^^^ vo*--il^«* ringing in t^e e;^**^ acuon ^uie neart.etc. A-*j?V’ BACal3‘.-<i2^ ’"^TyTlr ^^. .. «ue secrerivegm^usoi me msath, Entlwe»y Dtsiro^ms me Desire for T'o’r^cco, an^* * u ur. s<i^.*e time eiimir'Lxing tx>fe pcit.G^^o uicGiine from the system, and exerting its peculiar and beneficial action o/. *Hn Lutire nerveas system, increasing the flow of nervous fluid, allaying all irritability «ud restoring to1 ^itn aa^l ^:1t1L/ „ue diseased and partially destroyed nerves caused by the long nad excessive u^eo^ ^obacoo.It I** *:Le Only Posli 7e Cure ior the Tobacco Habit ever formulated and successfully prescribed- It possesses med^aal ^ikxues as a Nerve Tonic and Natural Stimulant not to bo found in ai.; other remedy, it uas 'absolutely no depressing influence, but produces healthful and refreshing sleep and leaves no :.!jurluus results*behind.
Thousand e* Have Voluntarily Written Us, Testifying to tlie Great Merits of 

| TwOTCKAC; We Publish Several; Read. Them* for They Are a Truth
ful Reproduction, Word, for Word, of the Originals :

A Wonderful Medicine.
M. W. Jory, Manufacturer of Wagons, Carriages, Buggies and Sleighs, Hobart, Ind, May 24,1888. 

Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind.
Gentlemen:Gentlemen:—I received yours o f 23d yesterday. In reply will say, I intended to write you a few days ago, thanking you for being pi been a constant chewer or

o write you a few days ago, ublic benefactors. I have________ jit chewer of 1 obacco thirty-three years; when I saw your ad. I thought it another or those catch-penny articles we so often see in newspapers. I suffered so much from indigestion and nervousness, caused, as I believe, from the excessivie use of the dirty weed called tobacco, that I decided to'send for a box of the Notobac. I received it May 6,1888, and took it ax:- cordingtod^ctluas; nowlnave nu£?sire for tobac-co, ana permit me to say to all persons who have contracted the bad habit of chewing tobacco, if they Ei?ke up their minds to stop they can do so by obtaining your Notobac medicine. Previous to my taking your medicine my appetite was poor; now I can eat any thing without any bad effect. Yburs respectfully.

Permanently Cured.Renville, Jay Co., Ind., April 20,1888.The Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ino.Gentlemen.—After using tobacco forty years I tun percured of the Jiabit by the use of Notobac.the ad. I had little faith in its effecting a cure, but after I used a box I felt the effects, and I used another, with the above result. It is now about four months, and I have no more desire for tobacco than if I had never used it, and I am now prepared to say there is no case but what I think Notobac will cure, and I consider it one of the greatest discoveries of the. age. E. IX FIERCE.

manently
When I first saw

Cured.Editorial Rooms LaFayette Daily Joubnal, LaFayette, Ind., March 6,1888. Universal Remedy Co.Gentlemen.—For six years prior to January 30,1888,1 was an inveterate smoker. On that date I grave upmy cigar for Notobac. The effect was surprising and almost magical. Whenever I felt a desire to smoke I would place one of those tablets in my mouth and the desire would banish instantly. I continued this method, until the contents of two boxes of Notobac were used. I have no desire to smoke now, and do not use this, wonderful remedy. Notobac has done me an immensity of good, and I consider it one of the greatest productions and blessings ever presented the public. Yours truly,CHAS. A. SMITH, , City Editor LaFayette Journal.
Notobac Did Just What You Claim—One-half a Box 

Cured Me, and I Gave a Portion of the Balance 
to a Friend of Mine, and He Is Cured Also.

Lyell, Hickman Co., Tenn., Aug. 1,1887. Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind. ’ Gentlemen:—! take pleasure in writing a few lines to say that your Notobac did just what you claimed foriU I only used one-half box and it entirely cured me, and I gave the balance of the box to a friend of mine, who had been useing tobacco for ten years, and he used about half and reported himself entirely cured. I still„have a small portion of the 1 as a memento. Yours truly.
rted himself entirely cured. I still

ch I will preserve 
T. J. BRADY.

Cured of the Tobacco Habit, and My General 
Health Has Been Greatly Improved.Donnelsville, Clark Co., O. Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind. .Gentlemen.—I take pleasure in advising you that I have used Notobac with the best result. It nos not only cured me of the tobacco habit, but greatly improved my health. 1 also think your pills, the‘‘Universal,” the best 1 have ever token. S. B. KINGORE.

Chewed and Smoked for Fifty Yearn—Notobac
Cured Me and Greatly Improved My Health.East Charleston, Tioga Co. , Pa.. Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind.Gentlemen:—Your Notobac will do just exactly what it is i ecommended. It has entirely relieved roe of the tobacco habit that I have been afflicted with for the post six months. Since I quit the use of tobacco with the assistance of your antidote, I have greatly improved in health, and am feeling better than I have for many years.

I Ih xveu-ed your Universal Pills, and would recommend them as the best I have ever taken. Yours truly, DENTON GEROW.
Used Tobacco Forty-five Years—The Deidre Com

pletely Eradicated With Two Boxes of Notobac— 
Would Not Be'Bock in the Habit Again for Hun
dreds of Dollars.Silom Springs, Ark., Aug.16,1887. 1 Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind.Gentlemen.—Some three months ago I ordered two boxes of your Notobac, which I at once u?ed, and since that time have not used tobacco in any shape or form, nor have I any desire for it. Previous to that time I have used tobacco for about forty-five years to excess, and would say that I would not bo back in the habit of using tobacco again and not know of yonr cure for hundreds of dollars. I am now sixty-six years of age, ?.nd during the past twenty years have tried every antiQuvC I have heard of. I also think Notobac an excellent constitutional treatment. Enclosed please find $5.00, for which yoc **an send me by mail one-half dozen boxes, as 1 wish to gxve them away to some _of my friends. Yours truly, x/. oxlaTGR.

Notobac in My Case Wait Almost Miraculous—I 
Would Advice All Who Want to Be Cured of the 
Tobacco Habit to Try It.

OREGON. Ill., July 27,1887. Universal Remedy Co , LaFayette, Ind.Gentlemen:— It is with great pleasure that I write to you concerning the use your Notobac, and I wish to say, in the start, I have used tobacco for many, many years. I have tried many times to stop the use of it; I failed every time until I procured and used some of your Notobac, and now it has been six months since X desired to use tobacco in any form. I do not intend to ever use it again. The desire for tobacco, and its unpleasant effects upon the nervous system, has been entirely destroyed. I recommend it to one and all who are slaves to the tobacco habit. Notobac surpassed my most sanguine expectations, in fact, its action in my case was almost tmraculous,and I would say to one and all, who are addicted to the tobacco habit and want to be cured—try it. Yours truly, AMOS SAILSBURY.
One Box Notobac Cured Me of the Habit of Many 

Years’ Standing. Egypt, Monroe Co.. N. Y. Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind*Gentlemen:—Enclosed please find Sl.fO for which Slease send one box of Notobac for a friend of mine, ne box of your Notobac cured me of the tobacco habit of many years’ standing. Yours truly,J. O. LEOPOLD.
One and n Half Boxes Notobac Cared Me ofthe To

bacco Habit of Ten Years’ Standing—I Also Have 
Two Friends Who Used N otobae Upon My Recons- 
mendatiosa and They Are Cured. «>

Pleasant Valley, Tex., July 27,1887.Universal Remedy Co., LaFayette, Ind.'Gentlemen.*—I write to you conce rning your cure for the tobacco habit, and would say that iwas addicted to the use of the terrible weed, and noticing your advertisement I thought I would try it and ordered a box. not expecting to reap any benefit. I thought it would be like all the other remedies I hod heretofore tried, a humbug. I had used tobacco for ten years ana made many ineffectual attempts to quit the habit, but could not do it until I used your Notobac. One and one-half boxes cured me and now. after six months, I am able to * say that the desire for tobacco was entirely destroyed within ten days after I commenced the use of Notobac; and I have never had the least desire for it since.I have two friends who, upon my recommendation, ordered Notobacl and they have been cured. They say they have no desire for tobacco at all. Veiy truly/youx friend, J. J.Mc^LLOT-
Cigarette Habit Cured.

Giddings, Tex., March 7, 1887.Gentlemen.—I received a box of your Notobac a few weeks ago and commenced to use it according to directions,'and I am glad to inform you that it completely destroyed the desire for tobacco. I have been a slave to the cigarette habit for over five years. I found that »t was injuring my health and tried a hundred times to break myself, but failed until I used one box of your Notobac and it cured me; Wishing you the great success you deserve, I am yours truly.
The only medicine in the world that will effectually destroy the appetite for Tobacco and eliminate the poisonous effect of the nicotine from the system. PRICE* SI a Rox, or 8 Doxes for 88*<SB* Three boxes guaranteed to cure when used according to the simple directions. For sale by druggists generally or sent by mail, prepaid, upon receipt of price, stamps or postal note.
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Prof. Gunning—A Correction.

To the Editor ot the Rellglo-PhllosoDhical Journal:

prietor and editor of the Open Court” in re
gard to; her husband, whose death occurred 
last March, speaks of “a paper which, had 
Prof. Gunning continued with us,would have 
been given you in due time. It was the 
treatment, or rather reconciliation, of the 
difference in the arguments of Dr. Montgom
ery and Prof. Cope, as published in the Open 
Court. It was matured in his mind, but his 
social work and sudden physical decline,, 
prevented the writing out. or committing 
the point even verbally to me.... .Had I been 
aware ;what was in store- -that the close of 
my husband’s life was so near, I could have 
accomplished the writing of the Cope-Mont
gomery article.”

Prof. W. D. Gunning was a man whose 
genius I admired, and whose friendship,which 
it was my privilege to enjoy during the last 
ten years of his life,*! highly valued. When I 
became editorially connected with the Index 
I secured him as a contributor to that journal. 
By my request he wrote an article for the 
initial number, and for several subsequent 
numbers of the Open Court. His friends will 
regret that he did not write the article on the 
Montgomery Cope controversy, though I am 
satisfied, as I believe both those writers are, 
that their views are too fundamentally dif
ferent to admit of reconciliation.

But I took up my pen to correct a mistake, 
lest I be thought open to the charge of un
veracity. In correspondence with Dr. Mont
gomery, and in conversations with friends, I 
have stated that Prof. Gunning intended to 
review the Montgomery-Cope discussion, and 
that he probably wonld have done so but for 
the change in tbe management of the jour
nal. I knew whereof I spoke; for I was in cor
respondence with Prof. Gunning after my 
retirement from O. C., and knew that he 
had no intention or wish to write again 
for the paper. More than this need not be 
said. Mrs. Gunning will pardon me for giv
ing the following extract from 'her letter to 
me of March 14th, 1888:

“His [Prof. Gunning’s] last projected writ
ing was an effort at reconciling the views of 
Montgomery and Cope, but he had put noth
ing on paper. Had you continued on the 
Open Court the paper would doubtless have 
been completed.”

This is a matter of small importance, but 
one does not like to rest under suspicion of 
misrepresentation, even in such a matter.

PPPRICE’S 
CREAM 
§AKlNg 

Powder 
S^?^I PERFECT MAOf

Its superior excellence proven In millions or homes foi 
more than a quai ter of a century. It Is used by the United 
States Government. Endorsed by the heads of the Great 
Universities as the Strongest Purest, and most Healthful. 
Dr. Price’s cream Baking Powder does not contain 
Ammonia. Lime, or Alum. Sold only in Cans.

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO
NEW TORE. CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS.

AS FINE AS SILK I
Nothing; More Meslrable tlian

BAILEY’S RUBBER BRUSHES
For For sale by all dealers.Holiday Gifts.

lEEEtfOOPER
{<AEWAYS THE CHEAPEST”

Respectfully, B. F. Underwood

The Progressive Circle.

xv the Editor of tne Religio-Philosophical Journal:
Next Sunday evening at Avenue Hall, 159 

22nd street, will be held the first meeting 
of this organization, which has been so long 
one of the greatest needs of Spiritualism. 
The idea has been conceived, by Mr. Geo. H. 
Brooks, now lecturing in Washington, and 
Mr. Coverdale, President of The Young Peo
ple’s Progressive Society. Ultimately this 
society is to have a circulating library 
throughout the States, organizations to be 
formed in the different cities wherever a few 
Spiritualists are located. The books to be 
studied will be those considered the best on 
philosophy and science. Next Sunday even
ing Epes Sargent’s Scientific Basis of Spir
itualism will be the work for consideration. 
Only interested and earnest persons seeking 
for the truth are requested to join us, and 
such are cordially welcomed. S.

f Chicago, Oct. 29,1888.

The Spiritualists’ and Mediums’ Society.
. uo tbe Editor of tbe*Religio-Philosophical Journal:

This society was organized last evening at 
Avenue Hall, to meet on Sunday afternoons, 
with speakers and mediums. The object of 
the organization is the same as many of the 
other organizations in the city, to spread 
tbe truths of Spiritualism. The society is to 
present nothing but Spiritualism, both its 
philosophy and phenomena in all its differ
ent grades of development. The officers are: 
Mr. Edwin Jones, President; Mrs. Prindle, 
Secretary; Mrs. Allsbrook, Treasurer, with an 
executive committee of five to transact busi
ness. It will meet at Avenue Hall, 159 22nd 
Street, at 3 p. m. Meetings entirely free. A

Chicago, Oct. 29,1888.

Are Yau a Cash Buyer ?
If you are desirous of securing your supplies of

Ury Goods, Carpets, House Furnishing;

Goods, Cloaks, Shoes, IJru^s and Toilet

Articles, Silver Plated Ware, Cutlery,

Tinware, Hardware, Trunks, Willow

and Wooden Ware, Toys, Jewelry, Clocks

and Watches, Crockery and Glass Ware,

Millinery, Upholstery Goods, Gents’

Fnrnisliings, Boys’ Clothing, Paintings

and Frames, Hair Goods, Wall Paper 

and Confectionery.

AT REASONABLE PRICES

We can supply your wants. We have complete 
assortments in all of the above Unes,

Our goods are all marked In plain figures; sold at

strictly “One Price” to all and for cash only. We
keep no books; charge to nobody. We therefore incur

no losses; and cash buyers at our store do not pay the

additional profit required by credit houses to make up

for bad-uay customers. We deal mostly In the

BOOKS ON ART
A comprehensive list of 

Art,
the best wbrks on the 
selected frohn the stock

Graphic and Formative

a. c. McClurg & co.

Etching 
Painting 
Sculpture.

Drawing 
Engraving 
Architecture

Raphael: His Life, Works and Times
By Eugene Muntz. Illustrated, with 154 Engravings in the Texts and 43 Full-Page 
plates. 8vo, 501 pages, gilt top. Cloth. $9.00; half morocco. $15.00

Outlines of the History of Art
By Dr. Wilhelm Lubke Edited by Clarence Cook. In Two Volumes. Fully Illustrate
ed, 8vo, gilt tops. Per set. Half Leather, $7.50; Half Morocco, $22.00

A History of Architecture in All Countries •
From the Earliest Times to Che Present Day. By James Ferguson, M. R. A. S., etc.
Illustrated. 2 vols, 8vo, Gilt tops. Half leather, $7.50; half calf $12.50

The History of Ancient Art
Translated from the German of John Winckelman. Four Volumes in two, Illustrated.8vo. Per set, $9.00

Handbook of Painting
The German, Flemish and Dutch Schools. Based on the Handbook of Kugler, Remodeled by the Late Dr. Waagen. Thoroughly Revised and in part Rewritten by
J. A. Crowe, With Illustrations, 2 vols, 8vo. Per Set Net, $8 00

Essays on the Art of Pheidias
By Charles Waldsteio, M. A. Illustrated, 8vo, 429 pages, Gilt top $7.50

The Renaissance of Art in France
By Mrs. Mark Pattison, With 19 Illustrations on SteeL In Two Volumes, 8vo Gilt
tops, Half Leather. Per Set, $7.50

The Unknown River •
An Etcher’s Voyage of Discovery. By Philip Gilbert Hamerton, With Thiity-seven 
Illustrations, Etched from nature by the Author. Crown 8vo, 70 Pages, Gilt Edges.

$7.00

Anatomy for Artists .
By John Marshall, F. R. C. S., etc. Illustrated by 200 Original Drawings. ByJ. S.Cuthbert. 8vo, 436 Pages, Gilt top. 56.00

An Illustrated Dictionary of Words Used in Art and Arcbceology 
Explaining Terms Frequently Used In Works on Architecture, Arms, Bronzes, 
ChrisilanArt. Color, Costume, Decoration, Devices, Emblems. Heraldry, Lace, Person
al Ornaments, Pottery. Painting, Sculpture, etc., with Their Derivations. ByJ. W. 
MolietL B. A. 8vo, 350 pages. Net, $5.00

Modern Perspective
A Treatise upon the Principles and Practice of Plane and Cylindrical Perspective. ByWilliam K. Ware. 2 vols, 8vo. One vol. of Plates. Per set, $5.00

Caricature and Other Comic Art
in All Times and Many Lands. By James Parton. With 203 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 340 Pages, Gilt top. $5.00

Etchings and Etchers
By Philip Gilbert Hamerton. Illustrated, 8vo, 459 Pages, Gilt top. $5.00

History of Mediaeval Art
By Dr. Franz von Reber. Translated by Joseph Thacher Clarke. With 422 Olustra-
tions and a Glossary ot Technical Terms, 8vot 743 Pages. $5,00

A Handbook of Pictorial Art t-: y
By the Rev. R. St. John Tyrwhitt, M. A. With a Chapter on Perspective, by A. Mac
donald, Illustrated with Illuminated Plates. 8vo, 384 Pages, Gilt top. Half Leather. 

> - Net, $4.50

A History of Art for Beginners and Students
Painting, Sculpture. Architecture With Indexes and Numerous Other Illustrations.
By Clara Erskine clement. 3 Volumes in One, 8vo. $4.00

Stories of Arts and Artists
By Clara Erskine Clement. Illustrated, Royal 8vo, 357 Pages.

Historical Handbook of Italian Sculpture
By Charles C.Perkins. Illustrated, 8vo, 432 Pages, Gilt top.

The House Beautiful
Essays on Beds and Tables, Stools and Candlesticks. By Clarence Crown 8vo.B36 Pages.

$4.00

Cook. Illustrated

Art Education Applied to Industry
By George Ward Nichols. With Illustrations, Crown 8vo, 211 Pages, Gilt edges. $4.00

A Treatise on Etching
Text and Plates by Maxime Lalanne. Translated by 8. R . Koehler. With an Intro*
ductory Chapter and Notes by the translator, 8vo, 79 Pages. $3.50

History of Ancient Art
By Dr. Franz von Reb?r. Translated and Augmented by Joseph Thacher Clarke,
With 308 Illustrations, and a Glossary of Technical Terms, 8vo.

A History of Wood Engraving ■
By George E. Wcodberry. Illustrated, Crown 8vo, 221 Pages

$3.50

$3.50

Hints on Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery and Other 
Details

By Charles L. Eastlake. Edited with Notes, by Charles O. Perkins, M. A. Illustrated.

Art Thoughts
The Experiences and Observations of an American Amateur In Europe. By James J. Jarves. 12me, 379 pages. $2.50

An Outline History of Sculpture for Beginners and Students
With Complete Indexes and Numerous Illustrations. By Clara Erskine Clement.
Square 12mo, 301 pages. $2.50

4 Dictionary of Terms in Art
Edited and Illustrated by F. W. Fairholt. F. S. A. With 500 Engravings on Wood. 12mo, 474 pages. • $2-50

Drawing in Charcoal and Crayon
? With 8 Studies from Original Designs. By Frank Fowler, reproduced by the heliotype 

process, for the use of Stuuents and Schools. 12 mo. $2.50
AI Manual of Greek Archaeology

t From the French of Maxime Collignon. Illustrated. 12mo, 384 pages. $2.00
Ai Short History of Tapestry

H From the Earliest Times to the End of the Eighteenth Century. From tbe French of
^ Eugene Muntz. Illustrated. 12mo, 399 pages. . , $2.00

Tlie Graphic Arts
A Treatise on the Varieties of Drawing, Painting and Engraving in (Comparison with 
Each Other and with Nature. By Philip G. Hamerton, 12mo. 508 pages. $2.00

T5e Education of the Artist
: From the French of Ernest Chesneau. 12mo. 327 pages.

Artistic Anatomy
: Fiom the French of Matthias Duval. Illustrated. 12mo, 324 pages.

$2.00

$2 OU
An Outline History of Architecture for Beginners Students

With complete indexes and numerous illustrations. By Clara Erskine Clement, Square
12mo, 206 pages. $2.00

Landscape
By Philip G. Hamerton. 12mo, 440 pages. 52 00

Engraving: Its Origin, Processes and History
Fron the French of Le Vicomte Henri Delaborde. With an Additional Chapter on Eng
lish Engraving by William Walker. 8 vo, 348 pages. $2 00

Art: Its Laws and the Reasons for Them
Collected. Considered and Arranged for General and Educational Purposes. By Sam
uel P. Long. 8vo, 248 pages. $2.00

An Outline History of Painting for Beginners and Students
With complete indexes and numerous fullpage illustrations.By Clara Erskine Clement.Square 12mo, 320 pages.

Thoughts About Art
By Philip G. Hamerton. Portrait, 12mo, 383 pages.

$2.00

$2.00
Handbook of Young Artists and Amateurs in Oil Painting

Being Chiefly a Condensed Compilation from the Celebrated Manuel of Bouvier, with 
Selected Additional Matter, with a New Explanatory ana Critical Vocabulary. 12mo, 
398 pages. $2.00

The Dutch School of Painting
By Henry Harvard. Ill ns trated. 12mo. 290 pages, gilt top. $2.00

Sculpture: Egyptian, Assyrian, Greek, Roman
With Numerous Illustrations, a Map of Ancient Greece and a Chronological List of
Ancient Sculptors and Their Works. By George Redford. F. R. C. S. 12mo, 245 
------ $2.00pages.

The Flemi School of Pointing
>&. Jn Wauters. Illustrated, 12 mo, 423 pages, gilt top. $2.00

The Ert^lsh School of Painting
By Burned Chesneau, with a Preface by Professor Ruskin. Illustrated. 12mo.339
pages, gilt Op. $2.00

Half Hour Lectures on the Fine and Ornamental Arts
By W. B. Scott, with 50 Dlustrations Engraved by W. J Linton, 12mo, 370 pages. $1.75

The Art Idea '
Sculpture, Painting and Architecture in America. By James J. Jarves, 12mo, 381 
pages, gilt top. >1.75

Principles of Art
Part I„ Art In History; Part IL, Art in Theory. By John C. Van Dyke, 12mo, 291

Stamping and Embroidery.
“Yes, Lizzie, I like to do fancy work, but I haven’t 

felt like trying that pattern—or anything else—for 
a week. These awful ‘dragging-down’ pains are 
just killing me”! “I know how you feel, and I can 
tell you where to look for relief. Dr. Pierce’s 
Favorite Prescription is a certain cure for all those 
peculiar weaknesses and distressing ailments. Why! 
It even cured me of prolapsus, and many of my lady 
friends have been cured of various grave maladies 
peculiar to our sex by this wonderful medicine.” It 
is the only medicine sold by druggists, under a posi
tive guarantee from the manufacturers, that it will 
Sive satisfaction in every case, or money refunded.

.ead guarantee on hottie-wrapper.
A Progressive Souse.

The youngest really great shopping center in Chi
cago, and one of the most progressive, is Siegel 
Cooper & Co.’s establishment, at the southeast cor
ner of State and Adams Streets. It has attracted 
great attention though only in its second year.

Like Macy of New York and Wanamaker of PhiL 
adelphia the firm handles everything that goes into 
family consumption or wear, excepting, perhaps, 
groceries. There are fifty-five departments or lines 
of goods, each distinct from others, each ably man
aged by special talent.

The firm sprang fully prepared into existence. 
Success was naturally to be expected from the start. 
Mr. Siegel was known for years as a wholesale cloak 
manufacturer of Chicago, and as largely interested 
in a great corset manufacturing establishment.

Mr. F. H. Cooper had risen to the first rank as a 
dry goods dealer in Peoria where he worked his 
way to the leading business of that city. Mr. Isaac 
Keim had been associated closely for years with a 
State Street house, rose from thp ranks to a high 
position where 'his abilities were largely influential.

And all these men are young enough to be vigor
ous, ripe enough to be in their prime. It is little 
wonder then that Siegel Cooper & Co., have de
veloped a large trade already, and grow every 
month.

One of the evidences of enterprise was the issuing 
last spring of a spring “Shopping Guide.” It was 
popular and useful. Their fall and winter “Shop
ping Guide” was recently issued. It is a splendidly 
illustrated book of ninety-six large pages, giving. 
prices, pictures and descriptions of all their lines of 
goods. Our lady readers at too great a distance to 
call for it may have It sent free by mall on address
ing Siegel Cooper & Co., State and Adams Streets, 
Chicago. ' ■

Magnetic Foot Batteries.
This office acknowledges the receipt of a pair of 

Magnetic “Foot Batteries,” with the compliments of 
tbe manufacturer^ Dr. 0.1. Thacher, manager of the 
Chicago Magnetic Shield Co., No. 6, Central Music 
Hall, this city. The doctor has been extensively en
gaged for years in the treatment of diseases through 
magnetic appliances. We are advised that they are 
highly endorsed by many of his patrons. The goods 
are advertised in another column.

popular lines of goods, such goods as we can sell at 

moderate prices, leaving out of our selections both the

extreme high costand trashy goods.

For good, reliable goods at tte most reasonable

prices we commend our house to your notice.

Respectfully,

Siegel, Cooper & Co.

THE MISSING LINK

MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
BY A. LEAH UNDERHILL—<of the Fox Famfly.) .

This intensely interesting work, so full of Experiences and 
Incidents connected with the progress of Spiritualism (by 
one of the far-famed Fox Sisters), will meet with wide spread 
favor, and undoubtedly attain a very large circulation.

The author says: It is not that tbe history of Spiritual Man
ifestations In this century and country has not again and 
again been written that I deem It a duty to give this history 
to tbe world; but it happens that nobody else posesses—both in vivid personal recollections and In stores of documentary 
material—the means and tbe data necessary for the task of 
giving a correct account of the initiation of the movement 
known as modern Spiritualism.

One VoL, crown 8vo.. cloth extra, with steel portraits of the 
Fox Family, and other Illustrations.

_ Price 2.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi

cal PuBLisHir 7 House. Chicago.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION
IN

AMMAI, MA€HWETISM

8vo, 304 Pages.

Mural Painting
By Frederic Crowninshield. Illustrated, Crown 8vo, 153 Pages.

$3 00

$3.00
The Grammar of Painting and Engraving

Translated from the French of Blanc’s Grammalre des Art du Dessin by Kate Newell
Doggett. With the Original Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 330 Pages. $3.00

Parisian Art and Artists
By Henry Bacon. Illustrated, Square 12mo, 239 Pages. $3.00

Famous Sculptors and Sculpture
By Mrs. Julia A. Shedd. Illustrated with Heliotypes from many Famous Works of
Sculpture. 12mo. 319 Pages, $3.00

A Handbook of Legendary and Mythological Art
By Clara Erskine Clement, With Descriptive Illustrations. 12mo. 575 Pages. $3.00

Artists of the Nineteenth Century and Their Works
A Handbook Containing 2,050 Biographical Sketches. By Clara Erskine Clement and
Laurence Hutton. 2 vols. in one. 12mo. $3,00

Painters, Sculptors, Architects, Engravers, and Their Works
A Handbook. By Clara Erskine Clement With Illustrations and Monograms, 12mo.
681 Pages. $3.00

A single bottle of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will establish 
the merits of this medicine as a blood, purifier. 
Many thousands of people are yearly cured of 
chronic diseases by the faithful use of this remedy. 
It is unequaled for the cure of scrofula.

Means of avoiding Inconveniences and dangers, showing 
how we can develop the magnetic faculty and perfect our
selves in the knowledge of Magnetism with copious notes on 
Somnambulism and the use to be made of it

By J. P. F. DELEUZE.
Translated from the French by Thomas C. Hartshorn.

For a long time there has been a growing Interest in the facts relating to Magnetism, and subjects connected with IL 
ind many inquiries for a hook giving practical instructions. 

The above work is believed to be, in many respects, the best,— 
in fact, the only exhaustive work, containing instructions. This 
edition is from new plates with large type, handsomely printed and bound.
* J^10 Practical nature of the work can readily be seen, and

It j9 one °* sreat value to all who are interested, or who would know something of this subtle power, and how to use 
and control IL In a notice nf the first edition, the Boston jtred- 
wal and Surgical Journal said: “Aside from any particular 
feelings of dislike or partiality for the subject of Magnetism, candor obliges us to acknowledge that this compact manual Is 
a very captivating production. There is a peculiar manifesta
tion of honesty in the author, who writes what he considers to 
be substantially true, without any reference to the opinions of the world. Having no guile himself, he seems to be unwilling 
to believe that any one else can be induced by bad motives. Fully aware of the ridicule to which the devotees of Mesmer
ism have been subjected, he shows no disposition to shun the 
criticism of those who have endeavored, from the very begin- • nlng, to overthrow the labors of those who are toiling In tibar field of Philosophy.”

529 pp. extra cloth, price $2.00, portpall
For sale, wholesale and retan, by the ReligioFhilo60PBB k SAL Publishing House, Chicago/

pages.
A Short History of Architecture

By Arthur Lyman Tuckerman. With Illustrations by the Author, 8vo, 168 pp.

The Old Masters aud Their Pictures
For the Use of Schools and Learners in Art By Sarah Tytler, 12mo, 363 pages.

Art Hints: Architecture. Sculpture and Painting
By Jaxes J. Jarves, 12mo, 398 pages.

Colour: An Elementary Manual for Students
By A. EL Church. With 6 Colored Plates. 12mo,-192 pages.

Modern Painters and Their Paintings
For the Use of Schools and Learners in Art By Sarah Tytler, 12mo, 362 pages.

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$150

$1.50
Lectures and Lessons on Art

Being an Introduction to a Practical and Comprehensive Scheme By F. w. Moody.
With Diagrams to Illustrate Composition and. Other Matters, 8vo, 176 pages.
boards. , Net, $1.30

The Anatomy of Pattern
By Lewis F. Day, Illustrated. 12mo. Net $1.25

Early Christian Art in Ireland
By Margaret Stokes. With One Hundred and Six Woodcuts, 12mo, 210 pages. 11.25

Etchings in America
With Lists ot American Etchers and notable Collections ot Prints. By J. B. W. Httch*
cock, 12mo, 96 pages, gilt top. $125

Amateur Art }
OU and Water Color Painting Without a Teacher; Also Howto Painton Wood, Silk, ■ 
Velvet, and Glass, Cameo Oil Painting and Coloring Mounted Photographs, Maps, 
Prints, Etc. By Henri Clarise, Quarto, 76 pages, boards. $1.00

W. M. Hunt’s Talks on Art
In Two Parts. 8vo, Paper Per voL, Net, $1.00

Art Topics
History of Sculpture, Painting and Architecture, with Specific Reference to mos t of 
the Standard Works on Art, By Charles S. Farrar, A. M. Quarto, 142 pages. $1.00

Famous Painters and Paintings n
. By Mrs. Julia A. Shedd. Illustrated with Heliotypes of Engravings from Works by I (jOSSlp ADOUt JrOrtraiiS
Raphael, Correglo, Titian, etc. 12mo, 328 Pages, $3,00 Principally Engraved Portraits. By Walter F. Tiffin. 12mo, 223 pages. Net, $1.00

Schools and Masters of Painting
With an Appendix on the Principal Galleries of Europe. By A. G. Radcliffe. Illu trated. 12mo, 616 Pages. $3.0.

Our American Artists
By S. G. W. Benjamin. With Portraits,Studios and Engravings of Paintings, Hiustrat-
en, 12mo. 193 pages. $1.00

We will mall any book on this list, postpaid, to any address In the United States, Canada, or any country included in the Universal Postal Union on 
receipt of price, except those marked net, to the price of which ten per cent, must be added for postage J

A. C. McClurg
Wabash Avenue and Madison Street

Chicago
A PURE SOULED LIAR.

An anonymous noveL In a review from advance sheets. 
Ths Open Court says:

“A Pure Souled Liar Is, f or originality of plot, finished 
and entertaining style, and high purpose, one of the most 
notable books of fiction recently Issued from the press. 
Added to this is the wonderful air of reality that pervades 
the book, especially In the opening chapter. This is due, we 
think, In part to very cunning art, and also to the circum-

LEAVES FROM MY LIFE:
A Narrative of Personal Experiences fertile Career of a Servant of 

the Spirits; with some account of American Spirit
ualism, as seen during a twelvemonth’s 

visit to the United States.

MEDIUMSHI
9

stance of the author’s complete incognito Directness

Illustrated with two Photographs.
This work, received from London, furnishes In a succint 

manner, evidence of the interest of our friends In Splrit-llfe in 
our welfare. Illustrates the Idea of Spirit Control, and its value 
when rightly understood and employed In developing the indL 
vidual powers of mind. 136 pp. Price 75 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi 
cal Publishing House, Chicago.

of style and sincerity of purpose characterize every page. 
The personnel of the story are chosen from that enticing, 
perplexing class, marked by aspiring souls and Bohemian 
instincts, the students of a modern' Art Institute; thus 
supplying an agreeable variety to the motive and characters 
of the average society novel, ot which we are getting rather 
too many.”

ABSENCE OF DESIGN IN NATURE
PEOr. H. D. GABBISON.

li this Lecture, which was delivered before the Chicago
Paper, 16mo, 50 cents by mail.

DANIEL AMBROSE, 
45 Randolph st., Chicago, DI

■ Philosophical Society, the Author shows that tbe existence of 
. i an “ over-ruling Providence ” cannot be proven from Nature.

Price IO Cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the BEhioio-PHiLoeoPHZ 

sal Publishing Housk. Chicago.

By MBS. MARU I. KIIG.
This Pamphlet of 50 pages Is a condensed statement of the - 

laws of Mediumship illustrated by the Author’s own expert lences. It explains the Religious experiences of the Chris? 
’Ian .in consonance with Spiritual laws and the Spiritual 
Philosophy. It Is valuable to all, and especially to the Chris
tian who would know the true philosophy of a “change of 
heart” It ought to be largely circulated as a tract by Spirit 
ualists.

Price $6 por hundred; $3.50 for 50; $1 for 13, and 10 cent per single copy.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophi

cal Publishing House, Chicago.

DfGERSbLL’SINm^Vm^
ON

TALMAGE.
By ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

This Is the well-known Author’s 1 atest work—being six inter* views with him on six sermons by the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage. D. D., to which is added a Taimagian Catechism.
Price, cloth bound, $2.90, postage 15 cents extra; paper; ? $L00. postage 8 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philobophi- - 

cal publishing House, Chicago
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